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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines the phonology and phonetics/phonology
interface in Coatzospan Mixtec (CM). I focus on two major prosodies,
glottalization and nasalization, in CM. First, I provide detailed phonological
analyses of both within the context of Optimality Theory, OT (Prince and
Smolensky 1993). This is important because often the treatment of a subset of
data obscures more problematic aspects of a system. For example, the analysis
of nasalization extends our understanding of how constraints can combine in
a grammar. I motivate the conditional vmion of two Alignment (McCarthy
and Prince 1993a) constraints to characterize attested patterns of root nasality,
while ruling out impossible forms. The treatment of glottalization explores
the implications of freedom of input in OT. I show that we cannot equate
input with underlying; encoding the traditional sense of underlying

representation requires viewing UR's as sets of optimal inputs lexical items.
Regarding the phonetics/phonology interface, I pursue dual goals.
Chapter 3 extends Grounding (Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a) to the
opportunistically grounded relation between glottalization and stress.

Although not inherentiy sympathetic to stress, glottalization is optimally
realized imder stress in the phonology of CM. Chapter 4 extends grounding by
using sequential grounding (Smolensky 1993) to characterize the behavior of
opaque consonants.

Second, building on research in phonetic implementation
(Fierrehumbert 1980, Keating 1990b), I show that a phonologicaily specified
[+cor\stricted glottis] must be implemented for orily a part of the duration of
the specified vowel. Similarly, orality targets in CM fricatives are also
implemented at segment edges. The data support a view where targets are
temporally located within segments (Huffman 1989). However, the location
of targets may vary from edge to edge. Voiced fricatives implement orality
upon release; voiceless fricatives do so at the onset of closure. The data also
argue for a more complex notion of the relationship between phonetic data
and phonological information than that of Cohn (1990). Partial
implementation of a featvire in a segment does not entail the phonetic rather
than phonological presence of that feature. Phonetic data must be interpreted
in the context of the phonological system from which they derive.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION*
1. Overview
This dissertation focuses on two major issues—vowel glottalization and
nasalization—in the phonology and phonetics of Coatzospan Mixtec
(henceforth CM). CM is an Otomanguean language currently spoken by
roughly 2000 people (Small 1990in the village of San Juan Coatzospan, which
is located in the Sierra Mazateca of northern Oaxaca, Mexico.^ Though Mixtec
constitutes a major branch of the Otomanguean family, the so-called dialects
are most appropriately viewed as distinct languages. According to Josserand
(1982), there are at least 22 mutually unintelligible varieties of Mixtec. For its
part, CM is among the most isolated.
The village of San Juan is located high in the mountains and is
surrounded entirely by Mazatec speaking communities. Only two other
Mixtec languages exhibit over a 25% rate of mutual intelligibility with CM
(Josserand 1982). Though it is not entirely clear how this group of Mixtecs
came to settle in what is a Mazatec speaking area, their isolation has given
rise to special properties not shared by other varieties of the language. Major

' This research was funded in part by NSF-FAW grant #BNS9023323 to Diana
Archangeli as well as by graduate student grant support from the College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences (1995) and additional support from the Office
of the Dean of Research at the University of Arizona (1994).
^ Some village residents have settled semi-permanently in Puebla and in
Mexico City, though almost all of these people retain strong ties to the village,
coming and going at regular intervals, depending on the season.

elements of both the phonology of vowel glottalization and nasalization
under focus in this study are, to my knowledge, unique to CM among the
Mixtec languages.
The data used in the study derive from my field research, conducted in
Mexico in the Summer of 1994, with brief follow up work in November, 1994
and in Tucson with one speaker in the Spring of 1995. As is true of many
Native American languages, both the phonology and phonetics of CM
phonology are largely undocumented. With the exception of one short paper
(Pike and Small 1974), there exist no primary data on the phonology of the
language. One of the goals of the dissertation is thus to help remedy this
situation. Consequently, besides the studies of glottalization and nasalization
that comprise the bulk of the text, I also include a chapter offering a general
overview of the segmental phonology and phonetics of the language,
including inventories of consonant and vowel contrasts, spectrograms, and
palatograms made in the field.
I take the position that such basic investigation of imderdescribed
languages is necessary if we are to test putative phonetic and phonological
imiversal claims across a range of linguistic data. One of the central concerns
of contemporary linguistic research is the search for universal principles and
properties common to all human languages. As Hale (1992) notes, language
diversity is critical to linguistic investigation in that it provides researchers
with a fertile testing groimd for putatively universal hj^otheses, given the

multitude of ways in which individual languages can vary. In a very direct
sense, then, linguistic diversity constitutes the fundamental wealth of the
field. At the same time, we live in a world of ever decreasing linguistic
diversity. Indigenous languages are disappearing at an alarming rate (see
Krauss 1992), while the lack of dooimentation and explicit description render
their loss irrevocable for linguistic investigation. For the moment, it appears
that CM is not threatened with immediate extinction. Families use the
language almost entirely for home life. Announcements are made over the
village public address system in CM. Public life in the small village shops
proceeds in CM. And all of the yoimg children that I encountered acquire CM
as their first language. Nevertheless, Spanish/CM bilingualism is almost
universal among people under forty, and there is neither an accepted
standard orthography nor a body of written texts in the language.^ At the
same time, technological advances have recently brought electricity (and thus
Spanish language television) and telephone service to the village.^ As with
any isolated, minority language that is spoken by relatively few people, I
suspect that the long term prospects for CM are not entirely bright.
As I note above, my hope is that this research can serve both
descriptive and theoretical ends. First, I attempt to provide explicit and

^ Priscilla Small has developed a reading primer, but this is not used in the
school.
^ While I was there, the first satellite dish arrived, and within six months, the
Mexican government completed the first paved road to reach the village.

detailed descriptions of much of the phonology and phonetics of CM, in order
to bring new language data to the field in general that will be of use and
interest independently of the particular theoretical issues that I address and
conclusions that I draw. At the same time, I argue that the phonetics and
phonology of CM nasalization and glottalization raise significant theoretical
questions for a number of domains within phonological theory and for the
relationship between phonology and phonetics. I pursue two goals in this
area. First, I explore the phonological properties of both glottalization
nasalization in the context of an Optimality Theoretic view of phonology (cf.
Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993b), attempting to
provide an explicit account of a large part of the phonology of a single
language. Secondly, I explore implications of the CM data for the interface of
phonetics and phonology. A particular goal in this area is to relate
quantitative phonetic data to the traditionally categorical domain of
phonology, a project that has been taken up in recent years by researchers
such as Pierrehumbert (1980), Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988), Keating
(1988,1990a,b), Huffman (1989,1993), and Cohn (1990,1993a).
As an example of the nature of this research, if we consider the issue of
nasalization alone, we see that CM is remarkable from a cross-linguistic
perspective. The language contains contrastively nasalized vowels, which,
nevertheless, exhibit a regular pattern of distribution within morphemes.
Additionally, vowels are predictably nasalized following (though not
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preceding) nasal consonants. Full nasal stops and prenasalized stops are
contrastive. And finaiiy, CM exhibits a morpho-phonoiogical harmonic
process of regressive vowel nasalization which marks the second person
familiar—a process which skips over some but not all intervening consonants.
The richness of the use of nasality in CM becomes particularly salient when
we consider, for example, Cohn's (1990) cross-linguistic investigation of
phonological and phonetic processes of nasalization. Cohn examines
languages with phonemically nasalized vowels (French), contextually
nasalized vowels (English), and trans-segmental nasal harmony (Sundanese).
In Coatzospan Mixtec, all of these phenomena are exhibited in a single
language.
Despite the fact that CM nasalization has received some attention in
the theoretical literature (see Poser 1980, Cole 1987, Trigo 1988, Piggott 1992), as
I note above, the orJy original source of CM nasal data is a short sketch of CM
phonology, the primary focus of which is tonal downstep (Pike and Small
1974). Yet no previous analysis has attempted to integrate the full range of
nasalization facts in the language. All have focused primarily on the
treatment of second-person familiar nasalization. In the discussion of
nasalization in Chapter 4,1 incorporate nasal airflow data collected in the
field. From a descriptive perspective, these data allow me to provide the first
detailed, phonetic description of nasalization in the language. By contrast to
data collected via transcription or even audio recording, flow data provide a

more precise indication of velum activity both in terms of the degree of
nasalization and in terms of its temporal extent. Working within Optimality
Theory, I show that a constraint-based analysis affords a unified accoimt of
both the distribution of nasality within CM morphemes and of the
unexpected (and previously not discussed) absence of a number of expected
patterns. At the same time, the nasal flow data yield surprising evidence of
phonetically nasalized voiceless fricatives, and raise significant questions
regarding the division of labor between the phonological and phonetic
components of the linguistic grammar and the assignment of phonetic targets
for phonological features.
The remainder of this introduction is structvired in the following
manner. In §1.1,1 preview the overall structure of the dissertation,
siimmarizing the main points of each chapter. In §1.2,1 lay out my
phonological assvimptions and those ragarding the relationship between
phonology and phonetics, as they pertain to the ensuing chapters. In §1.3,1
provide information regarding the language consultants used in the study
and discuss the particulars of the experimental set-up by which I was able to
collect nasal airflow data in the field.
1.1 Overview of chapters
The body of this study consists of three chapters. Chapter 2 provides an
overview of the phonology of Coatzospan Mixtec. This serves two purposes.

First, it supplies the reader with an understanding of the morpheme structure
and of the segmental contrasts of the language. Secondly, it provides the
necessary context for the more detailed treatments of the two prosodies—
glottalization and nasalization—in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. In Chapter 2,
I describe the canonical shape of CM roots, motivating the traditional notion
of the so-called Mixtec couplet, a term I will use interchangeably with root
throughout this study. I then provide data illustrating the respective
consonant and vowel contrasts of the language. I end Chapter 2 with a
discussion of palatalization, an important element of the segmental
phonology of CM. Though a more detailed treatment of palatalization lies
outside of the scope of the studies of glottalization and nasalization under
focus here, its inherent interest merits an explicit description.
Chapter 3 focuses on vowel glottalization (i.e. laryngealization), a long
standing issue in pan-Mixtec work (see MacCaulay and Salmons 1995). This
chapter provides a detailed examination of both the phonetics and phonology
of the phenomenon. I divide the chapter into three major areas of discussion.
First, I address the basic question of whether glottalization reflects the
phonetic implementation of a vowel feature, or whether the presence of
glottalization might more appropriately be characterized by including a glottal
stop in the consonant inventory of the language. Here, I provide both
phonetic, phonological, and external evidence in support of the former view.
The second issue regards the behavior of glottalization in the phonological

system. Glottalization surfaces both contrastively arid predictably (a property
unique to CM among the Mixtec languages), while at the same time both
predictable and contrastive glottalization are licensed only under stress.
Within the context of Optimahty Theory, I argue that the dual constrastive
and predictable role of glottalization can be shown to follow from the
interaction of three constraints. I also argue that the system provides a vivid
illustration the way in which Optimality challenges notions of underlying
representations in standard phonological theory. In particular, I focus on the
distinction between the Optimality Theoretic notion of input and the
tradional concept of UR, motivating a view of URs as sets of optimal input
forms.
I conclude Chapter 3 with a discussion of the interface of the phonology
and phonetics of glottalization. In this section, I address the role of grounded
path conditions (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a), i.e. feature cooccurrence
constraints, in characterizing the location of glottalization. Secondly, I
examine the relevance of the CM glottalization facts to claims about how
phonological features are interpreted phonetically. In particular, I focus on
Cohn's (1990,1993a) claim that phonologically specified features are
implemented throughout the entirety of the segment for which they are
specified. I argue that the CM glottalization data show this position to be
overly restricted in that the CM facts require that phonologically specified
[+constricted glottis] be implemented throughout only a part of the vowel for
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which it is specified. In turn, I suggest that the implications of such a view are
such that the claim that certain patten\s of phonetic implementation are
indicative of the difference between phonological specification or
underspecification is not tenable (cf. Cohn 1990,1993a). Rather, I argue that
phonetic data must be interpreted in the context of the phonological system of
the language at hand.
Chapter 4 examines the complicated distribution of nasality both
within CM roots and xmder the morphological process of second person
familiar nasalization. As in the discussion of glottalization in Chapter 3,1
provide a detailed description of both the phonetics and phonology of
nasalization in the language, using nasal airflow traces in order to provide a
clear picture of the facts that must be accoimted for. I then argue for an
Optimality Theoretic phonological analysis of the range of CM nasalization
facts, imifying the treatment of both lexical vowel nasalization and the
expression of phonotactic constraints on the distribution of root nasal
consonants in a single hierarchy of constraints. In so doing, I argue that the
language motivates a conditional interaction between two constraints in the
hierarchy, a move which expands the use of Boolean operations on
constraints, addiag conditional constraints to local conjunction (Smolensky
1995, Crowhurst and Hewitt 1995, Suzuki 1995, Archangeli and Suzuki 1995)
and disjimction (Kirchner 1995a) as mechanisms by which constraints may be
combined in a grammar.
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In the final section of the Chapter 4,1 retiim to the issue of phonetic
implementation. Here, I examine the implementation of [nasal], pajdng
special attention to the phonetics of opacity and transparency to regressive
nasal harmony. This section provides further support for the view of
phonetic implementation taken in Chapter 3. In particular, I provide
surprising evidence for coarticulatory overlap of velimi lowering during both
voiced and voiceless fricatives in the context of nasalized vowels, contrary to
the claims of Ohala and Ohala (1993) and Cohn (1993b). I argue that the data
are accounted for in a relatively straightforward fashion if we assume that the
orality targets for these segments are located at the end of voiced fricatives but
at the onset of voiceless fricatives. Finally, I return to the issue of the
complexity of extracting phonological information patterns of phonetic
implementation. In Chapter 5,1 briefly summarize the results of the study.

1.2 Phonology and phonetics: background asstunptions
This section details the guiding assumptions regarding phonetics,
phonology, and the relationship between the two that I take as a point of
departure. In §1.2.1,1 focus on the distinction between phonology and
phonetics in the grammar and outline the broad characteristics of each. In
§1.2.2,1 state my phonological assumptions, providing a brief description of
Optimaiity Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993b)
and of the expression of Faithfulness in terms of Correspondence relations

(McCarthy and Prince 1995, Orgim 1995, McCarthy 1996) between input and
output. In §1.2.3,1 lay out the modei of phonetic implementation that I will
assume in the discussior\s of both glottalization and nasalization in the
chapters which follow, focussing on the windows model of Keating (1990b)
and on the predictions of Cohn (1990, 1993a) regarding the phonetic
implementation of phonological features.
1.2.1 On the relationship of phonology and phonetics
Traditionally, although both have concerned themselves with the
study of human language sounds, the natures of phonological and phonetic
research have differed cor\siderably. One fundamental methodological
difference lies in the quantitative domain. Phonology has traditionally been
viewed as the study of the abstract system or linguistic grammar that
characterizes our knowledge of the language we speak (as a system of "rules")
and that underlies regularities in the types of rule systems foimd across
languages. By contrast, phonetic studies focus on phenomena such as lip, jaw
and tongue movement during speech, the aerodynamics of stop voicing, or
muscle activity during speech production. Phonological data are more
abstract, and phonological features are categorical symbols such as [+voice]
and [-voice]. Phonetic data are gradient, quantifiable and measurable in highly
precise ways. What a phonologist encodes as a binary contrast between
[+voice] and [-voice] stops might be ii\stantiated phonetically via the presence

or absence of vocal cord vibration during closure. But it might also (or
alternatively) be implemented in terms of voice onset time (VOX)
distinctions, FO excursions on following vowels, lengtherung effects on
preceding vowels, and closure duration in intervocalic position (cf. Keating,
Linker and Huffman 1983, Keating 1984, Kingston and Diehl 1995).
As Cohn (1990) notes, there is an implicit derivational relationship
between phonology and phonetics. For example, we can view the expression
of contrast in terms of categorical feature distinctions as a part of the
phonology, while taking the position that the phonetics implements such
categorical information in time and space. I adopt this basic position in this
study. However, this is not to suggest that phonetics must be viewed as
automatic or universal (Chomsky and HaUe 1968) and consequently not a part
of the linguistic grammar. Recent research has shown that phonetic
implementation rules can be language particiilar. For example. Van Reenan
(1982) discusses systematic differences in the timing of velum lowering for
coristrastively nasalized vowels in European and Canadian French. If
phonetic implementation were automatic and universal, such findings are
unexpected. Similarly, Lubker and Gay (1982) show that patterns of
anticipatory lip rounding vary systematically for adult speakers of English and
Swedish, with the onset of coarticulatory rounding initiating roughyl 100
milliseconds before the rotmd vowel /u/ for English speakers and up to 500
milliseconds before /u/ for Swedish speakers. Such data argue strongly for a

view in which at least some aspects of phonetic implementation must be
taken to lie within the context of the linguistic grammar. Anticipating the
discussion in §1.2.3 below, I further assume that the process of phonetic
implementation involves a level of phonetic representation in which static
phonological representations are implemented in time and space.
A second important aspect of the relationship between phonetics and
phonology that is explored in this study involves the role of phonetically
motivated or grounded (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a) constraints in
determining the well-formedness of surface phonological strings. Just as the
phonetics interprets phonological specifications, I assume that phonologies
respond to sympathetic and antagonist relations between the phonetic
correlates of phonological features. That is, we can think of the phonetics as
circumscribing a range of possible constraints on feature interactions that
might be utilized by a phonological system. As I argue in Chapter 3,1 extend
the notion of grounding proposed by Archangeli and PviUeyblarik, suggesting
that constraints may interact with features in ways that are not ungrounded
but are not obviously grounded either.

1.2.2 Phonological assumptions
This section focuses on two principle issues. First, I lay out my view of
the architecture of the phonological grammar, adopting a correspondence
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based version of Optimality Theory. Secondly, I make explicit my
assumptions regarding phonological features and their representation.

1^.2.1 Optimality
In the ei\suing chapters, I adopt an Optimality Theoretic (Prince and
Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993b) view of phonology. As is now
well known, Optimality Theory differs from both linear (i.e. SPE) and non
linear generative phonology in its use of ranked and violable constraints as a
means of characterizing what have traditionally been treated as rule-based
phonological phenomena. Constraints are organized in hierarchies of strict
dominance, and optimal (i.e. attested) surface forms are evaluated in
comparison with other candidate forms and selected on the basis of the degree
to which they best satisfy the ranked constraints. Importantly, since all
constraints are in principle violable, no single candidate will necessarily
satisfy all the constraints of a hierarchy. Thus, that a grammar determines a
candidate to be optimal for a given set of constraints does not mean that the
candidate must be perfect, but rather, that it must be better than its
competitors. For their part, constraints are assumed to be strictly ranked such
that multiple violations of a lowly raiiked constraint (or constraints) will
always be less penalized by the grammar than a single violation of a more
highly ranked constraint. This is illustrated schematically in (1) for a

hypothetical set of constraints {A, B, C} ranked in descending order A » B »
C
(1) Schematic tableau
INPUT

Constraint A

Constraint B

Constraint C

•^'candidate 1
*!

candidate 2
*1

candidate 3

In (1), I adopt the standard convention of comparing candidates in a
tableau format. The rightmost column contair\s an input form and the
candidate output forms with which it is paired. The cor\straints are ordered
from left to right across the top of the tableau. Constraint violations are
marked by the presence of asterisks, with one asterisk assigned each time a
particular constraint is violated. Exclamation points signal fatal constraint
violations—the point at which a candidate is eliminated as non-optimal. For
ease of interpretation, the pointing finger indicates the optimal candidate
selected under the grammar, while shaded cells indicate that a higher, fatal
violation has eliminated a candidate from consideration. Here, note that
candidate 1 is optimal, despite having incurred five violations of Constraint
C. Under the assumption of strict dominance, the fact that candidate 2
violates the more highly valued Constraint B, while candidate 3 violates
Constraint A, rtiles these candidates out as non-optimal.
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I assume a two-level Optimality Theory in which a function GEN
generates a potentially infinite set of paired input-output strings. Following
Prince and Smolensky (1993), I adopt the basic Optimality Theoretic
assvunption of richness of the base (see also discussion in McCarthy 1996), i.e.
the assumption that there are no restrictior\s on possible input forms and
thus on possible pairings of input/output candidates. A grammar is
comprised of two broad types of ranked constraints: 1) constraints holding of
surface representations and 2) so-called faithfulness constraints holding of
relations between input and output pairings. The function of surface
constraints is to define the set of well-formed surface phonological strings in a
given language (and exclude impossible surface forms). An example of one
such constraint, which I employ in Chapter 3, is CG/STR, the function of
which is to limit the association of [+constricted glottis] to stressed vowels
only. By contrast, the function of faithfulness constraints is to discourage
change between input and output forms.''
Within Optimality Theory, faithfulness constraints were first proposed
in terms of the Parse/Fill family of constraints of Prince and Smolensky (1993)
and extended and refined along these lines by various other researchers (cf.
Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994b, PxoUeyblank 1994, Ito, Mester, and Padgett
1995). In this study, I adopt a view in which faithfulness is expressed in terms
* Following Orgun (1995), I assume that orUy faithfulness constraints can hold
of input-output relations, thus circumventing the problem of constraints

of Correspondence relations between input and output forms (McCarthy and
Prince 1995, McCarthy 1996, Orgun 1995). Following McCarthy and Prince
(1995), I assume the definition of correspondence in (2).
(2) Correspondence (McCarthy and Prince 1995)
Given two strings
and S2, correspondence is a relation 9? from the
elements of
to those of S2. Elements ae and Pe S2 are referred to
as correspondents of one another when a9ip.
Faithfulness to correspondence relations can be expressed along a number of
dimensions. For our purposes, I will make use of two particular constraints
on correspondence relations, as they pertain to input-output fidelity between
features.® The first of these involves the adoption of McCarthy and Prince's
(1995) Identity constraint family (Ident). Identity constraints enforce inputoutput feature identity between corresponding segments. The general schema
for expressing Identity relations is provided in (3).
(3) Ident(F) McCarthy and Prince (1995)
Let a be a segment in S| and P be a segment in S2.
If a is
then P is [yF].
The second involves extending the so-called MAX family of constraints to
obtain of features as well as segments. For McCarthy and Prince, MAX

requiring arbitrary input-output mappings.
® See McCarthy and Prince (1995) for a more complete exposition of
correspondence constraints. See also Orgun (1995) for a slighly different
approach to feature correspondence.

constraints enforce a one-way correspondence relation between input and
output segments, as seen in (4).
(4) MAX (McCarthy and Prince 1995)
Every segment of

has a correspondent in S2.

As I discuss in Chapter 4,1 assume that feature faithfulness can be
expressed directly in terms of MAX constraints for features, as well as via
identity constraints mediated by segmental correspondence. Under this view,
I assume the extension of MAX to features as follows.

(5) MAX[F]: Every feature [F] in

has a correspondent in S2.

In traditional terms, MAX constraints can be viewed as pressures in the
grammar that penalize the "deletion" or removal of information. Though
they will not become relevant to the discussion below, their counterparts,
DEP constraints, enforce correspondence in the mapping from output to
input, thus penalizing the "addition" of information to output forms that is
not present at input.
Though I retiun in detail to this issue in Chapter 3, the adoption of a
correspondence based view has significant cor\sequences for the traditional
concept of underlying representations in phonology. Specifically, if
faithfulness constraints militate for input-output identity, then the basic
tenent of removing predictable information from underlying representations
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(only to restore it in the phonology) comes under direct attack in a
correspondence based grammar. All else being equal, the best input for any
optimal output form will be an input that is identical with the attested output
form. That is, faithfulness actively rewards the incorporation of predictable
information, such as predictable feature specification, at input (cf. Steriade
1995, Inkelas 1994, Kirchner 1995b), a move in direct conflict with the
traditional ban of such information at the level of underlying representation.

1.2.2.2 Featxires and representations
Optimality Theory provides a means of selecting optimal input-output
pairs in terms of ranked and violable constraints. It does not, however, specify
the natvire of the representations that are compared. In the analyses that
follow, I assvune an autosegmental (Goldsmith 1976) view of phonological
features. I further assume that features are organized hierarchically along the
lines of featxire geometric representations (cf. Clements 1985, 1989, Sagey 1986,
McCarthy 1988, Hume 1992, Clements and Hume 1995), though none of my
claims will rest crucially on the adoption of a partiailar geometry. I also
assume along traditional lines that phonological features are either
monovalent or binary. In particular, I formalize the analyses in Chapters 3
and 4, respectively, in terms of a binary [+/- constricted glottis] feature as the
phonological encoding of glottalization (i.e. laryngealization or creaky
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voicing) for vowels, and in terms of a monovalent [nasal] feature encoding
the contrast between phonoiogical nasality and orality.
Given the Optimality Theoretic notion of richness of the base, i.e. the
absence of restrictions on the possible set of input forms generated by GEN, I
do not assume that redimdant phonological information must be vmspecified
at input (cf. Kiparsky 1982, Archangeli 1984, Archangeli 1988, Steriade 1987).
Recent work in constraint based systems has, in fact, openly challenged the
the obligatory removal of predictable information from underlying
representatior\s (cf. Steriade 1995, Inkelas 1994, Kirchner 1995b, Ito, Mester and
Padgett 1995). It is important to note, however, that there are two ways in
which we can view the incorporation of predictable information in input
strings. One involves making the assimiption that traditionally predictable
features such as the [+voice] quality of sonorants need not be eliminated by
fiat from input representations, such that the possible presence or absence of
such information will emerge from the constraint hierarchy. A second
position is that all predictable information, including for example, noncategorical phonetic values such as ranges of duration expressed in
milliseconds, may be formally encoded at input (cf. Kirchner 1995b). Without
a doubt, the question is significant in that it raises questions for the traditional
distinction between the domains of phonology and phonetics. For the
purposes of this study, however, I assxmie the more traditional position, i.e.
that predictable phonological information in the form of categorical binary
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and monovalent features need not be underspecified at input. For its part, as I
note above, phonetics can be reflected in the constraint hierarchy to the extent
that phonetically sympathetic and antagonistic relations can be encoded in
terms of constraints on featvire combinations (see Archangeli and PuUeyblank
1989,1994a).

1.2.3 Phonetic implementation
Building on the ground-breaking work of Pierrehimibert (1980), I
asstime a level of phonetics in which phonological features are assigned
phonetic targets and in which targets are linked up via a process of
interpolation (see also Keating 1988, 1990a,b, Shih 1988, Pierrehimibert and
Beckman 1988, Huffman 1989, Cohn 1990, Laniran 1993, among others). This
process entails a mapping from the static and timeless representations of
phonology to a level of phonetic representation which allows for the
implementation of these features in time and space. In partictilar, I adopt the
Windows model of Keating (1990b), in which phonetic targets are expressed
in terms of ranges of possible values along a given articulatory or acoustic
dimer\sion. In broad strokes, imder Keating's model, positive and negative
feature specifications are implemented as narrow windows for a given
phonetic dimension, while uiispecified values are implemented in terms of
wide windows, thus allowing for segmental context to determine the
phonetic value of the unspecified segment via interpolation from adjacent
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windows. This assignment of windows, assixming a binary feature, is sketched
in (6). For convenience, shaded areas represent the range of the window.

(6) Assigning windows

Phonological Feature Specifications
-F
phonetic
dimension

+F

OF
assignment
of windows

Note that positive and negative values for a feature implement narrow
windows at the extremes of a given dimension, while the lack of a feature
specification implements a wide window in which a broad range of values is
possible.
Phonetic coarticulation is modeled under the assimiption that target
windows are linked up via interpolation. This is shown schematically in (7),
in which an unspecified segment siirfaces between positive and negative
specifications.

(7) Schematic view of interpolation
-F

+F

OF

phonetic
dimension

interpolation
through a wide
window

Here, note that the width of the window allows for a gradual change along
the phonetic dimension in question. By contrast, narrow windows are
predicted to trigger rapid changes along an articvilatory dimension and to
implement phonologically specified features in a constant or plateau-like
fashion (see, especially Cohn 1990, 1993a for discussion of this issue).
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(8) Rapid transitions between narrow windows
-F

+F

-F

phonetic
dimension

In broad strokes, the windows model provides criteria for distinguishing
between the phonetic versus phonological presence of a feature. Phonological
features are predicted to implement highly specific targets which would
appear to remain cor\stant throughout the duration of a segment. By contrast,
phonetic coarticulation, as expressed by interpolation through wide windows,
is predicted to be gradient. That is, wide windows should show no signs of
implementing specific target values for a given phonetic dimension.
The model sketched above makes particular assumptions that will
become relevant in a number of ways to the discussion of both the
implementation of glottalization and nasalization below. In particular, binary
features inherently permit a three way contrast in window types, with
narrowness along two extremes of a phonetic dimension implementing
positive and negative specifications and wide windows implementing the

lack of specification.® This would seem to suggest that monovalent features
should implement only a narrow window along one phonetic dimensionsay velirni lowering for [nasal]—and a wide window for absence of the feature.
I do not adopt this position, however. Rather, as I discuss in both Chapters 3
and 4, phonetic implementation is best viewed in terms of the whole of the
phonological system in which a featvire is implemented. Thus, for a language
such as English in which nasality is non-contrastive for vowels, the semantics
of lacking a monovalent [nasal] specification are such that the phonetics
implements the absence of [nasal] by constructing a broad window that
permits coarticulatory overlap. By contrast, in a language such as Coatzospan
Mixtec or French in which [nasal] plays a contrastive role for vowels, the
absence of [nasal] is predicted to be implemented via the construction of a
narrow window for a raised velum, i.e. as a target for orality.
A second implicit assumption in the sketches above is that windows
extend throughout the duration of a segment. This is a prediction explicitly
adopted by Cohn (1990,1993a) in her cross-linguistic study of vowel
nasalization (but see Huffman 1989, 1993). I take this position as a starting
point for the discussion of the implementation of [constricted glottis] and
[nasal] in CM. However, I will argue for a more finely grained approach under
which phonological features may implement windows throughout only part

® See Cohn (1990,1993a) for extensive disucssion of this issue. See, also,
Huffman (1989, 1993).
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of the segment for which they are specified, a finding in line with, although
not identical to, Huffman's (1989, 1993) model of landn\arks for target
assigrunent.
1.3 Speakers and data collection
In this section, I focus on the speakers who participated in this study
and, in particular, on the collection and interpretation of the nasal airflow
data employed in Chapter 4.
Acoustic, palatographic, and aerodynamic data were collected from
seven CM speakers, labeled S1-S7. Four of these (SI, S2, S3, and ST) are female
speakers ranging in age from 21 to approximately 45 years old. The three male
speakers range in age from 23 to approximately 30 years old. Though all speak
Spanish with varying degrees of proficiency, CM is the dominant and first
language for each speaker, and is used in daily life both in and out of the
home. The three female speakers SI, S2, and S3 were used in the nasal airflow
study. I gathered acoustic data from all of the speakers, and the palatographic
data were produced by S5 and S7 (male and female speakers, respectively).
Recordings in the field were made with a Shure, close talking
unidirectional djmamic microphone on a Marantz PMD 222 portable cassette
recorder. Palatographs were made in the following marmer. Following the
methodolgy described in Ladefoged (1993b), I made a mixture of equal parts of
pharmaceutical charcoal powder and extra virgin olive oil. Using a small

paint brush, I brushed the mixture onto the speaker's tongue. The speaker
then pronoimced a target word once and subsequently placed a small mirror
in his or her mouth. Using a hand held Sony 8 millimeter video camera, I
filmed the image of the hard palate as reflected in the mirror held by the
speaker. The region of contact between the tongue and the palate is indicated
by the black marks made via the transfer of the charcoal powder solution
from the tongue. I then digitized the video image in a Macintosh computer at
the University of Arizona.^
1.3.1 Nasal airflow
I chose nasal airflow as an indirect means of studying velum activity
during speech in CM for three reasons. First, as noted by Cohn (1990), airflow
studies allow for a non-invasive means of monitoring velum movement.
Secondly, with the exception of work by Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996),
little work of this tj^e has been carried out in a field rather than a laboratory
context. Third, although Pike and Small's (1974) original description of
nasalization in CM has given rise to various proposals in the theoretical
literature, no one had previously gathered detailed phonetic data regarding
the actual implementation of nasalization in the language. This section
discusses the means by which the data was collected and addresses the issue of
the interpretation of nasal flow traces.
^ I thank Kerry Green for the use of his lab facilities, without which I would
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1.3.1 Set up
I collected the data by using the MACQUIRER system, developed at the
UCLA phonetics lab. The choice of this system, as compared with using a
Rothenberg-type split flow mask (cf- Cohn 1990, Hufftnan 1989) was based on
availability. The MACQUIRER system was designed for portability in order to
be able to be used in field settings.® The system consists of a small metal box
containing a pressure transducer that is connected to an 8-bit external A/D
converter. Speakers place a small foam plug or nasal olive in their nostril (an
E-A-R plug of the t)^e used in audiology research), while wearing a close
talking microphone connected to a tape recorder from which the signal is also
fed to the A/D converter. The nasal olive is connected to the pressure
transducer via a small, flexible tygon tube. As the speaker talks, the system
samples and aligns the transducer's response to the nasal airflow (sampled at
480 Hz) with the audio signal (sampled at 11 kHz) and stores them on a
Macintosh computer. Figure (9) provides a view of the set-up.

not have been able to digitize these images.
® See Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) for more airflow and pressure data
collected with this system.
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(9) Data collection set-up

A/D converter

tape
recorder

Macintosh computer

transducer

nasal
olive

resistance

audio
signal

In order to avoid the problem of uncalibratable flow due to the lack of
resistance at the open nostril, speakers closed off the xmplugged nostril with a
finger while speaking. As can be seen in (9), I provided a fixed resistance to
flow by inserting a T in the tube between the olive and the transducer. The T
was connected to a long, thin plastic tube (about three feet). Though I did not
have a pump and was thus unable to calibrate the system in the field, I did
have access to a pump at the the UCLA phonetics lab® and calibrated the
system at 250 ml/sec of flow. Despite the fact that the response of the

' I give special thanks to Peter Ladefoged for help with this task.

transducers can vary slightly with different weather conditions, I have
provided a scale reflecting the UCLA calibration in order to give the reader a
rough approximation of flow rate.

1.3.2 The Data
Following Cohn (1990, 1993a), the data were collected by having
speakers repeat a target word in a non-nasal carrier phrase, KA'iU-U WORD
TE-VAA 'I write WORD tomorrow'. Since CM has no standard orthography,
each word was carefully reviewed with each speaker in order to guarantee
that there was no misunderstanding as to what lexical item the speaker was
being asked to produce. I presented the words to the speakers by using a
modified version of Spanish orthographic conventions, with which the
speakers were familiar. Given that the second person familiar is expressed by
a process of nasalization, most of the forms that I selected are predicates (verbs
and adjectives) that can be conjugated in the second person familiar so as to
provide minimally contrastive pairs of nasalized and non-nasalized forms to
aid in the interpretation of the data. I also selected some forms that contain
lexically nasalized vowels in order to show that lexical nasalization is
implemented in the same fashion of morphological nasalization. The list is
provided in the Appendix. Though the data were not randomized, I did not
present speakers with oral forms immediately preceded or followed by their
nasal counterparts. Finally, speakers were somewhat uncomfortable with
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reading through the word list without making errors. To solve this problem, I
recorded multiple tokens of a single item at one time before moving on to
another word. As can be seen in the data presented in Qiapter 4 and the
Appendix, this did not seem to cause speakers to adopt a xmiform strategy in
their production of the multiple tokens.

1.3.3 Interpreting the data
Following the work of Cohn (1990,1993a) and Huffman (1989,1993), I
use nasal airflow data as an indirect means of monitoring velum activity,
under the assumption that the articulatory dimension of vel\im height and
the phonological feature [nasal] stand in a fairly direct relationship. In simple
terms, a lowered velum implements nasality, while a raised velum
implements a phonological instruction for orality. All else being equal, we
expect that the rate of air flow will increase as the velum is lowered and
decrease as the velum is raised. Numerous factors complicate the situation,
however. As noted by both Huffman (1989) and Cohn (1990), both glottal
aperture and oral impedance will affect the overall rate of nasal airflow.^"
This means that a higher tongue body position, such as that of the vowels /i/
and /u/, will create more oral impedance than will the lower tongue body
position of the vowel /a/ and, as a consequence, will trigger greater flow

See also Krakow and Huffman (1993) for a detailed discussion of these
issues.

through the velo-pharyngeal port. To control for this potential confound, I
have limited the data almost exclusively to tokens involving the three high
vowels /i/, /u/, and /i/.
As Huffman and Krakow note, changes in nasal airflow can also resiilt
from variations in glottal aperture rather than from adjustments of velo
pharyngeal port size. For example, voiceless sounds are realized with greater
glottal width than are voiced sounds. Thus, a sudden shift in the pattern of
flow may result entirely from a change in glottal aperture from a voiced to a
voiceless state or vice versa. In order to control for this problem, especially as
it pertains to the discussion of nasal flow present during the production of
CM fricatives, I have been careful to provide minimal non-nasal contexts as a
basis for comparison, in order to show that the observed nasal flow results
from a different velopharyngeal port opening—i.e. a different velum position-for fricatives in the nasal context than in the oral context.
In this study, I use raw nasal flow data as a basis for analysis. This is
different from the strategy of Cohn (1990) and Huffinan (1989) who use
filtered data. Cohn (1990), for example, filters her data by means of a root
means squared (RMS) amplifier in order to smooth the flow trace and
remove voicing energy from the nasal signal. A consequence of this approach
is that any sudden pressure drops below baseline are reflected in the
smoothed trace as positive flow, giving a smoother overall appearance to the
data. A second consequence is that evidence of voicing is removed from the

signal. In my data, we see both sudden pressure drops, corresponding in
general to the release of oral closure, and voicing energy, due to the 480 Hz
sampling rate of the nasal channel. The use of female voices, however,
affords a clear view of the trajectory of nasal flow, despite the presence of
voidng energy." At the same time, the presence of voicing allows us to
compare the relative presence or absence of voicing energy during the flow
that appears on CM fricatives.
Though the technology made establishing a coristant baseline a
somewhat difficult task, as I have noted, I have pursued a strategy of
providing mirumally distinct nasal-oral forms. This task is made simpler by
the fact that second person familiar nasalization allowed me to take nonderived items and nasalize them. I present the data in pairs of nasal and oral
forms for each speaker, and in this manner am able to establish a non-nasal
basis for comparison. As an example, consider the figure in (10) for SI.

" I attribute this both to the higher fundamental frequency and the generally
lower amplitude of the female voice, when compared to male voices. Note
that the degree to which voicing is visible in the signal varies across the three
speakers. For SI and S3, voicing is clearly visible. For S2, voicing is less visible
in many tokens.
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(10) SI: comparison of oral and nasalized word
b) nasalized form

a) oral form
k

t"

U

250
ml/aec

^

U?^

u

I
I

M

100

msec.

100

msec.

onset of flow
aligned with
stop release
The figtire provides an example of the contrast between an oral and a
nasalized word: kul^thi 'to plow, hoe' vs. kiil^Ou. 'you (fam) will hoe'. The
form in (a) provides an oral form as a basis for comparison. Note the lack of
change, i.e. the flatness, of the nasal airflow trace. By contrast, (b) provides an
example of the second person familiar form of the same morpheme. Note
that the oriset of nasal flow appears as a sharp spike coincident with the
release of the medial voiceless stop. We can attribute this spike to the wider
glottal aperture of the release of the stop. Note also that voicing energy
appears and flow drops slightly at the onset of the vowel; however, the rising
trajectory of nasal airflow throughout the vowel is clear. That is, the vowel is
nasalized throughout its entire duration.
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Finally, the data were segmented by hand, using the waveform and, in
more difficuit cases, spectrograms to aid in the decision making process. An
example is provided in (11).

(11) Example of segmentation

250
ml/sec

100

msec.

With this backgroimd, I begin in Qiapter 2 with an overview of CM
phonology.

CHAPTER 2 A PHONOLOGICAL SKETCH
2 Introduction
In this chapter I provide an overview of the basic phonological
structure of Coatzospan Mixtec. This serves two purposes. First, it provides
the reader with an understanding of the morpheme structure and of the
segmental contrasts of the language. Secondly, it supplies the necessary
context for the analyses of the two prosodies—glottalization and nasalization—
in chapters 3 and 4, respectively. With this in mind, the chapter is structured
as follows. In §2.1,1 characterize the canonical shape of CM morphemes. In
§2.2 and §2.3,1 motivate the respective consonant and vowel contrasts of the
language. §2.4 contairis a detailed discussion of palatalization, an important
element of the segmental phonology of CM. And in §2.5 I conclude with a
summary.
2.1 Morpheme shape: the basic couplet
In CM, as with other Mixtec languages (see, for example, Josserand
1982, Longacre 1957), the concept of the couplet is central to understanding the
canonical shapes of morphemes. The term tonemic couplet was first used by
Pike (1948) in discvissing the distribution of contrastive tones in the San
Miguel el Grande variety of Mixtec. Pike argued that almost all distinctive
tone bearing morphemes in San Miguel Mixtec are disyllabic (hence the term
couplet), while monosyllabic morphemes (clitics and affixes) generally lack
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distinctive tone and are phonologically dependent on disyllabic forms. Pike
and Small (1974) draw from Pike (1948) in their description of Coatzospan
Mixtec. Besides noting that the couplet is crucial to the characterization of the
distribution of contrastive tones, they also point out that the couplet provides
a basis for understanding the distribution of both nasalized and glottalized
vowels.
Given its apparent descriptive usefulness, it is necessary make the
notion of couplet more precise. More concretely, it is necessary to address the
question: just what is the couplet? For CM, the answer is that, with few
exceptions, couplets comprise the set of open class morphemes. That they are
viewed as couplets derives from the fact that these morphemes conform to a
highly restricted set of canonical shapes: CW and (C)VCV. Examples are
provided in (1).
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(1) basic couplet shapes
[CViVj]

[CViVil
a) laa

'flower'

f) teu

'stool'

b) tsii

'snail'

g) ndeu

'gravy'

c) 5oo
d) tee

'cloth, clothing'
'straight'

h) k^ia
i) Jio

'year'
'griddle'

e) kii

'go out'

j) 9ei

'noose'

[CVCV]

[VCV]

k) piSe

'wet'

P) i9i

'hair'

1) tina

'dog'

q) um

'three'

m) kuj"u

'diligent'

r) e6i

'closed, covered'

n) ku|3i

'die'

s) ojo

'smell of blood'

o) ndaSi

'closed (part.)'

t) ama

'when'

Descriptively, the data in (1) reveal couplets to be divocalic structures.
That is, regardless of whether they contain a medial coiisonant (k-t) or a W
sequence (a-j), couplets have two vowels. Additionally, we see that in
couplets containing W sequences, these can either be identical (a-e) or disinct

' It is interesting to note that for CW morphemes in which VI and V2 are
distinct, all of the synchronic forms for which I have found corresponding
Proto-Mixtec reconstructions in Josserand (1982) are diachronically derived
from couplets containing a medial glide, e.g:
teu 'stool'
< *teyu
k'^ia 'year' <
*k^iya
ndeu 'gravy'
< *ndeyu,
Jio 'griddle' <
Josserand's reconstructions show that some CW couplets contaiiiing

This generalization underlies Pike's (1948) original characterization of
the couplet as disyllabic in that each vowel position is taken to constitute a
syllable peak. Interestingly, Pike's analysis has persevered unchallenged as a
general assumption in the Mixtec literature. For example, in their original
description of the Coatzospan variety of Mixtec, Pike and Small (1974) simply
assert that the vowels in CW couplets are heterosyllabic, with no arguments
to support this analysis. Small (p.c) has suggested that because CW couplets
exhibit the same variety of underlying tonal patterris as CVCV couplets, they
should be viewed as disyllabic. This view resides, however, in the
assumption that the syllable and not the mora is the tone bearing unit. If the
mora is taken to be the tone bearing unit (TBU), the similarities between CW
and CVCV morphemes with respect to underlying tone patterns can be
accounted for by viewing both CW and CVCV couplets as bimoraic.^ This
leaves open the possibility that CW couplets may be monosyllabic.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the disyllabic view is possible, though
not necessary. For example, while attempting to establish the syllable count of
CW forms, I asked one consultant to play a game in which she reversed the

identical vowels are also diachronically derived from proto forms containing
medial consonants, as in kii 'go out' < *^keyi above. They need not be so
derived, however, as can be seen by ndoo 'sugar cane'< *ndoo1.
^ Following Hjonan (1993), I assume that the TBU is the mora. Clements
(1984) argues that the syllable is the TBU in Kikuyu. However, as Hyman
points out, one can also interpret such data as an indication that only the
head mora of a syllable can bear tone, i.e. that there can be non-tonal moras.
See also Steriade (1991) for related discussion of non-nuclear moras.

syllables of dearly disyllabic couplets. I provided simple forms such as |3i5e
'wet' and indicated that the proper way to play the game involved retviming
the reversed form 6e^i. When she became comfortable with reversing the
syllables of CVCV couplets, I provided CW couplets such as laa 'bird', for
which she returned the form ala. One possible interpretation is that such
responses support treating forms such as laa as disyllabic: la.a

a.la. Another

possibility, however, is that the speaker took the unit manipulated by the
game to be the mora, as in Katada's (1990) analysis of the Japanese language
game shiritori. This type of analysis is sketched in (2).

(2) CM Game forms
[laa] 'bird'
M

ji

/L/
] a

game form: [ala]
MM

Ia 1/Ia

However, compelling arguments in favor of either position are
difficult to come by. Assuming, as Katada argues for Japanese (see also Ito
1989, Ishihara 1991), that onset consonants dock to the mora and not directly
to the syllable, the apparent circumscription of the second syllable in forms
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such as pi.Qe -> 5e.pi can be equally well analyzed as the fronting of the second
mora, as in (3).
(3) CM Game forms
[pi.Se] 'wet' -> game form: [5e.pi]
n

Ji

This thus leaves open the question open of whether CViVi couplets
are best viewed as mono- or disyllabic. CViVj forms, by contrast, are more
obviously disyllabic in that both vowels exhibit clear steady states in their
formant structures; stress (see chapter 3) systematically falls on the first vowel;
and each is more distinctly perceived as a separate syllable nucleus.
Independent of the question of syllable count, however, it is
imperative that we recognize an essential "two-ness" in the structure of CM
morphemes. For the purposes of this study, I make the minimal assumption
that CM couplets are necessarily bimoraic, and potentially disyllabic.^
Adopting the moraic representations of Hyman (1985), I posit representations
such as those in (4) for the range of canonical couplet shapes.

^ None of the analyses in subsequent chapters will rest crucially on this point.
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(4) Canonical couplet shapes
a)

cvm

/II
c

v

cvcv

cm]

c

v

v

/I / I
c

v

c

v

b) Examples

/V
la
'bird'

/I I
t

e u

'stool'

/I ^
13

i

9

e

'wet'

Given this picture of the global structure of the couplet, I turn in the
following section to the corisonantal contrasts instantiated therein/

2.2 The CM consonants
This section provides an overview of the CM consonant inventory. As
a point of departure, consider the chart in (5), which reflects the consonantal
contrasts originally posited by Pike and Small (1974).

"Macaulay and Salmons (1995) independently reach a similar conclusion
regarding the status of couplets in Mixtec in general. For them, couplets across
the Mixtec language are viewed as being comprised of two vocalic timing
slots, though they take no position on whether these are best viewed as
skeletal positions, moras, or syllables.
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(5) CM consonant inventory (Pike and Small 1974)
labial
p
mb

stops:

palato-alveolar velar
interdental alveolar palato-i
k,kw
t
nd
ts
ndz

affricates:

fricatives: s
p
liquids:

i,r

nasals:

m

tj
nd3

a.cy

n

Two aspects of this inventory are immediately obvious. First,
conspicuous by their absence are the glides, though Pike and Small do posit
the phonemes /k^/, /gg^/, /&"/ with off-glide releases. Second, among
plosives, there is no voiced/voiceless contrast in the expected sense; instead,
the voicing contrast in non-continuants is manifested by a contrast between
voicelessness and prenasalization.
A third point that the reader will not immediately note is the absence
of a glottal stop phoneme /?/. This absence becomes apparent, however, in
that many of the examples in this chapter are transcribed with a glottal stop
symbol (examples such as pz?i 'house' or taWa 'race, ethnicity'). In chapter 3,
I argue in detail that this glottal gesture is best analyzed as a vowel feature and
not as a consonantal segment in its own right. For the moment, it is

important to note that all instances of transcribed /?/ indicate that the vowel
preceding the /?/ symbol is glottalized. Further, superscripted vowels such as
the one in tal^ta 'race, ethnicity' also coristitute part of this same glottalized
vowel. This transcription reflects the phonetic realization of glottalized
vowels in [CVCV] couplets in that glottalization involves an interruption of
modal phonation followed by a short echo vowel, i.e. a brief resumption of
modal phonation.
With these transcription notes in mind, the remainder of this section
focusses on the status of each of the phonemic consonants posited by Pike and
Small, providing minimal and near minimal pairs wherever possible." The
picture that emerges is one in which a smaller set of consonants than those
posited by Pike and Small can be said to constitute a core or non-marginal set
of constrasts. I begin in §2.2.1 with a discvission of the labial consonants.

^The reader will doubtless notice that in most of the forms used in the
chapter, consonant contrasts are exhibited in initial position of CV(?)V
morphemes. There are two reasons for this. First, as Pike and Small (1974)
note, iiutial position in the couplet is where aU of the consonantal contrasts
in the language are exhibited. Many of the less corrunon consonants either
rarely or never surface as the second consonant of a CVCV couplet. Secondly,
in searching for minimal pairs, I have attempted to use the simplest
structures possible, i.e. CW or CV?V couplets, to probe for minimally
distinct forms by varying the vowel quality. If there were a complete
dictionary of CM morphemes, a more finely grained look at contrast in both
possible consonant positions of couplets would have been possible. At this
point, however, I view the lists here as contributing towards the building of a
larger list of CM couplets.

2.2.1 The labials: /p/, 1^1, /m/
Though Pike and Small posit four labial consonant phonemes, I have
found no native CM couplets containing the prenasalized stop /mb/. It is also
important to note that there are vanishingly few forms containing the
voiceless stop /p/. By contrast, both the voiced fricative /p/ and the fuU nasal
stop/m/ are more robustly attested, though these consonants are not as
prevalent across morphemes as are, for example, the coronal consonants.
Examples of couplets containing initial labial stops are provided in (6).

(6) /p,p,m/_a
a) pa?a

'baby, infant'

b) Pa?a

'good, well'

c) ma?^na

'sleepiness, tiredness'

Near minimal pairs attesting to the contrast between /p/ and /m/ are
provided in (7). These are not segmentally minimally distinct, due to the
difference in vowel nasalization, which is itself predictable after a nasal
consonant (see Chapter 4 for detailed discussion).
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(7) /p,m/ J
a) pinT

'mean'

b) pi?i 'house' c) pii

mini 'lake'

miTi'where'

mn

'heavy'
'alone'

2.2.2 The alveolars
Consonants produced with an alveolar constriction are by far the most
frequently occurring consonants in CM. Again, however, only a subset of
these are found in a large number of forms. It is particularly interesting to
note that neither /s/ nor the liquids /I/ and /r/ occur in many forms.
Additionally, the alveolar affricate /ndz/ is scarce, although its voiceless
counterpart /ts/ is robustly attested. Bearing these observations in mind, I
begin with the stops: /t/, /nd/, and /n/.

2.2.2.1 IV, /nd/ and /n/
These are among the most robustly attested consonants of the
language. Generally, speakers produce the alveolar stops /t/, /nd/ and /n/
with clear contact between the tongue tip and the upper front teeth, so they
are best characterized phonetically as alveodental stops. This is evident in the
palatograms for two different CM speakers in (8). In (8 a) we see a palatogram
of a female CM speaker (S7) producing the form tala 'pimple', while (b)
provides an example of a male speaker (S5) producing the form naa 'altar'.
Note that the dark area indicates the point of contact between the tongue and
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the roof of the mouth.® Here, we see the dear alveodental articulation of each
stop.

a) ta7a 'pimple'

J,

^---

•

,J

There are many examples illustrating the contrastive status of these stops in
the language. This can be seen in the following data.

(9) /nd/ contrasts with /t/
a)

c)

ndaPa

'hard, stiff

tapa

'to take out'

nda?u 'to scream (donkey)'
ta?u

'tight, squeezed'

b)

d)

ndii

'force'

tii

'many'

ndoo

'clean'

too

'to drip'

® See Chapter 1 for a discussion of the technique used for making the
palatograms.
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(10) /n/ contrasts with IndP
a)

c)

naa

'altar'

ndaa

'be certain'

kanda 'to skip, jump'
kana

b)

na?a

'boy'

nda?a 'leaf
d)

'overgrown with weeds'

nee

'indefinite pronoun'

ndee

'black'

(11) /n/ contrasts with /t/
a)

c)

nana

'aunt'

tana

'collapse'

neni

'be surprised'

teni

'to drown'

b)

na?^nu 'big
ta?^ nu 'girl, woman'

d)

m?i

'with'

tn

'chat, talk'

2.2.2.2 /ts/, /ndz/, and /s/
Besides the three stops. Pike and Small posit two alveolar affricates and
the fricative /s/. Of these, only the voiceless alveolar affricate /ts/ is common.
These three are produced with slightly more retraction of the tongue tip than
are /t/, /nd/, and /n/, and as a result, there is little if any contact between the
tongue tip and the upper front teeth. These are frue alveolars, rather than
alveo-dentals. This can be seen for the fricative /s/ in the palatogram in (12),
in which the same male speaker as above produced the form sa7a 'this'.®

^Recall that vowels are predictably nasalized after, but not before, nasal
consonants (cf. (10c), (lla-c). This phenomenon is addressed in detail in
chapter 4.
® This pictiire of contact for /s/ is representative of all three speakers (two
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(12)

sa?a 'this'

Below, I provide miiumal and near minimal pairs for these sounds.

(13) /ts/ contrasts with Isl
a)

tsa?a

'large jug'

sa?a

'this, these'

(14) /ts/ contrasts with /ndz/
a) tso?o

'flea'

b)

ndzo?o 'hummingbird'

tsi?^ki 'nail'
ndzi?*ki 'emaciated'

(15) Isl contrasts with/ndz/
a)

so?o ndo nda?

'salutation among men (vocative)'

ndzo?o

'hummingbird'

male and one female) from whom I gathered palatographic data.
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There are numerous couplets containing /ts/, and thus many pairs of
couplets exhibit the contrast between /ts/ and the stops /1/, /nd/, and /n/.
Examples are provided in (16-18).

(16) /ts/ contrasts with /n/
a)

c)

tsi?i

'uncombed'

ni?i

'with'

tsa?^ta 'mediator (for marriage)' b)

tsii

'to get wet'

ta?^ta

tii

'man'

tsi?i

'uncombed'

ndi?i

'fine'

tsa?a

"big jug'

na?a

'boy'

tsu?u

'chicken'

nu?u

'tooth'

b)

(17) /ts/ contrasts with /t/
a)

'race, ethnicity'

(18) /ts/ contrasts with /nd/
a)

c)

tsii

'to get wet'

ndii

'force'

tsa?a

'big jug'

nda?a

'leaf

b)

2.2.2.3 The liquids /I/ and /r/
Though Pike and Small (1974) list both /I/ and /r/ as CM phonemes,
the status of /r/ is more marginal than that of /I/. While /I/ is foxmd in a

number of cognates (and is reconstructed by Josserand (1982) as a member of
the Proto-Mixtec consonant inventory), the sound that Pike and Small
transcribe as /r/ surfaces almost exclusively in two contexts: 1) in forms
borrowed from Spanish, and 2) as a voiceless trill that constitutes the initial
member of an /rk/cluster (that is itself historically derived from the fusion of
two morphemes). In fact. Pike and Small's use of a single /r/ symbol is
insufficient, since, in the borrowed cases, /r/ is realized either as a tap (r) or a
trill (r), depending on the Spanish source. Here, I focus first on the lateral
approximant /I/ and then turn to the question of the status of /r/.
Though less common than the stops, there are couplets exhibiting the
contrast between /I/ and the other phonetically voiced alveolar consonants.
Examples are provided in (19-21).

(19) N contrasts with /nd/
a)

lo?o

"deaf

ndo?o 'adobe'
c)

laa

'bird'

ndaa

'be certain'

b)

la?a

'knot of tree'

nda?a

'leaf

(20) IM contrasts with /n/
a)

c)

laa

'bird'

naa

'altar'

lu?u

'road runner'

nu?u

'tooth'

b)

le?e

'circle'

ne?e

'crippled'

(21) /]/ contrasts with /ndz/
a)

lo?o

'deaf

ndzo?o 'hummingbird'
As I note above, the statvis of /r/ is less clear. Generally, /r/ surfaces in
forms borrowed from Spanish, and, if the /r/ of the Spanish source is trilled,
it is generally trilled in CM. Similarly, if the /r/ is tapped, it surfaces as a tap
in the CM form. Two examples are provided in (22).

(22) trilled vs. tapped /r/ in Spanish borrowings
a)

Puru

'burro'

< Sp. [^urro]

b)

t^ufu

'bull'

< Sp. [toro]

When it occurs initially, /r/ is trilled. In this position, /r/ is almost
always the first member of a consonant cluster, the second member of which
is a voiceless velar stop. In this context, /r/ is devoiced. Examples are
provided in (23) (see §2.2.6 for more on the status of consonant clusters).
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(23) initial voiceless trill /r/ in /rk/ cluster
a) rku?u

'deer'

b) rka?^ka

'crow'

c) rkii 'quail'

I also find three morphemes with an initial /r/ that does not surface in
a cluster. In two of these, there is no clear Spanish source,' while in the third.
the /r/ is obviously borrowed from Spanish.

(24) initial trilled /r/
a) ra?^pa

'pot bellied'

b) raT^gg'^a 'turkey's wattle'
c) raja

'line' (< Sp. raya)
In short, by contrast with /I/, the status of /r/ in the consonant system

is uncertain. First, historical evidence (see Josserand 1982) indicates that /r/
was not a member of the Proto-Mixtec consonant system, and as Josserand's
synchronic Pan-Mixtec word lists show, /r/ is universally marginal across the
present day Mixtec languages. Secondly, many of the tokens of /r/ in CM
either derive from Spanish borrowings or svirface in morphemes that begin
with an initial /rk/ cluster—itself an oddity—suggesting that they have
evolved diachronically from the fusion of more than one couplet.

'Unfortunately, Josserand's (1982) list of Mixtec cognates does not include
either of these morphemes. Thus, we cannot compare them with
corresponding forms in other varieties of Mixtec to see if they have been
either borrowed or are the result of a diachronic process of morpheme fusion.
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2.2.3. Palatoalveolar consonants
CM has a palatoalveolar fricative /J"/ and two palatoalveolar affricates,
the prenasalized /nd3/ and its voiceless counterpart /tj/. Though both
affricates do surface in many forms as the predictable result of a palatalization
process limited to women's speech, they surface coiitrastively in a highly
limited number of forms. By contrast, /j"/ appears in many CM morphemes.
And the palatal nasal /ji/, though not as common as its alveolar counterpart
/n/, also surfaces contrastively. In this section, I first discuss the status of the
palatoalveolar affricates and the palatal nasal. I finish with a brief discussion
of /J"/, though I return in more detail to the status and phonological behavior
of this sound in both chapters 3 and 5.

2.2.3.1 The palatoalveolar affricates: /nd3/ and /tj"/
As I note above, both [nd3] and [tJ] surface as palatalized variants of the
alveolar stops /nd/ and /1/, respectively, when they precede a front vowel.
This phenomenon is found exclusively in women's speech.'" Some examples
of the contrast between men's and women's forms are shown in (25).

'"l have also heard examples of this palatalization in the speech of a couple of
young, male children—presumably due to the influence of the mother's
speech. I asked one consultant if this was unusual, and she informed me that
many yoimg boys often use some women's speech forms but that they soon
"learn" that this is not the correct way for them to speak.

Women's speech

(25)

Men's speech

Gloss

a) /ndii/

[ndii]

'force'

[ndsii]

b) /ndee/

[ndee]

'black'

[ndsee]

c) /ndaa/

[ndaa]

'certain'

[ndaa]

d) /tii/

[tii]

'man'

[tjii]

e) /tee/

[tee]

'leaf used for roofing'

[tj-ee]

f) /ta?a/

[ta?a]

'pimple'

[ta?a]

There are, nevertheless, a few couplets in which /nds/ and /tj"/ surface in both
men's and women's speech, showing that the appearance of these
palatoalveolar affricates is not altogether predictable. Examples containing
unpredictable instances of /tJ/ are given in (26):

(26) couplets containing unpredictable instances of /tJ*/
a) tjaa

'oak'

d) tJiT^ki

'beam'

b) tJo?o

'medicine'

e) tje?e

'post'

c) tju?u

'charcoal'

f) tjii

'rifle'

In the couplets in (a-d), /tj"/ appears before non-front vowels, while (ef) provide examples in which /tj"/ surfaces before front vowels in both men's
and in women's speech. Note, for example, the contrast between the CM
words for 'man' (25d) and 'rifle' (26f). For both men and women, 'rifle' is
realized as ijiz, while the morpheme for 'man' is realized as tii in men's
speech but predictably undergoes palatalization as fj"n in women's speech. In
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traditional terms, this suggests that in the form [tjii] 'rifle', the affricate /tj/ is
underlyingly present, while in /tii/ 'man' it is derived. Some instances of /tj/
can be shown to contrast minimally with /1/ and /ts/, as seen in (27):

(27) /tj"/ contrasts with /t/ and lis/
a)

c)

tJo?o

'medicine'

'man' (men's speech)

to?o

'owner

tsii

'to get wet'

tso?o

'flea

tj'a?a

'gourd'

ta?a

'pimple'

tsa?a

'big jug, big gourd'

tj"ii

'rifle'

tii

b)

The situation is similar for the voiced affricate /nds/, though it surfaces
unpredictably before a narrower set of vowels than does /tJ/. In particular, I
have foimd no cases in which /nd^/ appears before front vowels in men's
speech; i.e., couplets analogous to forms such as /tjii/ 'rifle'. Nevertheless,
there are at least four forms in which /nds/ surfaces impredictably before
non-front vowels, as seen in (28).
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(28) couplets containing unpredictable instances of /nd3/
a)

nd3a?^pi

'iguana'

b)

nd30?oko

heat

c)

nd3u?u

'fire'

d)

nd3a?a

'broth, soup'

I have also found two minimal pairs in which /nds/ contrasts with the
alveolar stop /nd/. These are shown in (29):

(29)
a)

contrasts with /nd/
nd3a?a 'broth, soup'
nda?a 'to stain'

b)

nd3a?^pi

'iguana'

nda?^Pi

'poor'

I find no minimal pairs in which /nd3/ contrasts with the alveolar
affricate /ndz/. This is not surprising, however, given that neither is
common. One near minimal pair is provided in (27).

(30) /nd3/ vs. /ndz/
a)

nd30?0k0

'heat'

ndzo?o

'hummingbird'

In short, the evidence indicates that both /tj/ and /nds/ are
synchrorucally contrastive, although neither is unpredictably attested in a
large number of morphemes. This, in turn, suggests that their status as

phonemes is somewhat marginal. However, both surface very frequently as
aliophones of /t/ and /nd/, respectively, in women's speech palatalization.

2.2.3.2 The nasal /ji/
In addition to /n/ and /m/, CM has a third contrastive nasal stop: /ji/.
This sound is produced with sigiuficant tongue body contact along both the
diagonal and the roof of the hard palate. As can be seen in the data in (31-32),
it contrasts with the other two nasal stops. Note, however, that there are far
more forms containing /n/ than /m/. As a consequence, minimal pairs
exhibiting a contrast with /n/ are found more readily.

(31) /ji/ contrasts with /m/
a)

jii?i

'to scratch'

mi?I

'where'

b)

jie?%iu 'cowlick'
me?®jiu'in front of

(32) /ji/ contrasts with /n/
a)

C)

e)

ju?i

'to scratch'

niTi

'to be equal to'

JIH

'hat

nii

'completely, all'

jiajia

'lion'

najia

'squash'

b)

d)

jie?e

'to smell (intransitive)'

ne?e

'little child, little one'

jiu?u

'floor'

nu?u

'tooth'
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2.2.3.3 The alveopalatal fricative /J/
As I discuss in detail in chapter 3, the phonological behavior of the
alveopalatal fricative /J/ with respect to both glottalization and nasal
harmony makes it perhaps the most interesting of the CM consonants. I will
argue, in fact, that the behavior of /j"/ motivates an analysis in which we are
led to countenance the synchronic presence of two phonologically distinct (yet
phonetically indistinguishable) /J/'s in the language. For the purposes of this
chapter, however, we will limit our attention to establishing the contrast
between /j"/ and other alveolar and alveopalatal consonants, leaving the
more intricate phonological data and arguments for chapter 3.
/]•/ occurs quite commonly, so there is no shortage of forms attesting to
its contrastive status in the grammar. In (33-36), I provide examples exhibiting
the contrast between /J/ and /s/, /ts/, /tj"/, and /t/, respectively. (Note that
due to the general scarcity of /s/'s in the language, I find only one minimal
pair exhibiting the /s/ vs. /J/ contrast.)

(33) /j"/ contrasts with /s/
a)

J"a?a

'chile'

sa?a

'this, these'
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(34) /j"/ contrasts with /ts/
a)

c)

j"a?a

'chile'

tsa?a

'big jug, big gourd'

j'o?o

'rope, cord'

tso?o

'flea'

b)

J"ii

'taboo'

tsii

'get wet'

j"ii

'taboo'

tjii

'rifle'

(35) /j"/ contrasts with /tj"/
a)

c)

Ja?a

'chile'

tj"aa

'oak'

J"o?o

'rope, cord'

tj"o?o

'mediciite'

b)

(36) /j"/ contrasts with /t/
a)

c)

Jama

'leaf of the corn'

tama

'scarce'

JoTo

'rope, cord'

to?o

'owner'

b)

j"ee

'arrive'

tee

'to roof

2.2.4 The velar consonants: /k/, /k"'/, /gg/, /gg""/
CM has two velar and two labiovelar stops. As with the alveolar and
palatoalveolar plosives, the voiced/voiceless contrast is phonetically
implemented as a contrast between prenasalization and voicelessness,
respectively. Of these four, /k/ is the most common, and /gg"^/ is vanishingly

rare. (I have found only two couplets containing / gg"/, both of which are
included in the data below.) Miiumal or near minimal pairs for aU four are
provided in (37-40). Note that no minimal pairs can be found for the contrast
between /gg/and /qg"^/, although in (38) I provide a pair of forms in which
both precede the vowel /a/.

(37) /k/ contrasts with l\CI
a)

c)

kii

'to get under'

k'^ii

'slow, slowly'

kaa

'metal'

k'^aa

'afternoon'

b)

d)

ki?i

'to take, grab'

k'^i?i

'sickness'

ka?a

'clearing in forest'

k'^aTa

'right (handed etc...)'

ka^a

'mountain spring'

ggaPa

'to slip, slide'

(38) /gg/ and /gg^/
^)

'to slip, sUde'
ragg'^a 'enormous'

(39) /k/ contrasts with /gg/
a)

ka?^tsi 'cotton'
gga?^tsi 'blanket, serape'

(40) /k/ contrasts with /gg""/
a)

gg^'ii

'the rest, the remainder'

k^'ii

'green'

b)
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One question that arises in positing the complex segments /k"*"/
and/gg"^/ is why these are not treated as sequences of a velar stop followed by
/u/. A look at the phonetic facts suggests at least that the sequential analysis is
less felicitous than the complex segment approach. In particular, we see that
the labiovelar approximant exhibits rapid transitions with no (even relatively
brief) steady-state period in its formant structure. At the same time, we see in
forms such as k'^ii 'green' and k'^aa 'afternoon' a long steady state in the
formants for the /ii/ and /aa/ vowels, respectively. This can be seen clearly in
the wide-band spectrograms in (41a-b), in which I have signalled the
approximate onset of each of the steady states of the /aa/ and /ii/ sequences
with an arrow.

(41) a) k'^aa 'afternoon'
100 msec.

b) k^ii 'green'
100 msec.

This is not to suggest that we can trivially read phonological
representations from spectrographic displays. However, it is important to
note that viewing, say, sixrface [k"^] as an underlying /k + u/ sequence requires
an explanation for why the /u/ surfaces as an off-glide upon the release of the
preceding velar consonant, that is, for why it displays glide rather than vowel
like behavior. This is not a problem for an analysis in which

I is taken to
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be an underlyingly complex segment, consisting of a velar stop with an offglide release.
Aside from the phonetic realization of these as off-gUdes, positiiig
underlying velar stop plus /u/ sequences also needlessly complicates the
description of the shape of the CM couplet. In the case of forms such as k^aa
'afternoon', for example, we might be forced to posit an underlying
representation consisting of three moras—a representation that would
undermine the simple characterization in §2.1 of couplets in CM as bimoraic.
This type of representation is sketched in (42).

(42)

k u

a

Nevertheless, if we adopt a view such as that of (42), we must still account for
the original problem: why the initial /u/ surfaces as an off-glide release and
not as a full vowel.
Alternatively, of course, we might posit an underlying representation
containing two moras, as in (43).
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(43)

k u

a

Under this approach, the challenge would again be to account for why the / u/
fails to sxirface as a full vowel. Conceivably, the key to the problem lies in
recognizing that these sequences should be treated not as velar stop plus /u/,
but rather, as velar stop plus /w/ sequences. This approach circumvents the
problem of positing trimoraic couplets or of trying to account for why
underlying /kua/ surfaces as ICaa, i.e. for why the [w] surfaces as an off gUde
and the [a] vowel is long. I sketch this possibility in (44):

(44)

k w

a

Nevertheless, such an approach is not itself cost free in that it forces us to
posit couplet-initial consonant clusters that are otherwise absent both in CM
and across the Mixtec languages in general.
Finally, a compelling argviment agaiiist treating labiovelar glide
releases as separate /w/ phonemes is that this analysis affords no explanation
for the absence of surface [w] elsewhere in the language, given that there are
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no native CM couplets in which a singleton [w] is either the initial or the
medial consonant/*' By contrast, a powerful reason for treating labiovelar
stops (as well as for analyzing prenasalized segments and voiceless affricates)
as single segments rather than as multi-segment sequences is that this allows
for a highly simple characterization of CM as a CV language."

2.2.5 The interdentals /5/ and /3V
Pike and Small (1974) posit two voiced interdental fricatives, /5/ and
/5V, for which there are no voiceless counterparts. As with the velar stops,
we appear to have another case of a complex segment with an off-glide

" Following Hayes (1989), an alternative to (44) could be a representation in
which glides are represented underlyingly as a non-moraic vowels:

k u a
Nothing crucial rests on this difference for the purposes of the discussion
here. For example, assuming that the glide [w] is underlyingly represented as
a non-moraic /u/ would still leave the question of why we find no surface
forms such as *[waa].
^^It is interesting to note that same consultant from whom the spectrograms
above are taken provided me with the following pair of forms which she
claimed were minimally distinct; [k^'aa] 'afternoon' vs. [kua] 'to get bitter'.
Her intuitions were that the distinction between these resided in a distinction
between an off-glide release of the velar stop in the former and the presence
of an /u/ vowel in the latter. Despite her intuitions, however, I hesitate to
include this pair as evidence in favor of the complex segment approach,
because I have thus far been unable to convince myself that specfrographic
evidence from her speech clearly confirms her intmtion. I thus leave further
work with this pair and the hunt for other such possible minimal pairs for
future work with CM speakers.

release. However, my work with consultants has led me to the conclusion
that Pike and Small's claim is tenuous at best. I have found only one form
unambiguously containing /5V, here provided in (45) with a minimally
contrastive couplet containing /5/.

(45) /6V contrasts with 75/
a)

3^o?°ko 'daughter'
5o?oko 'soon'

Pike and Small list an additional form 3^ii?u 'money', with which they
contrast the palatal nasal /ji/ in the form jiu?u 'fire'. Closer scrutiny of the
facts suggests that 6Ju?u should be treated instead as containing an initial /6/
followed by an /i/vowel, i.e. as /3i?u/.
This can be seen in the spectrogram in (46). Recall from the discussion
above of the labiovelar glides that the off-glides in forms such as k'^ii 'green'
are characterized by their short duration and rapid formant transitions. By
contrast, here we see that in 6i?u 'money', the /i/ vowel is long in duration
with clear steady state formants prior to the onset of glottalization (at roughly
160 msec in the spectrogram).^^

'^Although it might be, I do not feel that this is simply a case of interspeaker
variation. Though the recording above was not taken from one of the
consultants who worked with Small and Pike on their original paper, I have
checked her pronunciation of this form with one of Pike and Small's (1974)
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(46) [5i?ul 'money'
8

1

?

u

As for the interdental /6/, there are numerous forms exhibiting the
contrast between /5/ and the commonly appearing voiced coronals. These are
shown in (47-50) below.

(47) /6/ contrasts with /nd/
a)

9a?a

'ahead'

nda?a 'leaf
c)

b)

6a?®pi 'to toss over'
nda?^Pi'poor'

6i?^ko 'flavor, taste'
ndi?iko 'sharp edged'

consultants (Dolores Acosta Campos), and, to my ear, she pronounced it in
the same manner as I have trar\scribed it here.
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(48) /5/ contrasts with /I/
a)

3a?®ka 'be mixed'

b)

la?^ka 'scare crow'

Sa?a

'ahead'

la?a

'knot of a tree'

5a?a

'ahead'

na?a

'clearing in the forest'

5i?i

'ring'

jiTTi

"to scratch'

(49) 76/ contrasts with ltd
a)

ki5i

'to sleep'

kini

'listen'

b)

(50) 73/ contrasts with 7ji/
a)

5i7i

'lower leg'

jilTi

'mute'

b)

In svim, of the interdentals, /5/ is robustly attested across morphemes,
while /6V's status in the system is highly marginal.

2.2.6 Consonant clusters
In §2.11 describe the basic shape of the CM couplet as CW or (C)VCV.
There are, however, a number of forms containing consonant clusters. These
derive from one of two sources: either 1) they are diachronically derived via
the fusion of two (or more) morphemes which themselves cor\formed to the
canonical couplet shape, or 2) they surface in Spaiush loan words.
In clusters surfacing in the native vocabulary. Pike and Small (1974)
note that initial clusters almost always begin with one of the coronal
corisonants: /t, s, J", r/. Examples are provided in (51).
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(51) examples of initial clusters in native Mixtec vocabulary
a) trana

'tomato'

c) j"te?®nu

'torn turkey'

b) smTi

'bumble bee'

d) rk'^aT^ndi

'rainbow'

The claim that such clusters are diachrorucally derived from more than
one couplet is based on two factors. First, as Josserand's (1982) study indicates,
clusters have a marginal status across all of the present-day Mixtec languages
and are not reconstructed for any Proto-Mixtec forms. Secondly, and more
specifically, the CM forms containing initial clusters that appear in
Josserand's Pan-Mixtec list of cognates all clearly derive from the fusion of
more than one morpheme. For example, Josserand's recoristructions of both
(a) and (c) above indicate that these present day CM forms are not derived
historically from single couplets. This is shown in (52).

(52)

CM form

Gloss

a)

trana

'tomato'

b)

rk^'aT^ndi

'rainbow'

Proto-form

Gloss

<

*ti lana

'tomato'

<

"^koo ye?ndi?

'rainbow'

In the same vein. Pike and Small (1974) suggest that ^tel^nu 'tom turkey'
most likely derives from the fusion (of possible earlier incarnations) of what
are now the CM monomorphemic couplets isuu 'turkey' and tel^nn 'male'
and that similarly, rfcu?u 'deer' may come from

i6m 'horse' and ku7u 'wild'.

Though the historical relationship for these forms is not as immediately and
intuitively obvious as it is tor the forms in (52), one thing that is interesting
about Tku7u 'deer' and ^tel^nu 'tom turkey' is that they, like many other
forms beginning with consonant clusters, are both terms which refer to
animals.

Obviously, forms such as rk^a?^ndi 'rainbow' indicate that not all

such forms are animal terms; however many do seem to refer to animals or
insects, as can be seen in (53).

(53) animal or insect terms
a)

JteT^nu'tom turkey'

e)

J"ndo?o 'spider'

b)

smTi

f)

skundi 'cricket'

c)

rku?u 'deer'

g)

tri?ita 'woodpecker'

d)

Jnunu 'frog'

'bumble bee'

Priscilla Small (p.c.) has suggested that one of the reasons behind the
abundance of animal or insect terms among cluster-initial forms may be a
diachronic reduction of the pronoun kilHH 'animal'. Specifically, the short
form of this morpheme,

, functions as a determiner which can precede an

ariimal term in a sentence. This form is unstressed and is often devoiced.
Small's suggestion is that the devoicing of the determiner before particular
arumal or insect terms may have given rise to the lexicalization of a number
of the clusters above. Though not implausible as at least a partial explanation.
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such a hypothesis must remain speculative. One particular problem is that we
must ask why we find a range of coronal consonants coristituting the first
member of a compound, i.e., why tH should reduce in such a variety of ways.
Secondly, this offers little explanation for the development of clusters in nonanimal or insect terms.
Pike and Small's origirial description also lists a number of forms
containing medial clusters. In these, the initial member is always /j"/, and the
cluster arises from the loss of a couplet final /i/. Examples are shown in (54).
Note that the polymorphemic roots of these clusters are highly visible in that
the surface forms are exceptions to the canonical bimoraic couplet shape.
Additionally, it is interesting to note that the first member of the
heteromorphemic sequence need not originally contain an /J/ in C2 position,
as seen in (b).

(54) medial clusters
a) ujkimi

'fourteen'

<

u?^j"i 'ten' + kiml 'four'

b) 5ujniiu

'eye'

<

SuT^tsi 'bean' + nuu 'face'

Other clxasters arise from Spanish borrowings. Some examples of these
are provided in (55).
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(55) clusters arising from Spanish borrowings
a) sk'^ela

'school' < Sp. 'escuela'

b) puT^stru 'apostle' < Sp. 'apostol'

c) opiT^sku "bishop' < Sp. 'obispo'
d) speT^Ju

'mirror' < Sp. 'espejo'

In sum, modern day CM does contain some consonant clusters, which
must be listed as exceptions to the generalization that morphemes in CM lack
such clusters. Their presence derives from two sources. Within the native
Mixtec vocabulary, they are historically derived from morphemic fusion,
although it is also important to note that the teasing out of the original
polymorphemic sequence is not always a frivial matter. Otherwise, they arise
via the incorporation of Spanish loan words into the CM lexicon.

2.3 Vowels
In this section, I briefly lay out the vowel confrasts in the language in
order to provide an overview of the vowel system. I do not provide a
description either of vowel allophony or of cooccurrence consfraints on the
distribution of vowels within couplets. The reader is referred to Pike and
Small (1974) for some (albeit little) discussion of both of these.
Under a traditional analysis, CM has eleven contrastive vowels. These
are the six oral vowels /i, e, a, o, u, i/ together their nasal counterparts /I, e, a,
u,1/. There is a gap in that the inventory lacks contrastive /o/, though surface
[6] does arise as a result of second person familiar nasalization (see Chapter
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4).^'* Both /o/ and /e/ appear less commonly than the peripheral vowels /i/
/a/, /u/, and /t/.
As I first noted in §2.2, in addition to nasalization, vowels are
contrastively glottalized (see Chapter 3 for discussion). Minimal pairs
exhibiting the full range of both glottalized and non-glottalized oral vowel
contrasts are provided in (56).
(56) oral vowel contrasts
a)

c)

e)

Jii

'taboo'

Ji?i

'door'

J"aa

'ash'

jaTa

'chile'

j"uu

'stone'

J"u?u

'mouth'

b)

d)

f)

Jee

new

J"e?e

'hit'

j"oo

'moon'

JoTo

'rope, cord'

Jii

'husband'

J-i?i

'raw'

Minimal and near minimal pairs can also be found for all of the
contrastive nasal vowels, as seen in (57).

'''Though it is not incorrect to characterize CM as containing five
contrastively nasal vowels, such a characterization fails to capture the whole
story. Specifically, although it is not possible to predict a priori which
morphemes will contain an underlyingly nasal vowel, the distribution of
contrastively nasal vowels within a morpheme is predictable. In this sense,
contrastive vowel nasalization is best seen as a lexical property of individual
morphemes. This issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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(57) nasal vowel contrasts

a)

tn

'sweat'

e)

tse?e

'mold'

b)

taa

'earthquake'

f)

tsl?i

'fox'

c)

tuu

'coal'

g)

tsu?u

'chicken'

d)

tm

'grab'

h)

tsTi

'nail, claw'

i)

6aa

'weave'

j)

8e?e

'grease'

Finally, minimal pairs of contrastive oral vowels and their nasal
counterparts are provided in (58).

(58) oral versus nasal vowel contrasts
a)

c)

tsii

'to get wet'

tsu

'nail, claw'

ka?^ka 'to walk'
ka?®ka 'to beg'

e)

ki?i

'to put on, put in'

kl?i

'to go'

b)

k'^eTe

'red'
'went'

d)

t^uT^t^u'paper'
tju?utu~'firewood'

The picture that emerges is that the CM vowel system consists of six
contrastive vowel qualities /i, e, a, o, u, i/ to which we can add nasalization
and glottalization to multiply the number of possible contrasts for each
vowel quality (with the exception of /o/, for which there is no contrasting
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nasal vowel). Looking ahead, I will treat both the glottalization (Chapter 3)
and nasalization (Chapter 4) contrasts as features whose presence or absence is
contrastive at the morpheme level but whose realization can be predictably
encoded in terms of ranked Optimality Theoretic constraints (Prince and
Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993b).

2.4 Palatalization
Before concluding this chapter, I address one more aspect of the
segmental phonology of CM. As noted in §2.2.3.1, women's speech is
characterized by the palatalization of /1/ and /nd/ before front vowels. There
is, however, an additional process of palatalization that obtains of both
women's and men's speech. To avoid terminological confusion, I will refer to
this phenomenon as general palatalization. As with women's speech
palatalization, general palatalization also targets /t/ and /nd/. In the case of
general palatalization, however, both the nature of the change and the
triggering context are distinct.
Recall that women's speech palatalization involves a change in
primary point of artioilation and stricture type: alveolar stops become
palatoalveolar affricates. By contrast, general palatalization involves the
addition of a secondary palatal off-glide release.^^ As for the triggering

Hume (1992) distinguishes between these two types of palatalization crosslingmstically by calling the affrication process coronalization, while reserving

contexts, women's speech palatalization is conditioned by the front vowels
/i/ and /e/, while general palatalization is triggered by the high back vowels
/i/ and /u/. (See §2.4.1 for an additional refinement of this context.)
The data in (59-61) provide examples of both. (59) shows the contrast
between men's and women's speech when /t/ and /nd/ precede a front
vowel; (60) provides examples of generalized palatalization in which /t/ and
/nd/ svirface with a palatal off-glide release before high, back vowels in both
men's and women's speech; (61) provides examples of non-palatalized /t/
and /nd/.

(59) women's speech palatalization

a) /ndii/

men's
[ndii]

gloss
'force'

women's
[ndsii]

b) /ndee/

[ndee]

•black'

[nd3ee]

c) /tii/

[tii]

'man'

[tSii]

d) /tee/

[tee]

'leaf used for roofing'

[tSee]

the term palatalization for the addition of a secondary p] articulation.
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(60) general palatalization
gloss
a) /ndu2u/ 'tree trunk'

general palatalization
[ndju2u]

b)/ndii/

'flat, smooth'

[ndJii]

c) /tu2u/

'cutting off of water'

[tju2u]

d) /ti2i/

'twisted'

[tji2i]

(61) non-palatalized forms
a) /ndaa/

gloss
'certain'

non-palatalized forms
[ndaa]

b) /ndoo/

'sugar cane

[ndoo]

c) /ta2a/

'pimple'

[ta2a]

d) /to2o/

'mayor'

[to2o]

In (62) I provide two palatograms illustrating the effects of general
palatalization. Produced by a female CM speaker, these clearly illustrate the
contrast between phonetically palatalized and non-palatalized /t/. Note the
extensive degree of linguo-palatal contact in (62a) Hm2u 'cutting off of water'
as compared to the lack of post-alveolar contact in the non-palatalized tala
'pimple' in (62b).
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(62)

a) palatalization: t-> t-)
tju2u 'cutting off of water'

b) no palatalization
ta2a 'pimple'

Palatograms exhibiting the distinction between men's and women's
speech are provided in (63) for the word u2"ie 'tomorrow'. Here we see a
sharp difference between a male speaker's production in (63a) and that of
female speaker producing the same word in (63b). In (63a) note the
alveodental contact typical of non-palatalized, plain alveolar stops. By
contrast, the palatogram in (63b) reflects the articulatory effect of the
affrication foimd in women's speech. Here, the tongue tip has been retracted,
so that there is no evidence of contact between the front teeth and the tip or
blade of the tongue. Instead, we see evidence of contact between the tongue
blade or tip at and just behind the comer of the alveolar ridge.^®

I take the term comer from Keating (1991), who treats the alveolar ridge as
the whole area from the upper teeth to the point where the hard palate begiris
to angle sharply upwards. The comer is this turning point. See also Catford
(1988) for discussion of this issue and Recasens (1990) for a slightly different
descriptive perspective.
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(63) a) /ute/
'men's speech'

b) /ute/ -> [uT^tJe]
'women's speech'

It is also important to note the contrast between (63b) and the same
speaker's production of t^u2u "cutting off of water' in (62a). In the former
case, there is far more tongue contact behind the corner of the alveolar ridge
and along the roof of the hard palate. This is just what we expect to see when
contrasting palatalization as the addition of a secondary high, front tongue
body position to a primary alveolar point of articulation with palatalization as
a shift in primary point of articxilation from an alveodental to a post-alveolar
or non-anterior coronal primary point of articulation (see discussion in
Keating 1991, also Bhat 1978).
It is interesting to note as well that both processes target only /t/ and
/nd/. Other alveolar consonants are unaffected.
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(64) a) ru
'with'
b) sule 'jar'
nii compieteiy'
sia chair (Sp.)'
nuu 'in front of, on'

c) tsi2i 'distribute'
tsii 'snail'
tsu2u 'mole'

Though a detailed phonological analysis of the CM palatalization facts
is beyond the scope of this chapter, the data are of general theoretical
significance.^' This is because the two phenomena are triggered by different
sets of vowels. As noted in Gerfen (1995), this presents a serious challenge to
analyses of palatalization which argue for coronal (front) vowels as the sole
triggers of palatalization (see, for example, Clements 1976, Hume 1992) and for
feature geometries such as those of Hume (1992) and Clements and Hume
(1995) in which the difference between secondary palatalization and
affrication resides not in potentially distinct assimilating features but in the
tier affiliation of the palatalizing feature. Thus, Hume (1992) provides the
following technical approach to treating palatalization: secondary
palatalization is assumed to involve the spreading of a vocalic coronal feature
to the vocalic place node of the target consonant. By contrast, affrication
(Hume's "coronalization") is assumed to involve the spreading of a vocalic
coronal node to the primary consonantal place node of the target consonant,
triggering the concommitant delinking of the primary place feature of the
consonant. This is sketched in (65).'®

A more detailed autosegmental analysis is presented in Gerfen (1995).
The geometry of Clements and Hume (1995) is somewhat distinct from that
of Hume (1992), but these differences do not affect this discussion.
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(65) a) palatalization
r

V

conc

cons

I

GDns

cons

placa

place

piece

placa

r

[F]

b) coronalization
Q
y

woe

I/QC

plBce

placa

IF]

J

voc

. \ placa
I

[ca run oil

[canon Blj

(I-antBriorl)

(I-ant.9riDr])

What casts doubt on the validity of this view, of course, is that while
women's speech affrication can be modeled as the assimilation of a vocalic
coronal node to the primary place of articulation of the target consonant,
general palatalization is clearly not triggered by front (coronal) vowels.
Instead, it would appear that the vowel feature [+high] must also be
countenanced as a possible trigger for palatalization, (cf. Lahiri and Evers
1991, Crowhurst 1986, also Hill and Zepeda 1992 for evidence of high vowels
as triggers for palatalization in Tohono O'odham.)

2.4.1 Palatalization and nasality
Another interesting aspect of CM palatalization is its surprising
interaction with vowel nasality. In particular, general palatalization fails to
obtain just in case the vowel following the alveolar stop is a contrastively
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nasalized /u/. If, however, the vowel is an underlyingly nasal
A/,palatalization surfaces predictably." This is shown in the palatograms in
(66-67) for the same female speaker whose palatograms are shown above.
Note first in (66) the minimally contrastive t^ulu 'cutting off of water' and
iu2u 'word'. In the former, the couplet contains underlyingly oral vowels and
/t/ surfaces as palatalized. In the latter, however, the vowels are contrastively
nasal, and there is no palatalization.
(66)

a) V u 2 u 'cutting off of water'

b) tu2u 'word'

Now note the contrast in (67a-b). In (67a), the high, central vowel
following /t/ is imderlyingly oral, while in (67b) it is nasal. However, in both
cases, the /1/ surfaces as palatalized. That is, we can clearly discern the

" Women's speech palatalization is unaffected by vowel nasality.
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extensive area of contact that is diagnostic of the presence of secondary
palateilization.--

twisted'

The situation is complicated by the fact that the lack of palatalization
before nasalized /u/ is not surface true. Thus, if an underlyingly oral [u] is
nasalized via the morphophonological process of second-person familiar
nasalization, a preceding /t/ will surface as palatalized. This is shown in the
palatogram in (68). Here, ku?"tju 'hoe' is nasalized to form the second person
familiar ku?"t^ii 'you will hoe". In contrast to (66b), produced by the same

The effect of contrastive/u/ on a preceding /nd/ is more difficult to discern
due to the fact that the language generally prohibits the cooccurrence of
prenasalized stops and contrastively nasalized vowels within morphemes
(see Chapter 4). In one form, nd'uSi 'honey' the prenasalized stop surfaces as
palatalized before a lexically nasalized /u/. This suggests that the effect might
be limited to underlying /t/. However, the presence of palatalization in
nd'iiSi may receive a diachronic explanation in that this form may have
arisen from the fusion of /ndute/ 'water' and /pi51/ 'sweet'. Thus, one might
argue that the presence of palatalization on the stop constitutes a fossilized
remnant of its realization before the non-nasal /u/ of /ndute/.
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speaker, the /t/ here exhibits evidence of the large area of contact between the
tongue and the tiard palate found in our other cases of secondary
palatalization.
(68)

ku?"t^Ci 'you will hoe'

As with the issue of triggers for palatalization above, the interaction of
of palatalization and nasalization raises theoretical questions. In particular,
the failure of palatalization before /ti/ raises interesting questions for theories
of feature interaction that predict that feature cooccurrence constraints must
be phonetically motivated (cf. Archangeli and PulleyblaiJc 1989, 1994a). At the
least, the CM data suggest that the grammar contains some—potentially
arbitrary—constraint prohibiting the assimilation of [+high] from a lexically
nasal /u/, while not ruling out the assimilation of [+high] from a lexically
nasal

At the same time, there is clearly no global phonetic prohibition

One might claim that the data motivate an analysis in which lexically nasal
/u/ is unspecified for [+high]. As Diana Archangeli has pointed out, this may
be attributable to the lack of a constrastively nasalized /o/. However, such
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against the palatalization of /1/ before [u], given the common occurrence of
forms such as ku?"t^u 'you will hoe' in (68). Data such as these thus provide a
basis for fruitful discussion of claims of the phonetic naturalness of
phonological phenomena.^^

2.5 Conclusions
This chapter provides a basic picture of the shape of CM morphemes
and of the segments of which they are comprised. The picture that I have
begim to articulate and on which I will build in the ensuing chapters is one in
which CM morphemes, so-called couplets, can be viewed as canonically
bimoraic structures of two shapes: CW and CVCV. The schematic
representations (with exemplifications) that I will assume throughout are
repeated here in (69).

underspedfication may constitute simply a strategy of shifting the location of
arbitrariness in the treatment of the phenomenon. Assuming, say, that
[+high] is the assimilating feature, why is /u/ unspecified for [high], while /!/
is not? See Steriade (1995) for a discussion of general problems of this type for
underspecification; also Inkelas (1994) for critidsm of underspedfication
within Optimality Theory.
" Forms such as ku?"t^u 'you will hoe' dearly suggest that level-ordering
within lexical phonology plays an important role here (cf. Kiparsky 1982, 1985,
Mohanan 1982, PuUeyblank 1986, Kaisse and Shaw 1985, among others). I dte
such forms merely to show that there is no absolute prohibition against the
surfacing of palatalized stops before nasal [u].
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(69) Canonical couplet shapes

a)

CVrVTi

CViVj

cvcv

MM

MM

MM

/II

/I / I

/!/
C V

C V V

c

v

c

v

b) Examples
MM

MM

/ V

/ I I

MM

/ I

/ I

l a

t

e u

/3 i 8

'bird'

'stool'

'wet'

e

Regarding the segmental contrasts of the language, I have attempted to
provide the reader with a sense of which segments appear to play a central
role in the segmental inventory and which appear to be marginal, despite the
presence of a minimal pair that might be used to argue for the phonemic
status of the sound in question. With this goal in mind, I provide here a
modification of Pike and Small's (1974) original consonant inventory. In this
case, however, I enclose marginal contrasts in square brackets.
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(70) CM consonant inventory (Pike and Small 1974)
stops:

affricates:

fricatives:
P

ts
[ndz]

[nds]

[s]

J-

k^

3.[(y]
l,[r]

liquids:
nasals:

k
[ggl

t
nd

[P]
[mb]

m

n

This leaves a picture of roughly 11 contrastive consonants which
appear with regularity across morphemes in the language. And it is from
morphemes containing these that I have generally chosen, for example, for
use in the nasal airflow study of Chapter 4. Similarly, in choosing forms for
airflow study, I have chosen to focus on forms containing a single medial
consonant, rather than on the non-canorucal forms containing medial
clusters.
As a final transcription note, throughout the remainder of the
dissertation I have chosen to transcribe the data relatively narrowly. This
means that I consistently mark palatalization, nasalization, and glottalization,
even when predictably present. The choice results from my own
dissatisfaction with grairunars which state phonological generalizatioris and
then pursue a policy of broad transcription thereafter. Though one is led to
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assume that such generalizations are accurate, I prefer to be certain that a
phonological process has applied in every case in which it should/"

The one exception to this is the transcription of tone. The tone sandhi of
the language is highly complex and I have chosen not to transcribe the tones
of most forms, given that further fieldwork is needed before I feel that I will
be able to do so with confidence. Chapter 3 makes some mention of tone
within the context of the discussion of glottalization. However, the reader is
referred to the transcriptions in Pike and Small (1974) for an overview of the
tone system.
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CHAPTER 3 GLOTTAUZATION
3 Introduction
This chapter provides a detailed examination of both the phonetics and
phonology of CM glottalization. Like many other varieties of Mixtec, CM
contains what have alternately been called glottalized or checked or echo
vowels, as in the form kulH^u 'to plow, to hoe'.^ The treatment of
glottalization in CM raises a number of significant issues, which I have
broken down in this chapter into three general areas of discussion. The first
basic question arises over whether glottalization should best be treated as a
vowel feature or whether the presence of glottalization might more
appropriately be characterized by including a glottal stop in the consonant
inventory of the language. The second issue regards the behavior of
glottalization in the phonological system. As I will show, glottalization plays
a dual role in that it svirfaces both contrastively and predictably, while at the
same time both predictable and contrastive glottalization are licensed only
under stress. The third issue focuses on the relevance of glottalization to the
interface of phonology and phonetics. Here, I discuss two points of interest.
First, I address the role of grounded path conditions (Archangel! and
PuUeyblarik 1994a) (i.e. feature cooccurrence constraints) in characterizing the

'See MacCaulay and Salmons (1995) for a general overview across the Mixtec
languages. In Spanish the term saltillo 'little skip or hop' has been used to
describe this effect. See, for example, Pesinger (1974).
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location of glottalization. Secondly, I examine the relevance of glottalization
to claims about how phonologicaliy specified features are implemented by the
phonetic component of the grammar. In particular, I focus on Cohn's (1990,
1993a) claim that phonologicaliy specified features are implemented
throughout the entirety of the segment for which they are specified. I argue
that the CM glottalization data show this position to be overly restricted in
that the CM facts require that phonologicaliy specified [+constricted glottis] be
implemented throughout only part of a vowel for which it is specified.
The chapter is organized in the following manner. §3.1 provides a
description of the basic distributional facts relating to CM glottalization. At
the same time, it lays out the implications of treating glottalization as either a
vowel feature or as a consonant in its own right. §3.2 and §3.3 provide
phonetic and phonological arguments, respectively, for treating glottalization
as a feattire of vowels in CM. With this established, in §3.4 I provide an
explicit phonological treatment of glottalization within the context of
Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993b).
Here, I show that a complex array of facts pertaining to the distribution and to
the dual status of glottalization as both contrastive and predictable can be
made to follow from the interaction of three constraints. In §3.5,1 provide an
explicit characterization of the stress system, given that the phonological
characterization of glottalization in §3.4 requires that glottalization be licensed
only under stress. §3.6 provides a discussion of the interface of phonology and
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phonetics, with a focus on the issues of grounding (Archangeli and
Pvilieybiank 1994a) and phonetic implementation as assumed by Cohn (1990,
1993a). Finally, in §3.7 I sununarize the primary claims of the chapter and
present my conclusions.
3.1 Glottalization and the shape of the CM couplet
As MacCaulay and Salmons (1995) note, a long-standing issue among
Mixtec scholars regards the determination of whether glottalization is a
vowel feature or whether it constitutes a separate glottal stop consonant. This
issue, in turn, raises possible challenges to the descriptive characterization in
chapter 2 of the CM couplet as a canonically bimoraic structure. In this
section, I describe the nature of the problem. I begin with a description of the
distribution of glottalization in the CM couplet. I then provide a range of
specific representational possibilities for glottalization within the grammar.
In CM, the distribution of glottalized vowels is narrowly restricted; they
surface only as the initial vowel (mora) of the couplet, as seen in (1).^

^Note that in the CV?V column, I have not transcribed the second vowel as a
superscripted "echo" vowel. This choice reflects an analysis in which
glottalization is limited to the first (stressed) mora of a couplet (see §3.4 below)
and by evidence from the CM tone system (see chapter 4). As I note in chapter
2, a couplet is comprised of two moras. In CW couplets, I have not
superscripted the vowel following the glottal sjnnbol to indicates that this
vowel is a full mora; i.e. the second mora of the CW form. This view
receives support from Pike and SmaU (1974)'s report that heterovocalic CW
couplets such as telu 'rotten' are sometimes realized as [te?®u], i.e. with
glottalization on the first mora.
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(1) Glottalized couplets
CVTCV
a)
b) ka?^nde
c) ku?^t^u
d) t^uT^Ji

'to
'to
'to
'to

push'
cut'
plow, to hoe
peel'

CVi?Vi/j
e) Pa?a
f) nda?a

'weU, good'
'be spread on'

g) 5u?u
h) te?u

'to steal, rob'
'rotten'

Glottalization raises the most serious challenge to the bimoraic
characterization of glottalized [CVCV] couplets such as those in (a-d).
Concretely, we are led to ask whether forms such as ka'i^nde 'to cut' should
be treated as bimoraic or as trimoraic structures containing a glottal stop
consonant. These alternatives are shown in (2).

(2)

a) bimoraic: ka?^.nde

vs.

b) trimoraic: ka.7a.nde
y.

k

iJL

a?^ nd e

Of course, the description glottalized vowel itself entails an analysis of
the data which accords with the representation in (a). However, other
researchers have adopted representations in line with the spirit of (b). For
example, Piggott's (1992) treatment of CM nasal harmony assumes a glottal
stop segment which is assigned a fxili timing slot (following Levin 1985, an X-
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slot on the skeletal tier) so that the segmental representation of a couplet such
as

' 'to push' contains five timing tmits, as in (3).^

(3) Glottalization as a segment (from Piggott 1992)

X

X

X

X

X

ti

i

?

p

i

A closer examination of the facts, however, suggests that this view is
inadequate. In the following two sections, I argue that glottalization is best
viewed as a vowel featxire. I begin in §3.2 with a consideration of the phonetic
manifestation of glottalized vowels. Here, I provide a basic description of the
acoustic manifestation of glottalization and show that the phonetic data are
consistent with viewing glottalization as a vowel feature and not as an
independent segment in its own right. In §3.3,1 complement the phonetic
discussion with three phonological argxmients and one external argument in
support of the claim that glottalization is a vocalic feature, i.e. that there is no
phonological motivation for assuming the presence of a glottal stop segment
in the language.

^Piggott has little to say about the status of the echo vowel. Important here is
simply his attribution of segmental statiis to the glottal stop.
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3.2 The phonetics of vowel glottalization
Typically, the realization of giottalized vowels involves the
interruption of modal vowel production by a brief period of laryngealization
or creaky voicing. By modal vowel production, I refer to normal voiced
phonation, i.e. vowel production in which the vocal folds are drawn together
and set into vibration in a quasi-periodic manner. Though the precise
articulatory mechanism used to produce creaky voicing is a matter of some
debate, acoustically, creaky voicing is characterized by both very low frequency
glottal pulsing and by the absence of the quasi-periodidty found in normal or
modal voicing (cf. Catford 1964,1977; Ladefoged 1993a; Laver 1980,1994;
Henton and Bladon 1988; Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996 for discussion).
As Kirk et. al. (1984) show in a study of phonation types in Jalapa
Mazatec, creaky voicing can be measured as a function of jitter in the acoustic
waveform, where jitter refers to the temporal variation in the interval
between adjacent glottal pulse peaks.'' Due to the relative aperiodidty of the
glottal pulses involved in creaky voicing, creaky voiced vowels will exhibit
greater variation (i.e. will be realized with more jitter) than their modal
counterparts. Bearing this in mind, I provide here a comparison of the jitter
in the initial vowel of the minimal pair Jij"i 'coati'

'mushroom' for

three CM speakers: S3, S6, and S5.® To avoid any possible effects of distinct

Like Mixtec, Mazatec is best viewed as a family of languages (see Kirk 1970).
' S5 and S6 are 24 year old and 29 year old male speakers, respectively. S3 is a
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lexical tones, the target words are controlled for tone in that both are
uniformly low toned forms:

'coati'

'mushroom'. Each speaker

produced multiple tokens of the target word in the frame /kalu-u WORD te^aa/ 'I write WORD tomorrow'. For S3, five tokens were recorded, while
three tokens of the target word were recorded for S6 and S5 in separate
recording sessions using a Shure SM-512 unidirectional, close-talking
dynamic microphone and a Marantz PMD222 cassette recorder. The data were
digitized and analyzed with the use of the C-Speech speech analysis software
at the University of Arizona. Following the methodology of Kirk, Ladefoged,
and Ladefoged (1984), the distance in milliseconds between each glottal pulse
peak was hand measured for each of the tokens of the target vowel (VI) of
both words. The mean standard deviation in milliseconds between successive
peaks for each speaker's production of each of the target vowels was then
calculated. The results are shown in the table in (4).

(4) Table of average standard deviations in msec, for VI in JiJi versus
S3

S5

S6

Mean

s.d.

.265

.268

.428

.320

0.093

5.537

2.969

2.310

3.605

1.705

modal
m

glottalized

21 year old female speaker.
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The table can be interpreted as follows: the greater the mean standard
deviation between adjacent peaks, the greater the measure of jitter in the
signal. For S3, the average standard deviation in milliseconds between
adjacent glottal pulse peaks in VI across the five tokens of JiJi 'coati' was .265
milliseconds, while the average standard deviation in VI across the five
tokens of

'mushroom' was 5.537 milliseconds. For S6, VI of JiJi 'coati'

exhibited an average standard deviation of .428 milliseconds, as compared to
2.31 milliseconds for the VI of

'mushroom'. Similarly, for S5, VI of JiJi

'coati' exhibited an average standard deviation of .268 milliseconds, as
compared to 2.969 milliseconds for the VI of
each speaker, VI of

'mushroom'. In short, for

'mushroom' clearly shows a greater amount of jitter

than does VI of JiJi 'coati'.
It is also important to note that there is no crossover between speakers
for these forms. Despite the fact that speakers vary in the degree of jitter with
which the target vowels in both forms are realized, there is no case in which
the modal vowel for one speaker exhibits more jitter than the glottalized
vowel of another speaker. The final two columns of the chart provide a mean
of the average standard deviations for the three speakers for each target
vowel, along with a measure of the standard deviation from that mean. The
net result of the data is straightforward: VI of

'mushroom' exhibits the
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acoustic behavior we would expect of a creaky voiced vowel for all of the
speakers.
One aspect of the production of glottalized vowels that is not
highlighted by the global calculation of relative jitter above is the ordering of
modal and creaky voicing. As I have noted, the phonetic implementation of
glottalized vowels most typically involves an interruption of modal
phonation by creaky voicing—that is, a sequencing of the two phonation types
within the glottalized vowel. In the case of glottalized [CVCV] couplets, this
creaky voicing is often followed by a brief resumption of modal vowel
production, thus producing the echo effect: the glottal gestiure is followed by a
rearticvilated, short vowel of identical quality as the vowel which precedes the
interruption. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that there is a considerable
amount of variation across speakers in the production of these vowels,
especially with respect to the resumption of modal phonation following
creaky voicing. Coiisider, for example, the distinct realizations of the form
ku'i^t^u 'to plow, to hoe' for the three speakers S2, SI, and S4 in (5-7) below.®
Five tokens of ku7^t^u were recorded in the frame /ka7u-u WORD te-^aa/ 'I
write WORD tomorrow' for each speaker. A representative token for each
speaker is provided below.

® S2 and SI are female speakers approximately 42 and 30 years old,
respectively. S4 is a 23 year old mie speaker.
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The form in (5) produced by S2 corresponds generally to what I have
called the typical realization of a glottalized [CV?CV] couplet.'

(5) S2: echo vowel clear in the waveform
modal

k
0

u

glottalized

"2

t'

u

0.25

0.50

We clearly see the sequencing of modal and creaky voicing in the waveform.
As is indicated in the figure, VI initiates just prior to the 50 millisecond point
on the time scale. At close to 125 milliseconds we see the onset of creaky
voicing (i.e. glottalization), characterized by a loss of quasi-periodidty and a
sharp FO drop. Finally, at approximately 240 milliseconds, we observe the
resumption of modal phonation, resulting in the presence of an echo vowel.
By contrast, in the token in (6) produced by SI there is no obvious
mariifestation of the echo vowel in the waveform:

It is worth noting that this speaker regularly produced tokens with the
longest resumption of modal phonation, perhaps due to the fact that she was
more careful than others in attempting to produce citation forms.
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(6) SI: no clear echo vowel

As with SI, Si's production of ku7^t'u exhibits a clear sequencing of modal
and creaky phonation; the onset of the latter is marked in the figure with an
arrow. However, there is no obvious resumption of modal phonation in the
vowel prior to the onset of closure for the medial stop.®
As a third case of variation, the token from speaker S4 provides an
example in which the glottalized vowel appears to exhibit creaky voicing
throughout its duration:

® Interestingly, this does not prevent me from hearing an echo vowel in this
form and in other similar forms for this speaker.
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(7) S4: no clear sequencing
^ glottalized ^

U2
0.45

Though I have marked a point at roughly 110 milliseconds at which
there is a decrease in the amplitude of the glottal pulses, the reader can see
that this vowel appears to be glottalized throughout most if not all of its
duration.' Nevertheless, it is important to note that the variation exhibited in
(5-7) is not limited to cross-speaker data. Consider, for example, the token of
kul^Hsi 'bathe' in (8) below, also produced by S4. Here, we find the canonical
sequencing pattern to which I refer above; that is, VI is not realized with
creaky voicing throughout its entirety:

' Note that S4 is a male speaker. Thus, we expect a lower FO in general than
for SI and S2 above, who are both female. In any event, a transition from
modal to creaky phonation is more difficult to discern in the token in (7).
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(8) S4: visible sequencing
medal
mCdSi

jQlCttQilZSu I 5ChG

u
k

0

u

100

?

ts
200

i

o

300

400 ms

Rather, we can count ten glottal pulse peaks corresponding to modal
vowel production. These are followed by the onset of creaky voicing, as is
indicated by the presence of the arrow at approximately 125 milliseconds
along the time scale. Finally, we see that the resumption of modal voicing
(i.e., the echo vowel) can be extremely short—in this case, two glottal pulses.^"
The phonetic implementation of glottalized vowels in biconsonantal
couplets sheds light on the proper treatment of glottalized CW couplets.
Above, I note briefly (see fn. 2) my decision to transcribe glottalized CW
couplets as CV?V and not as CV?^. That is, I do not treat the vowel following
the glottal gesture as an echo vowel, but rather as a full vowel in its own
right. To put matters in terms more formal terms, I have argued that couplets

Note also that the final vowel of ku?^tsi 'bathe' is voiceless in 8. CM
speakers optionally devoice the second (unstressed) vowel of CVCV couplets,
especially if the medial consonant is voiceless (more on stress in §3.5 below).
As can be seen in (5-7), however, devoidng does not always obtain. For the
piirposes of this study, I assvime that this is either an optional post-lexical or
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in CM are bimoraic structures, and this transcription reflects a phonological
analysis (to which I turn in detail below) according to which glottalization is a
feature of the vowel dominated by the initial mora of the couplet. The full
(non-superscripted) vowel transcribed after the glottal symbol in a form such
as

'good/well' sigiwls that the couplet is bimoraic; superscripted vowels

are reserved for indicating the presence of the non-moraic echo vowel found
almost always in CVCV couplets.
Despite the kind of variation in the phonetic implementation of
glottalization that we have just seen above, the phonetic data on glottalized
CW couplets support this approach. Consider, for example, the waveform
and wide band spectrogram in (9) of the form kalu 'write'. Again, this form
was produced in the carrier phrase /kalu-u WORD te-^aae/ 'I write WORD
tomorrow', in this instance by speaker S3."

phonetic phenomenon and leave the issue for future investigation.
" This signal was digitized into a Power Macintosh 7500 computer and
analyzed via the use of SoundScope at the UNC-Chapel Hill
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(9) S3: vowel glottalization in ka?u 'to write'
Tfl

?

^

-1^0

«

-6^

modal VI

glottalization

^

modal V2

10

Uoft
0

I

S

40

60

^

U
s220v;.;::-;;:^0::':;::: ms^::
I-.-.

i

•. ..

I

•

What the spectrogram allows us to see clearly is that the onset of
glottalization occurs after approximately 90 milliseconds of modal phonation
for the initial /a/ vowel of the couplet. The period of creaky voicing itself
lasts for another 90 milliseconds, corresponding to the end of the steady state
realization of /a/ and the transition from /a/ to the final /u/. Finally, from
roughly 180-250 milliseconds, we see a fully modal /u/.
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For glottalized couplets such as ka7a 'clearing in forest', the situation is
more complicated, as there is no change in vowel quality within the couplet
and thus no distinct vowel root that can be correlated with each underlying
mora. Nevertheless, as (10) shows, the implementation of creaky voicing in
such forms is similar to that of couplets such as kalu 'to write'.

(10) S3: vowel glottalization in kaia 'clearing in forest'
"S

"3600
-3000
•2400
-1800

-1200

glottalization

modal

modal

—fO
b

20

^

60

80

too

120

140

160

180

2(K) 220

240

msec
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Note the relatively long period of modal phonation for /a/ from
approximately 30-120 milliseconds. This is follov^ed by a period of creaky
voicing—marked with arrows and most clearly visible in the widening space
between the vertical striations in the spectrogram (the FO drop)-from 120-195
milliseconds. Finally, we see that modal phonation is resimied for the /a/
during the final 55 milliseconds of the token.
To summarize, the transcription of such forms as, for example, kala
"clearing in forest' rather than to?" thus reflects the affiliation of glottalization
with the vowel affiliated with the first mora of the couplet, regardless of
whether the couplet is of the shape CW or CVCV.'^ One point needs to be
kept clear, however. Recall from chapter 2 that I assume that couplets such as
ka.7a 'clearing in forest' have one vowel root associated to two moras. This

leaves two phonological representations for surface CW couplets-one in
which a single vowel root is associated to two moras and another in which
each of two heterorganic vowel roots is associated to a distinct mora. (C's and
V's are used here as a convenient short hand for root notes and their
dependent features.)

Another possible transcription might be kal'a.

(11) Phonological representations for CW couplets

transcription

phonological
representation

C V-

/V

C V

C V- Vj

/I

C V V

Though this will not prove crucial to the phonological analysis below,
transcriptions such as ka7a 'clearing in forest' should nevertheless not be
taken to indicate the presence of two vowel root nodes (cf. Selkirk 1990) or
skeletal slots (cf. Clements and Keyser 1983, Levin 1985, Broselow 1995).
Length in such forms is expressed on the morale tier.
3.3 Phonological arguments for treating glottalization as a vowel feature
In this section, I provide three phonological arguments, together with
an external argument, which support the conclusion that glottalization in CM
is best viewed as a vowel feature. Although the phonetic data are compatible
with this view, it is important to note that phonetic data alone cannot
establish the phonological or systemic role played by glottalization in the
grammar of CM. For example, it is possible to argue that the presence of
creaky phonation constitutes the phonetic implementation of a glottal stop."

" I am grateful to Mary Beckman (p.c.) for first pointing this issue out to me
and for discussion of the problems involved. For an example, see Cohn's
(1993a) discussion of so-called glottalized /t/ in English, the phonetic
implementation of which looks like creaky phonation on preceding vowel.
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Nevertheless, there is strong phonological motivation to believe that
creaky phonation in CM constitutes the phonetic implementation of vowel
glottalization. The first argument in support of this position is that the
assumption of a glottal stop segment leaves a strange gap in the basic
phonotactic pattern of the language in that /?/ never surfaces morphemeinitially. By contrast, as I point out in chapter 2, all of the other consonantal
contrasts (even the most marginal cases) are attested in this position. If glottal
stop is segmental, there is no explanation for this gap; if glottalization is
treated as a vowel feature, the gap evaporates.
The second argument is similarly phonotactic in nature. In this case, if
we assume that glottalization is consonantal, we must explain why CM
contains no other CVCVCV monomorphemic forms in which the medial
consonant is other than a glottal stop—that is, why we find monomorphemic
forms such as

'to push' but never

Additionally, we must

explain why orUy VI exhibits echo effects. Thus, not orUy do we lack an
explanation for the absence of forms such as

but we also lack an

explanation for why there are no monomorphemic forms in which the final
vowel surfaces as an echo vowel, as in the hypothetical but impossible
*ku'iu'i^ or *ku7a1^. As I show below, these problems disappear in an

See also Pierrehumbert and Talkin (1992).
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analysis in which glottalization is taken to be a vowel featiire, the distribution
of which is conditioned by the stress system of the language.
A third argument resides in the lack of an explanation for the "echo
vowel" effect. In addition to addressing the phonotactic problems above, we
must also ask why, in glottalized CVCV couplets, we should find a short copy
vowel surfacing regvilarly after a glottal stop consonant and not after any
other consonant? One might hypothesize that this is the result of a
translaryngeal vowel harmony process that is blocked by supralaryngeal
consonants. However, such an analysis fails to explain the lack of obligatory
harmony in CViVj forms such as kau 'to cough' in which no supralaryngeal
consonant intervenes between the two vowels. Nor does such an analysis
provide any explanation for the marked shortness of echo vowels.
Anticipating further discussion of the phonetics of vowel glottalization in
§3.6 below, I show that the echo vowel effect is best understood not in terms
of vowel harmony, but rather, through a consideration of the phonetic
implementation of the glottalizing feature that results in partial vowel
glottalization, with echo vowels arising from the sequencing of the modal
and creaky voicing described above.
Finally, interesting support for this position derives from the way in
which speakers whistle the tone patterns of CVCV and CV?VCV forms."

'''Communicating at a distance by whistling the tone patterns of a set number
of words or phrases is common, especially among young male speakers. This
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Specifically, speakers whistle the tone of each mora separately in CVCV
forms. This might lead us to suspect that in CVT^CV forms, speakers should
whistle three times (once for each mora or, perhaps, CV syllable). However,
this is not the case. Instead, speakers ignore the presence of glottalization,
simply whistling through it. Once again, if we take glottalization to be a
property of vowels, its inertness with respect to whistle speech is
understandable: the echo vowel phenomenon does not arise from a
segmental [?V] string but rather constitutes the implementation of a
[+constricted glottis] feature on a single vocalic segment.^®
Taken together, then the phonetic and phonological facts strongly
support a featural treatment of glottalization. In the ensuing discussion, I will
assvune that this position is correct and will also assvime that glottalization is
phonologically represented via the association of the feature [+constricted
glottis] ([+cg]) (see, for example, Keating 1987) to a vowel anchor, yielding the
representation in (12) (irrelevant geometry omitted):

whistle speech phenomenon is also found in the neighboring Mazatec
communities (see, for example. Cowan 1948, 1952).
See also Ker\stowicz and Kisseberth (1979), Bagemihl (1988) on the value of
language games and the phonological utility of external evidence.
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(12) Glottalization represented as the association of [+cg] to a vowel
V

+cg
This established, we are now in a position to understand the complex
phonological behavior of glottalized vowels in CM. It is to this issue that I
turn in §3.4.
3.4 The phonology of glottalized vowels
The arguments in §3.3 accord with MacCaulay and Salmons' (1995)
recent proposal that glottalization be treated as a prosodic feature across the
Mixtec languages in general. Taking a Pan-Mixtec perspective, MacCaulay and
Salmons claim that couplets containing glottalized vowels are lexically
specified for a floating [+cg] feature, which associates (in most varieties of
Mixtec) to the leftmost (first) vowel of the couplet.'®

'^MacCaulay and Salmons are the first to propose a floating feature analysis of
the phenomenon, rather than positing a set of underlyingly contrastive
glottalized vowels. Note, however, that they are not the fost to claim that
glottalization is a feattire of vowels. They dte Bradley's (1970) discussion of
Jicaltepec Mixtec as the earliest such analysis. Another example is Gittlen and
Marlett's (1985) analysis of Numi Mixtec. Josserand (1982) treats glottalization
as a vowel feature in her discussion of the synchroruc status of glottalization
across the different varieties of Mixtec (pp. 178-179). Also, Pike and Small
(1974) in their original discussion of CM anticipate the concept of floating
features in autosegmental phonology by identifying glottalization as a
property of the entire couplet, though they do not posit a floating feature or
provide a formal account of the phenomenon under discussion here.
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(13) MacCaulay and Salmons' (1995)

C

V

C

V

»•

C

V

C

V

+cg

At first glance, this appears feasible for CM. Upon closer examination,
however, it becomes clear that characterizing the appearance of glottalized
vowels in CM requires more than a rule of left-edge association of a floating
[+cg] feature. In particular, there are two aspects of CM glottaHzation that
motivate a distinct analysis. The first regards the predictability of vowel
glottalization, and the second involves the dependency of glottalization on
stress. I address each of these issues in §3.4.1 and §3.4.2, respectively.
3.4.1 Glottalization as both contrastive and predictable in CM
To my knowledge, CM is unique among the Mixtec languages in that
glottalized vowels surface both predictably and contrastively, i.e.
impredictably. In most varieties of Mixtec, glottalized vowels are contrastive.
For example, in (14) we see pairs from Niimi Mixtec (Gittlen and Marlett
1985), where [V?] indicates a glottalized vowel:
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(14) Contrastively globalized vowels in Numi
s) nd.e?.yu
nde.yu
b) i?.ni

nnuu
'food'
'heat'

i.ni

'inside'

c) )ai?.ma

'smoke'

yu.ma

'wax'

As the data in (15) reveal, CM glottalization is similarly contrastive:

(15) Contrastively glottalized vowels in CM
a)jiTi
jiiTi

b) teu
te?u

c) u?pi
upi

'buy'
'scratch'

'bench, stool'
'rotten'

pain
'two'

d) ti^i
ti?ipi

e) kini
ki?im

f) lend^u

'blow'
'push'

'listen'
'tie down'

'dirty'

le?®nd^u 'uncombed, tangled'

Crucially, however, all of these minimal pairs share one of two
properties. Either they are CW couplets such as (a-b) (i.e. couplets lacking a
medial consonant) or they are (C)VCV couplets whose medial consonant is
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phonetically voiced (c-f). If the medial consonant of a (C)VCV couplet is
voiceless, there is no contrast: VI is always glottalized.^^
(16) No glottalized vowel contrast before a voiceless consonant
a) ku?^t^u

'to hoe, plow'

d) *kutsi

'garlic'

h) *"asu

b) *kut%
c) ku?^tsi

g) a?3su

'pig

e) ka?^ka

'walk'

f) *kaka

In sum, for other varieties of Mixtec, the lack of contrast before
voiceless medial consonants is manifested by the absence of glottalization. In
CM the lack of contrast in this context is instantiated by the presence of
glottalization. Any analysis of the CM facts must thus go beyond simply
associating a floating [+constricted glottis] feature to the first vowel of a
couplet in that it must also explicitly characterize the contrastive and
predictable role of the [+constricted glottis] feature in the grammar.
3.4.2 Glottalization is dependent on stress
The second important point that must be addressed is that vowel
glottalization in CM is conditioned by stress. Descriptively, stress falls
predictably on the first mora of a couplet. This raises the possibility that the

'^One surface exception is that glottalized vowels do not always surface before
the alveo-palatal fricative [f]. I address this issue in detail in §3.4.4.2 below.
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important generalization is not that glottalization targets the initial vowel of
a couplet (as per MacCaulay and Salmons 1995), but rather, that glottalization
is licensed under stress:
(17) Two views

leftmost association

association conditioned
by stress
/

[1

[1

V

V

+cg

ji

C

V

C

V

+cg

Interestingly, Pike and Small's (1974) original description of CM adopts
the latter position. The reason is that although stress is predictable within
couplets. Pike and SmaU note that the couplet itself does not always constitute
the nucleus of the phonological zvord-phrase. In more contemporary terms,
the crux of their position corisists of two main points: 1) the couplet is a
possible prosodic word, though the prosodic word can also be larger than a
single couplet; and 2) there is only one main stress per prosodic word. For
Pike and Small, then, the nucleus of the phonological word-phrase is the
couplet that contains the stressed syllable. Pike and Small note that wordphrases that are larger than the couplet "...may include a noun plus one or
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two modifiers." (122) This characterization is actually incomplete, given that
the phonological word-phrase can also consist of a verb plus adverbial
elements, of two or more nouns in a compound, or of a noun plus adjective
sequence.^® An example is provided in (18). For expository clarity, stress is
marked for each couplet on the left (input) side of the arrow as it would be
realized were that couplet to constitute its own prosodic word. The actual
surface form on the right side of the arrow indicates that there is only one
primary stress per phonological word and that this falls on the penultimate
mora of the final couplet.
(18) verb + adverb
Input

->

'ku.nu + 'ndi?i.Je
'run'

Surface form

ku.nu 'ndi?i.Je 'really run'

'really'

These facts are central to characterizing the appearance (and non
appearance) of glottalized vowels. Since glottalized vowels surface only under
primary stress and since there is only one primary stress per prosodic word,
orUy one glottalized vowel can surface in a word, regardless of whether the
couplets comprising the word would surface as glottalized-either predictably
or contrastively—when uttered in isolation. Thus, given a sequence of

'®These are termed post-verbal elements in Small's (1990) syntactic sketch.
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glottalized couplets CV?CV + CV?CV comprising a single prosodic word, the
only possible location for a glottalized vowel is the penultimate mora:
(19) Glottalized vowels surface only under primary stress
a) 'ku?^t^u'to hoe' + 'Pa?a 'well' ->

kut^u 'Pa?a 'to hoe well'

b) 't^i?*§i

'to push' + 'pa?a 'well'-»

tH^i 'Pa?a

'to push well"

c) 't^ipi

'to blow' + 'Pa?a 'well'

t^i^i 'Pa?a

'to blow well'

In (a), 'ku7^t^u contains a vowel that is predictably glottalized before
the medial voiceless consonant /k/ in isolation. But glottalization fails to
surface in the larger prosodic word kut'u 'pa?a. The forms in (b-c) contain
initial vowels which contrast for glottalization. In (b) glottalization fails to
surface when the couplet containing the glottalized vowel does not host
stress. As a result, the contrast in glottalization between (b-c) is neutralized:
the phrases are homophonous.
MacCaulay and Salmons (1995) do take note of this phenomenon,
suggesting that Pike and Small's (1974) original description fails to adequately
distinguish between phonemics and phonetics in its claim that glottalization
is limited to only the stressed syllable of the word-phrase." For their part,
MacCaulay and Salmons assert that the absence of expected glottalization at
the phrase level is "merely" a function of a rapid speech rule—a rule which is

MacCaulay and Salmoris do not address the dual status of glottalization in
CM as both predictable and contrastive.
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assumed to be phonetic and which, they imply, is epiphenomenal. In this
way, the proper phonological generalization is simply that glottalization
targets the initial vowel of a couplet.
Unfortunately, this claim appears to be based on a misimderstanding of
Pike and Small's observation that in slow, emphatic speech, a word-phrase
containing more than one couplet may be realized with more than one
glottalized syllable. My own work with speakers leads me to believe that Pike
and Small's observation does not refer to normal speech. Rather, it reflects
the potential for glottalization to surface in highly slowed down speech in
which each couplet of a string is pronounced in isolation, with its own stress
pattern, for the benefit of the non-native speaking listener. In fact, glottalized
vowels systematically fail to appear when imstressed, even when speakers are
producing citation forms in careful, non-accelerated speech.^" The problem,
then, is not one of vowel glottalization which fails to surface due to a nonphonological, fast speech effect, but rather, one in which the presence of
glottalization is conditioned by stress.

^°A useful comparison can be made to the stress in English compounds. If an
English speaker carefully and slowly pronounces a compound such as White
House, each member of the compound may well be realized with its own
primary stress. Nevertheless, we would not want to dismiss compound stress
in English as an epiphenomenonal, phonetic reflex of fast speech.
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3.4.3 A fonnal account of vowel glottalization
A satisfactory analysis of the data must thus account for two apparently
distinct yet, as I will show, ultimately closely related problems. The first of
these is that we must formalize the descriptive generalization that
glottalization is conditioned by the location of stress within the phonological
word. The second is that our analysis must offer a coherent explanation of
how glottalization simultaneously plays both a contrastive and an entirely
predictable role within the phonology of CM.
I pursue both goals within the context of Optimality Theory (Prince and
Smoler\sky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993b and many others). The core of
the analysis revolves the interaction of potentially conflicting pressures
within the grammar 1) for glottalization to be limited to stressed vowels and
2) for contrastive glottalization to be respected (i.e. not neutralized). The
formal treatment of the problem involves the interplay of three constraints:
1) a constraint requiring that glottalized vowels be stressed; 2) a constraint
requiring the presence of glottalization in a definable class of roots; and 3) a
constraint reqviiring input-output correspondence (cf. McCarthy and Prince
1995, McCarthy 1996, Orgvm 1995). In §3.4.3.1,1 motivate the first and third of
these. In §3.4.3.2,1 motivate the second, Force(cg), the effect of which is to
require the presence of glottalization in a subset of roots in the language. In
§3.4.3.3,1 show that the analysis extends in straightforward fashion to
glottalization in prosodic words consisting of more than one couplet. Finally,
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throughout the discussion, I argue that optimality theoretic approaches to
probiems of contrast and predictability challenge standard notions of
underlying representations in standard phonological theory.
3.4.3.1 Contrastive glottalization^ CG/STR, and Ident
I begin with the licensing of contrastive glottalization in couplets such
as

'to push' (cf. tHpi 'to blow') or te'iu 'rotten' (cf. ten 'bench'). Building

on the observations above, I take a direct approach to the problem, proposing
that the presence of glottalization in such forms is best characterized via the
Path Condition (Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a) CONSTRICTED
GLOTTIS/STRESS in (20).

(20) Constricted Glottis/Stress (CG/STR)
If [+cg], then stressed;
If [+cg], then not unstressed
The effect of this condition is to prohibit the association of [+cg] to any
vowel that is unstressed, thus restricting [+cg] to association under stress.
Evaluating the relative satisfaction or violation of CG/STR requires a
definition of Path. I adopt here the formulation of Archangeli and
PuUeyblank (1994a):
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(21) Path (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a)
There is a path between a and P iff
a) a and P belong to a lii\ked set Z of nodes or features or prosodic
categories, and
b) in the set 2, there is no more than one ii\stance of each node or
feature or prosodic category
In this particular case, satisfaction of CG/STR requires that [+cg] enter
into a path relation with a stressed vowel. I assume that a stressed vowel is a
vowel dominated by the mora that constitutes the head of a stress foot. As I
discuss in §3.5 below, CM stress assignment involves the alignment of a
moraic trochee with the right edge of the prosodic word (here, a single
couplet). Of importance for now, however, is simply that we take a stressed
vowel to be a vowel associated to the head mora. This is illustrated in (22),
where I adopt the notation of Halle and Vergnaud (1987) to signal headship of

^^One potential problem with this definition regards the use of the term set.
Assixme two sets of linked nodes Zi={l,2,l} and L2={l/2,3}. Archangeli and
PuUeyblank's definition intends to distinguish between these sets in the
following manner. In
there does not exist a path between all three nodes
{1,2,1}, since, by definition, no iristance of a node can be repeated in a single
path. Hence, no path can contain two moras, two syllables, two root nodes,
two place nodes, two tokens of [coronal], etc... By contrast, all three nodes in
22 can be said to be in a path relation, since they are a) linked and b) no
member is repeated in the set. The potential problem with the formal
statement of path, however, derives from the use of the use of the term set. In
particular, classical set theory does not distinguish between the following two
sets: {1,2} and {1,2,1}; i.e. it does not treat repeated elements as distinct
elements in the way necessary for Archangeli and PulleyblarUc's calculation of
path. This problem can be trivially circumvented without affecting the spirit
of Archangeli and PuUeyblank's use of the concept, however, if a term such as
group is substituted for set in the formal definition of path.
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the trochee by means of the presence of a line 1 asterisk over the leftmost
mora of the foot:

(22)

line 1
* ) line 0

*
(*

C

V

C

V

Given this picture, by trarisitivity, CG/STR is satisfied if a path relation
obtains between [+cg] and a vowel root node and if that same vowel root is
dominated by the head mora of the stress foot. This is illustrated by the
examples in (23). Note that in (a), CG/STR is satisfied; [+cg] is associated to the
vowel dominated by the head mora. However, in both (b) and (c), CG/STR is
violated.
(23) Evaluating CG/STR
a) CG/STR Satisfied
*

b) CG/STR Violated
*
*

V

C

V

c) C G / S T R V i o l a t e d
*

*

C

V

+cg

*

C

V

*

C

V

+cg
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III (b), [+cg] enters into a path relation with an unstressed vowel, while in (c),
a token of [+cgj is present in the representation and fails to enter into a path
relation with a stressed vowel.^^ In short, either association to an unstressed
vowel or the failure to associate (i.e. a floating [+cg]) will equally violate
CG/STR. Finally, following Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a), I assume that
the constraint is trivially satisfied if [+cg] is absent from a representation.
With this in mind, let us first consider how CG/STR functions for telu
'rotten', a couplet in which glottalization surfaces contrastively.^^

This differs from the standard interpretation in Archangeli and Pulleyblank
(1994a), in which path relations hold of associated elements only and thus are
trivially satisfied by floating features. Nothing in this analysis will crucially
rest on this difference, however. See, also, footnote 25.
" For typographic simplicity, I follow Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) and
Crowhurst (1996), indicating headship in the tableau by enclosing the vowel
linked to the head mora in square brackets. Also for simplicity, I consider only
candidates in which stress is correctly located, under the assumption that the
stress constraints are inviolate.

(24) Evaluating CG/STR
CG/STR

Input: te7u
a)"^

b)

t[e]u
1
+cg
t[e]u
1
+cg
t[e]u

*1

c)

d)

+cg
t[e] u
1 /
+cg

*l

As (24) shows, (a) is the optimal output candidate, given that (b), (c),
and (d) fatally violate CG/STR. An interesting issue arises, however,
concerriing the possibility of a fifth candidate in which [+cg] is altogether
absent from the output representation, as seen in (25):
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(25) Evaluating CG/STR

\

Input: texu
a)"®"

b)

t[e]u
1
+cg
t[e]u
1
+cg
t[e] u

CG/STR

*[

*[

c)
+cg
t[e] u
1 /
+cg

d)

e) ??

*!

t [e] u

Note that both candidates (a) and (e) equally satisfy CG/STR That is, given an
input /te?u/containing a glottalized first vowel, CG/STR yields two distinct
yet equally acceptable outputs: [te?u] and [teu].
This issue motivates the incorporation of a second constraint, IDENT, in
the constraint hierarchy. Crucially, we see that although the output [teu] in (e)
respects CG/STR, it necessarily incurs a faithfulness violation in the mapping
from the glottalized input form to the non-glottalized candidate. Originally
proposed in terms of the Parse/Fill system of Prince and Smolensky (1993)^''
and more recently recast within Correspondence Theory (cf. among others
McCarthy and Prince 1995, McCarthy 1996, Orgun 1995), the global function of
See Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994b), Pulleyblank (1994), Ito, Mester, and
Padgett (1995) for variations of the original Parse/Fill type constraint system
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faithfulness constraints is to discourage change, i.e. difference and thus lack of
correspondence, between input and output forms. In this study, I adopt a
view in which faithfulness constraints are expressed in terms of
correspondence relations between input and output forms (cf. McCarthy and
Prince 1995, McCarthy 1996, Orgun 1995). Following McCarthy and Prince
(1995), I assume that featural identity relations are evaluated in terms of a
constraint Ident[F], enforcing input-output identity between features.
McCarthy and Prince's formulation is provided in (26).

(26) Ident(F): Correspondents are identical in their specification for F.
Under this view, correspondence is evaluated at the segmental level.
That is, Ident[F] requires corresponding segments to be identical in their
respective input and output values for a given feature [F]-in this case, [eg].
(27) Ident(cg): Correspondents are identical in their specification for [eg].
The incorporation of Ident(cg) in the constraint hierarchy,
independently of the issue of its ranking with respect to CG/STR, renders
(25e) above non-optimal and selects (25a) as the optimal output form. This is
shown in (26), where the non-glottaliaed output form (e) fatally violates
Ident(cg).

of Prince and Smolensky (1993).
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(28) The effect of Identfcg]
Input: te?u
t [e] u
a)®®*
1
+cg
t [e] u
b)
1
+cg
t[e]u
c)
+cg
t[e] u
d)
1 /
+cg

| CG/STR
1
1
1
1
4'f

IdentCcg)

**

*l

*

*!

*
»!

e)

t [e] u

For its part, a ranked order of the two constraints can be deduced from
the tableau in (29). Note that, given an input in which the final vowel is
glottalized, a ranking of Ident(cg) » CG/STR incorrectly predicts the that we
should find unattested surface forms such as *teu7.

(29) IdenUcg)» CG/STR
Input: teu
1
+cg
t[e]u
a)
1
+cg
t[e] u
*h)^
1
+cg
t[e] u
c)
+cg
t[e] u
d)
1 /
+cg
e)

|
1 Ident(cg)
1
1

CG/STR

*

*;

*•

*;

»•

t [e] u

However, given the same input as in (29), the ranking CG/STR »
Ident does not yield an unattested class of surface forms. This is illustrated
(30).
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(30) CG/STR »Ident(cg)
Input: teu
1
+cg
t[e] u
a)
1
+cg
t[e] u
b)
I
+cg
t[e]u
c)
+cg
t[e] u
d)
1 /
+cg

|
CG/STR

IdenUcg)

*!

*-

*1

*

e)

t [e] u

What makes (30) intriguing is that the optimal surface form is (e), the
non-glottalized output candidate. In satisfying CG/STR, (a) necessarily incurs
two violations of Ident(cg)—one corresponding to the change in the value of
[eg] in V2, and the other corresponding to the lack of input-output
correspondence for VI. By contrast, (e) satisfies CG/STR trivially by
eliminating [+cg] from the output representation altogether and, as a
consequence, violates Ident only once. The same result obtains of an input
containing a floating token of [+cg], as seen in (31).
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(31) CG/STR »Ident(cg)
Input: teu
+cg

t [e] u
a)

1

+cg
t[e]u
1

b)

+cg
t [e] u

c)
+cg
t[e] u
1 /
+cg

d)

e

)

1
j CG/STR
1
1
1
1
1
*!

Ident(cg)

»;

»

1
1
1

*!

**•

t[ e ] u

Again, the crucial contrast lies between candidates (e) and (a). Both satisfy
CG/STR and thus the burden of distinguishing between the two falls on
Ident(cg).
This result may appear odd, given traditional approaches to the
representation of underlying representation in phonological theory. In
particular, within autosegmental theory, a lexically contrastive feature whose
surface distribution is predictable is standardly assumed to be underlyingly
represented as floating feature, and association of the feature proceeds by
convention or rule (cf. Goldsmith 1976, Pulleyblank 1986, Archangeli and
Pulleyblank 1989, 1994a). Here, however, a floating [+cg] at input maps
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optimally to a non-glottalized output form.^^ It is important to note, however,
that non-glottalized output forms such as teu are attested in the language.
That is, the hierarchy CG/STR » Ident(cg) does not define as optimal a set of
urwttested surface forms. Rather, it calls attention to the distinct status of
inputs in an Optimality Theoretic grammar, when compared to traditional
assumptions of underlying representation in generative phonological theory.
I return to this issue in more detail below. For the moment, however, it is
important to bear in mind that regardless of the input, our constraints
describe a possible surface form. That is, they do not predict the optimality of a
class of unattested surface forms such as *teu'i, in which the final vowel is
glottalized.
With this in mind, the generation of non-glottalized surface forms
such as teu 'bench' proceeds as in (32).

Techrucally, this follows from the fact that Ident(cg) is evaluated in terms of
segmental correspondence. Alternatively, we might view feature
correspondence on a feature by feature basis, positing a correspondence
constraint Parse(F) requiring all input features to be parsed at output. In this
case, a floating input [+cg] would associate to VI and the optimal output
would be glottalized. However, nothing in this analysis will crucially rest on
the choice between these two conceptions of feature correspondence.

(32) Contrastively non-glottalized couplets
Input: teu
CG/STR

t[e]u
1
+cg
t [e] u
1
+cg
t[e]u

a)

b)

Ident(cg)
»i

*!

»•

*!

c)
+cg
t[e] u
1 /
+cg

d)

e) I®"

»r

t [e] u

Here, (e) is selected as optimal in that all other output candidates incur fatal
violations of either CG/STR or Ident(cg).
In (32) I provide an input that is identical with the output form. Again,
inputs containing a floating [+cg] or a token of [+cg] that is singly linked to V2
will also map to the surface form (e). Note, however, that within an
optimality theoretic grammar, faithfulness constraints have the function of
discouraging correspondence discrepancies between input and output forms.
That is, all other things being equal, an optimal output candidate will be
identical to the input. Given this phenomenon of so-called LEXICON
OPTIMIZATION (see Prince and Smolensky 1993, Ito, Mester, and Padgett 1995),

some input-output pairing will be more optimal than others, even if distinct
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inputs converge under the grammar of constraints on the same output form.
Foiiowing ltd, Mester, and Padgett (1995), this can be illustrated in a tableau
des tableaux or meta-tableau, as in (33). Here, the optimality of various input
candidates is evaluated with respect to the attested or optimal surface
candidate. Though all three possible inputs map to the surface form ten
'bench, stool', the input in (c) does so in the most optimal fashion.

(33) Contrastively non-glottalized couplets
Output: t[e]u
CG/STR
Inputs: i

a)

t[e] u
1
+cg
t[e] u

Ident(cg)

*!

b)
c)

+cg
t[e] u

An interesting question does emerge, however, when we consider the
comparison between an optimal output unspecified for [eg] and one in which
[-eg] encodes the non-glottalized status of the input.
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Output: t[e]u
CG/STR

Ident(cg)

Inputs: 4r

a)

t[e] u
1
-eg

h)^

t [e] u

*1

In (34), lexicon optimization selects (b) as the optimal input, since the
addition of [-eg] in (a) violates Ident(cg). By contrast, if we choose to represent
the optimal output form in vowel docked to [-eg], then (a) would be the
optimal input form.
(35) Contrastively non-glottalized couplets: [-eg] input
Output: t[e]u
1
CG/STR
ident(cg)
-eg
Inputs: i

a)"®"

t[e] u
1
-eg

b)

t [e] u

•

This distinction calls our attention to the role of underspecification in
an optimality theoretic grammar. That is, it raises the interesting question of
just what distinction is actually described by such variably optimal inputoutput pairings. I suggest that there are a number of plausible means of
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addressing the situation. One obvious possibility is to assume that an
unspecified output legitimately characterizes the surface form teu 'bench,
stool'. Such an approach must assume that the phonetics implements a
vowel phonologically unspecified for [constricted glottis] as a modal vowel;
i.e. as if it were specified for [-eg]. This is not altogether uiureasonable in that
the motivation behind such a move is the assumption that modal voicing is
the default or unmarked register of phonation, a generalization that receives
clear cross-linguistic support.^®
Another possibility is to assume that output forms are fully specified,
or at least fully specified for contrastive features—a kind of Optimality
Theoretic twist on the notion of Contrastive Underspecification (Steriade
1987)}^ In this sense, though, rather than imposing the contrastive

specification of features at the level of underlying representation, we instead
posit a highly ranked constraint such as Spec-Con, requiring that if a feature is
contrastive in a grammar, that feature must be specified for all output
contexts in which the contrast is maiufested. In this case, Spec-Con would
force stressed vowels to be specified for some value, either [+constricted
glottis] or [-constricted glottis]. If Spec-Con were placed above Ident in the

I know of no language, for example, in which the set of contrastive vowels
are all creaky voiced vowels.
" Yet another possibility is to posit a constraint or constraint family
pressuring for full specification (see Steriade 1995 for arguments in favor of
full specification, though in the context of an advocacy of a greater proportion
of monovalent features).
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constraint hierarchy, unspecified inputs would be ruled out as optimal input
candidates, since the lack of a constricted glottis specification in the output
would fatally violate Spec-Con.
Under either approach, the possibilities can be accommodated within
the grammar, and neither possibility makes incorrect predictions about the
phonetic qualities of the optimal surface forms. As I have noted, what this
does call to our attention, however, is the more general issue of the status of
underspecification in an Optimality Theoretic grammar. Given the freedom
of Gen to generate an infinite set of input-output pairs, we cannot a priori
assvune that a feature is either absent or present at input. Instead, if there is to
be underspedfication, it appears either that it must result from the coristraints
allowing it, or underspecification must be barred via the introduction of a
mechanism such as a Spec-Con constraint requiring the output specification
of a contrastive feature.^®
In short, the pressure of CG/STR guarantees that any token of [+cg]
present at output must be associated to a stressed vowel, while it
simultaneously bans the association of [+cg] to any imstressed vowel. For its
part, IdentpF] preserves the underlying value of [eg] for vowels, uiiless it
Another tack might be to assume feature monovalence. Underspecification
would thus be the only alternative to specification. However, many features
do appear to show evidence of binarity. (See Archangeli and Pulleyblarik
1994a on evidence for [+ATR] and [-ATR], for example. See also Steriade 1995
for a discussion of the difficulty of motivating a purely monovalent feature
system, especially as regards the feature [voice].) For further discussion of
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conflicts with the higher ranked CG/STR. The combination of the two
constraints creates a situation in which input forms containing a token of
[+cg] that is associated to the initial vowel of a couplet wiU optimally map to a
licit glottalized output form. All other input forms will map to a nonglottalized form under this grammar. As I will discuss further in §3.4.3.3, this
captures the distinction between couplets that are contrastively glottalized
and non-glottalized in terms of distinct sets of possible input forms and thus
encodes the observation that [+cg] is contrastive in the grammar.
Additionally, no output forms are generated in which V2 is incorrectly
predicted to be glottalized.

3.4.3.2 Predictable glottalization and Force(cg)
Recall from above that couplets such as

'to hoe, plow', which

contain a medial voiceless consonant, are predictably glottalized. That is,
there is no glottalization contrast in such forms. In traditional models of
generative phonology—both linear and non-linear—and, in particular, under
the assumption of lexical minimality (see Steriade 1995 and references
therein), the behavior of glottalization would require two distinct treatments.
Assuming, for example, an autosegmental analysis, cases involving
contrastive glottalization would require the postulation of an underlyingly
specified [+cg] featvire that wovdd be associated by rule (or convention) to a

underspedfication here, see §3.4.4.2 regarding the treatment of /j"/.
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target vowel, while in the case of predictable glottalization, an underlyingly
absent [+cgj feature would have to be added to the representation first and
subsequently associated to the target vowel. As we have just seen, however,
in an Optimality Theoretic grammar, multiple inputs may converge on an
optimal output form. And, in fact, the optimal input-output pairing for
contrastively glottalized surface forms such as te7u 'rotten' contains an input
form in which [+cg] is associated to the first vowel of the couplet.
By the same logic, we cannot assume that in the case of predictable
glottalization, [+cg] must be absent from the input form. In fact, the freedom
of Gen to provide a potentially infinite set of input-output pairings causes
problems for the treatment of predictable glottalization. To explore this issue,
let us consider first the tableau for kal^ka 'to walk' in (36).
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(36) Tableau for ka?^ka 'to walk'
Input: ka?^ka

a) "s*

d)

e)

Ident(cg)

*!

*

kaka
1
+cg
kaka

b)

c)

CG/STR

+cg
kaka
1
+cg
kaka
\ 1
+cg
kaka

*!

»!

*

*-

*•

•

As with the cases of contrastive glottalization above, the output form in (a) is
selected as optimal, given that in the mapping from input to output, both
CG/STR and Ident(cg) are respected, while the other candidates (b-e) all incur
at least one violation of one of the two constraints. The problem arises,
however, when we consider possible tableaux such as that in (37), in which
[+cg] is not present at input.
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(37) No [+cg] at input
Input: kaka

a)

CG/STR
kaka
1
+cg
kaka

b)
c)

d)

e) ?? "3*

+cg
kaka
1
+cg
kaka
\ 1
+cg

Ident(cg)

•

•

*!

*

•

kaka

Here, (e) is selected as optimal, since the lack of [+cg] at output satisfies
CG/STR, while the non-glottalized status of both vowels at input and output
satisfies the correspondence constraint Ident(cg). Its closest competitor,
candidate (a), incurs a fatal Ident(cg) violation by satisfying CG/STR via the
association of [+cg] to the initial, stressed vowel of the couplet. The problem is
that output forms such as *'kaka are systematically absent from the language.
That is, in stressed couplets containing a medial voiceless consonant, VI
always surfaces as glottalized; candidate (a) should be the optimal output
form.
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Just as our constraints must characterize the contrastive role played by
[eg] for some couplets, they must also encode its entirely predictable behavior
in others. Specifically, the hierarchy must guarantee that regardless of the
input presence or absence of [+cg], stressed couplets containing a medial
voiceless consonant must be glottalized at output. Again, I approach the
situation in a direct fashion. Since CVCV couplets with a voiceless medial
consonant comprise the class of non-contrastive roots for the feature
[+constricted glottis], I assume that a fundamental aspect of the phonological
system of CM involves a constraint, FoRCE(cg), that is sensitive to the presence
of a medial voiceless consonant in a root.^^ Force(cg) is informally defined in
(38):

(38) Force(cg): If a couplet contains a medial voiceless consonant, it must also
contain a glottalized vowel.
In simple terms, Force(cg) requires the presence of [+cg] in a couplet
containing a medial voiceless consonant. Note that specifying the location of
glottalization is not necessary, given that CG/STR will limit the association of

[-voice] medial consonants also play a key role in blocking nasal harmony
in CM (see Chapter ). As for why only CVCV couplets with a voiceless medial
consonant should be of the non-contrastive class for [constricted glottis], I
have no simple explanation. As I have noted, however, the lack of
contrastive glottalization in this context is found across the Mixtec languages
in general. In fact, this lack of contrast is reconstructed back to Proto-Mixtec by
Josserand (1982). See §3.4.4 for more discvission of the diachronic facts.
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[+cg] to stressed vowels only. More formally, Force(cg) can be expressed as in
(39).
(39) Force(cg); For aU roots R, if R contains a [-voice] consonant on a path
with the rightmost mora of R, then R also contains a vowel associated to
[+cg]:^''
Let R be a root;
let P be a path;
let p.-rt be the rightmost mora of a root;
let V be a vowel;
V R, if 3 P(|J.-rt, [-voi]), then 3 V in R that is associated to [+cg].

I assume that the evaluation of Force(cg) checks for two conditions.
First, as stated in the definition, a voiceless medial couplet is formally
expressed as a path condition that obtains between a token of [-voi] and the
rightmost mora of a root.^^ Returning then to the canonical structures
posited for couplets in Chapter 2,1 illustrate the relevant logical possibilities
for establishing whether Force(cg) will hold of a root.^^

See also Peng (1993) and Gerfen (1994) for path relations involving
subsegmental features and moraic structure.
The rightmostness of the mora can be derived by principles of Alignment
(McCarthy and Prince 1993). For example, we can establish a more explicit
statement of contrastiveness for [+cg] whose conditions are satisfied
conjunctively; i) there exists a mora(|x) such that [-voice] is on a path with (|i)
AND the right edge of (|J.) is aligned with the right edge of the root. For
simplicity, however, I simply refer above to rightmost mora.
I do not consider representations with [+voice] consonants or consonants
unspecified for [voice], given that Force(cg) is sensitive to the presence of a
path relation between the rightmost mora and a [-voice] specification.
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(40) Cases in which Force(cg) will obtain
b)NO
a) NO

c) YES
M

/I

c V
-vol

J

Lc V V _

P

/

Lc V e V _

-vol

In (40 a-b), there is no path relation between [-voice] and the rightmost
mora of the couplet, given that the group of associated nodes would contain
two moras and, by the definition in (21), would thus not constitute a path. By
contrast, in (c) there is a path between the rightmost mora of the couplet and
[-voice]. The couplet in (c) is thus of the type that must contain a glottalized
vowel at output; that is, it is of the non-contrastive class of couplets for vowel
glottalization.
I assume that Force(cg) is ranked above Ident(cg). Thus, regardless of
the input value for [+cg] in couplets with a medial voiceless consonant, the
optimal output candidate will contain a glottalized vowel. This is illustrated
in (41)."

To simplify discussion, I do not consider candidates in which glottalization
is placed on the final vowel, since CG/STR will rule out these forms.
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(41) Forcing glottalization in couplets with a medial voiceless consonant
Input-Output pairs
kaka
kaka
1
1
-eg
+cg
kaka -> kaka
b) 1
-eg
kaka
kaka
c)
1
-eg
+cg
kaka
kaka
d)
1
1
-eg
-eg

CG/STR

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

»»

a)

•

*!

*

*

*

•

kaka -> kaka
e)
1
+cg
kaka —> kaka
f)

*

•

kaka -> kaka
g)
+cg
kaka —> kaka
h)
1
-eg

*!

•

Note that the candidate pairs in (a-d) provide cases in which the input
contains an initial [-eg] specification on VI, while (e-h) provide an input
unspecified for [eg]. In both cases, the optimal output form converges on the
same candidate: kal^ka 'to walk'. In (a-d), the need to satisfy Force(cg) while
respecting the inviolable CG/STR renders the input-output pair in (a)
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optimal, despite the violation of Ident(cg). Similarly, in (e-h), since Force(cg)
outranks, Ident(cg), (e) is correctly selected as the optimal output candidate.
And CG/STR requires that [+cg] be associated to the stressed vowel. Of course,
if the input contains an initial glottalized vowel, it, too, maps to the correct
output form—in this case without violating any of the coristraints. Again,
regardless of the input, Force(cg) requires the presence of an associated token
of [+cg] at output.^''
(42) Glottalized input form
Input-Output pairs
i
kaka ->
1
+cg
kaka
b) 1
+cg
kaka
c)
1
+cg
kaka ->
d) 1
+cg
a)

CG/STR

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

kaka
1
+cg
kaka
*
•

kaka
*!

+cg
kaka
1
-eg

»

*

*•

Again, I assume that lexicon optimization wUl render non-optimal those
input forms in which correspondence fails with respect to the [constricted
glottis] feature on vowels. But it is still important to bear in mind that the
substantive constraints CG/STR and Force(cg) determine the optimal output
forms and that the grammar will derive the correct output regardless of the
input specification for [constricted glottis].
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As in the discussion of contrastive glottaiization above, we see that
under an Optimality Theoretic grammar, input structures do not play the
same role that underlying representations have played in traditional
generative phonology. In this case, a completely predictable featvire can be
present or absent at input; either way, the constraint system correctly chooses
the optimal output form. Interestingly, much recent work in constraint based
systems has, in fact, challenged the traditional assumptions of lexical
minimality and its obligatory elimination of predictable information from
underlying representations (cf. Steriade 1995, Inkelas 1994, Kirchner 1995b, ltd,
Mester and Padgett 1995). As I have discussed here, the general consequence
of faithfulness is to militate for the maximization of predictable information
at the level of input in order to minimize correspondence failure between
input-output pairs.
In simple terms, then, my analysis of the glottaiization facts breaks the
glottaiization problem into two parts: 1) we mvist be able to characterize the
predictable location of glottaiization; and 2) we must identify which
morphemes are and which are not contrastive for glottaiization. The
cor\straint CG/STR correctly limits glottaiization to stressed contexts,
addressing the first problem. The combined effects of CG/STR and Ident(cg)
capture the contrastive behavior of glottaiization, while the interaction of
CG/STR and Force(cg) characterize the predictable surfacing of glottaiization
in couplets with a voiceless medial consonant. With this basic analysis in
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mind, we turn now to the treatment of glottalization in words larger than a
single couplet.
3.4.3.3 Glottalization in words larger than the single couplet
In this section, I show that the above analysis extends directly to
phonological words comprised by more than one couplet. Recall that one of
the primary motives for rejecting the strategy of simply docking [+cg] to, say,
the first vowel of a couplet (MacCaulay and Salmons' 1995) is the
demonstrable dependency of glottalization on stress in prosodic words that
are larger than a single couplet. Thus we find pairs such as (43-44). Note in
(43) that lexically contrastive [+cg] fails to surface because
unstressed in the prosodic word
surface if

'to push' is

'^a7a 'to push well', though it would

were uttered in isolation or if

were the final (rightmost)

couplet of a word. Similarly, in (45), we see that predictable glottalization fails
to surface in the couplet kal^ka 'to walk' when it is not stressed.

(43) 'tji?ipi 'to push' + '13a?a 'well'

t^ipi 'Pa?a

'to push well'

(44) 't^ipi 'to blow' + 'Pa?a 'well'

t^ipi 'Pa?a

'to blow well'

(45) 'ka?^ka 'to walk' + 'Pa?a 'well'

kaka 'Pa?a

'to blow well'

Though the descriptive facts are straightforward, surface forms such these are
significant for two, ultimately related reasons. First, they provide evidence
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regarding the nature of the putative ranking of our three constraints: CG/STR
» Force(cg) » Ident(cg). Secondly, they provide further insight into the
distinction between input forms in an Optimality Theoretic grammar and the
traditional notion of underlying representation.
Regarding the order of the constraints, the failure of contrastive
glottalization in

'to push' to surface in t^ipi 'pa?a "to push weU' would

appear to motivate the ranking of CG/STR over Ident(cg). This as illustrated
in (46), where, for simplicity I assume full specification; i.e., a vowel marked
as glottalized is associated to [+cg], all other vowels are associated to [-eg].
(Stressed vowels are indicated by the presence of a single quotation mark
before the stressed syllable.)
(46) CG/STR »Ident(cg)
Input:
t^i?*pi

+ pa?a

CG/STR

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

'to push' 'weir
a)«®° tjipi'pa?a
b)

tji?*pi 'pa?a

•

The candidate in (a) is optimal, incvirring a single violation of Ident(cg) in
order to guarantee satisfaction of the more highly ranked CG/STR. Note,
however, that Gen affords an alternative input in which [+cg] is absent.
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{47) An alternative input

Input:
tHpi

+ pa?a

CG/STR

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

'to push' 'weir
a) I®' t^ipi 'Pa?a
b)

t^i?*pi 'Pa?a

•

Here, the attested output form is again selected, but in this case, none of the
cor\straints is violated. Under the logic of lexicon optimization, the inputoutput pairing in (47) is more optimal than that of (46) above. What is
interesting, however, is that we saw above (in the treatment of contrastive
glottalization in words containing a single couplet) that generating the surface
form

'to push' required the presence of an input in which [+cg] was

associated to the initial vowel, as in (48).
(48)
Input:
t^iT^pi 'to push'
a)

t^ipi

b) ^

tji?^pi

CG/STR

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)
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What does this mean for both the particular phonological question at
hand and for phonological theory in general? I argue that this issue again
calls attention to the fact that under an Optimality Theoretic grammar in
which Gen is free to generate input/output pairs, there is no notion of a
unique representation which imderlies surface alternation. Rather, the logic
of correspondence is such that alternating surface forms would appear to
motivate a set of best possible or optimal inputs. So, a morpheme such as
'to push' that in traditional terms might be underlyingly represented
as /t^ipi [+cg]/ with surface variants [t^iT^pi] - [tHpi] can now be represented as
a set of attested surface forms sharing the same meaning and a corresponding
set of optimal inputs: {tji?*pi, t^i|3i}.
As for morphemes such as

'to blow', the grammar still

distinguishes these from forms such as

'to push'. Consider, for

example, the tableau in (49) for the surface form i^ipi '^ala 'to blow well':

(49) Tableau for t^pi 'Pa?a 'to blow well'
Input:
tHpi

+ Pa?a

a)

t^ipi 'Pa?a

b)

tH?^pi 'Pa?a

CG/STR

Force(cg)

» »
•

*

Ident(cg)
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Note that although an input in which [+cg] is associated (i.e. an input string
/tH?*pi + pa?a/) would also map to the attested surface form in (a), such an
input would be less optimal than the non-glottalized [t^ipi] in (49) above. This
is shown in the meta-tableau in (50).
(50) Lexicon optiinization tableau
Output: t^ipi 'Pa?a
CG/STR
Inputs:

-l

a) I®"

tHpi

b)

t^i?ipi + pa?a

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

+ Pa?a

*

t

What we see is that the couplet i^pi 'to blow' is thus distinguished in
the grammar from

'to push' by virtue of having a single, non-

alternating surface form iHpi with the same optimal input tHpi.

(51) Representation of contrast
Surface alternants

Set of optimal

Gloss

inputs
t^ipi, tHTipi

{tJipi, t^i?ipi}

'to push'

t^ipi

{t^ipi}

'to blow'
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In this way, the system still captures the distinction between such
forms, without the need to posit a single, unique UR for each. 1 assume that if
the set of surface alternants and inputs were identical in both rows, the
grammar would not distinguish between these couplets as phonologically
distinct. As things stand in CM, however, the picture in (51) accurately
characterizes the fact that glottalization is contextually neutralized or, as it
were, contextually licensed; lexically distinct couplets may share some but not
all optimal input/output pairs.
This leads us to our final case. In surface forms such as kaka '^a'ia
'walk', the lack of glottalization in the initial couplet follows
straightforwardly from a conflict between Force(cg) and CG/STR. When such
couplets surface as prosodic words themselves, these two constraints do not
interact. Force(cg) requires the presence of [+cg] and CG/STR requires that
[+cg] be associated under stress. In this case, however, we see that the ranking
CG/STR » Force(cg) prohibits glottalization in the unstressed context.

(52) Effect of CG/STR » Force(cg)
Input:
kaka + ]3a?a

a)

kaka 'Pa?a

b)

kaP^ka 'Pa?a

CG/STR

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

x* !
•

*
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Again, this is true regardless of the input, as shown in (53), where the
initial vowel of the input form is [+cgj.
(53)
Input:
ka?3ka + Pa?a

CG/STR

Force(cg)

ka?^ka "PaTa

*

*

a) ^ kaka 'Pa?a
b)

Ident(cg)

•

Given the discussion above, however, the pressure of correspondence
constraints is such that the non-glottalized input will be evaluated as
preferred under lexicon optimization.

(54) Lexicon optimization tableau
Output: kaka 'Pa?a
CG/STR
Inputs:

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

i

a)

kaka + pa?a

b)

ka?3ka + j3a?a

*

»!

*•

Returning to a chart such as (51), then, we see that CM lacks lexically distinct
forms in which glottalization plays a contrastive role.
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(55)

Surface alternants

Set of inputs

Gloss

ka?®ka, kaka

ka?®ka, kaka

'to walk'

*kaka

*kaka

NO SUCH FORM

That is, our grammar correctly characterizes the fact that such forms are
never lexically distinguished by glottalization differences. Instead, they are
forced to surface as glottalized when stressed (modulo Force(cg) and CG/STR)
and prohibited from surfacing as glottalized when not stressed (modulo
CG/STR). Given our constraints, their behavior is entirely predictable.
Finally, returning to the overall ordering of the three constraints
goverriing the distribution of glottalization in the language, we see that
CG/STR must outrank Force(cg) in order to accoimt for glottalization's failure
to surface in forms containing medial voiceless consonants in imstressed
contexts. By contrast, I have argued that the potentially iiifinite set of inputoutput pairings generated by GEN for contrastively glottalized forms does not
allow us to establish a direct ordering between CG/STR and Ident(cg). In the
case of predictable glottalization, however, we can motivate an ordering of
Force(cg) over Ident(cg). In this way, regardless of the input, forms containing
a voiceless medial corisonant will surface as glottalized (modulo CG /STR).
Since CG/STR outranks Force(cg), by trai\sitivity, we can establish the total
ordering CG/STR » Force(cg)» Ident(cg).
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3.4.4 Residuals: two diachronic anomalies
There are two CM consonants, /5/ and /J"/, whose behavior with
respect to glottalization appears to be anomalous. In this section I review the
facts, showing 1) that the behavior of both receives a straightforward
diachronic explanation and 2) that both are accounted for in terms of the
synchronic analysis above. I begin in §3.4.4.1 with the case of /5/. I then
discuss the more complicated case of /J*/ in §3.4.4.2.

3.4.4.175/ and contrastive [+cg]
The oddity of /6/ is not apparent from forms such as |3z6e 'wet' or ki6i
'sleep'. Glottalization fails to surface in each, given that so doing would
coristitute a violation of Ident(cg), as per the discussion in §3.4.3.1. That is,
since the medial /5/ is not [-voice], both couplets pertain to the class of
morphemes that can exhibit a lexical contrast for [constricted glottis], and in
this serise, each behaves normally. What is interesting, however, is that the
language lacks glottalized couplets in which the medial consonant is /5/, as in
the hypothetically possible but unattested *pi?^6e or *ki?'3i.
Synchronically, this gap is unexpected. But, when viewed from a
diachronic perspective, the gap emerges as the residue of historical change. To
imderstand the situation, consider the following proto-Mixtec consonant
inventory, which does not contain /6/:
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(56) Proto-Mixtec consonant inventory (from Josserand 1982)
t

k

k^

nd
s

X

1

y

w

In (56), we see that /5/ does not belong to the set of proto-consonants. What is
important for our purposes is that Josserand shows that present-day CM /5/ is
historically derived from the voiceless alveolar fricative */s/

Thus, we find

forms such as those in (57) (taken from Josserand 1982).

(57) Diachronic correspondence: *s > S
Proto-form

CM form

Gloss

a) *siko

6i?iko

'odor, smell'

b) *sawa

da^a

'half

c) "^kisi

kiQi

'clay pot'

d) *ndisi

ndiQi

'liquor'

This historical change provides the key to understanding the present day gap.
Josserand's dialect maps indicate that the */s/ > /5/ change is an old
phenomenon in that it is not limited to CM but rather attested throughout

Recall from the discussion in chapter 2 of consonant phonemes that I
pointed out the noticeable lack of forms containing /s/. This gap also now
receives a diachronic explanation.
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almost the entire eastern half of the Mixteca, as well as in the northernmost
varieties of the language Qosserand 1982: 468). Josserand's work traces this
general lack of contrast back to Proto-Mixtec. Not surprisingly, she
recoristructs no forms in which the proto-phoneme */?/ appears before a
couplet-medial voiceless consonant." By contrast, I have noted in §3.4 above
that CM is tinique among the present day varieties of Mixtec in that the lack
of contrast before couplet-medial voiceless consonants is instantiated by the
presence rather than the absence of glottalized vowels. Taken together, these

facts provide strong support for a diachronic analysis in which predictable
glottalization in CM is viewed as a more recent irmovation than the * / s / >
/Q/ change.
When these observations are considered together, what emerges is a
clear picture of a synchronic gap that has emerged from the chronology of
change. The reason there are no glottalized couplets containing medial /6/ is
that at the time that */s/ became /6/, these couplets contained a medial
voiceless consonant and thus were never preceded by a glottal stop. And by
the time predictable glottalization arose in its present incarnation in CM, the

" Josserand reconstructs a glottal stop phoneme for Proto-Mixtec. Whether
this was a consonant or a vowel featiare in *PM is orthogonal to its
synchronic status in CM. What is important is that of 188 Proto-Mixtec
reconstructions, 28 contain a medial consonant preceded by a glottal stop. And
of these, none contains a medial voiceless consonant. Some examples are:
*/le?yi/ 'armpit, */xe?nde/ 'to cut', */si?wa/ 'cacao', "/k'^iTna/ 'devil'.
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voiceless * I s / which would have conditioned it was no longer present,
having become the voiced fricative /6/.
How, then, are the historical facts reflected in the synchronic grammar?
My claim is simple. The historical change from proto- */s/ to current day /5/
involved a change in voicing from [-voice] to [+voice]. This explains two
things. First, as I have just noted, the synchronic lack of contrastively
glottalized forms such as *ki?'6i is a residue of a time when such forms
contained medial /s/ and thus did not exhibit a contrast for glottalization. At
the same time, the constraint Ident(cg) provides a synchronic accoimt for why
CM forms such as ^i6e 'wet' fail to exhibit vowel glottalization.
The facts thus fall out from the above analysis in which synchroiuc
glottalization in CM is driven by the satisfaction of CG/STR in output forms
in which there is no token of [+cg] and an Ident(cg) constraint that bans
featural correspondence discrepancies between input and output. That is, /5/
behaves normally with respect to the constraint hierarchy.
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(58)

Input:
CG/STR

piSe 'wet'
a)!®-

§i3e

b)

Pi?iae

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

One lingering question, however, is that Gen can generate inputs such as that
of (58), predicting the potentially optimal but unattested output form in (b):
(59)
Input:
Pi?i6e 'wet'
a)

pi6e

b) ^ ??

pi?iae

CG/STR

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)
*

My claim is that this is not, in fact, a problem for the analysis. By predicting
such forms, the grammar is encoding the regularity of the phonological
behavior of glottalization. I thus treat this as an accidental, rather than a
systematic, gap. All languages can be said to license possible though not
attested forms. In this case, the lack of forms such as pi?^6e is the synchronic
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reflex of historical change, despite their being allowed by the synchronic
grammar.^'

3.4.4.2 The case of CM /J/
A more complicated case involves the fricative /J"/. As I note in §3.4.1,
/j"/ is exceptional in that it appears to constitute the only case of a medial
voiceless consonant before which contrastive glottalization surfaces. Thus we
find minimal pairs such as

'mushroom' and

'coati'. The particular

problem here resides in the existence of JiJi 'coati' and other like forms, since
they contain a medial voiceless consonant and should (but do not) condition
the predictable glottalization of the preceding vowel. At first blush, we might
take the existence of such minimal pairs as motivation for assigning /J"/ to
the class of [+voice] corisonants, despite its phonetic voicelessness. While
such a strategy would have the drawback of assigning phonological voicing to
a phonetically voiceless sound, it would nevertheless appear to capture the
fact that /j"/ acts like a voiced consonant with respect to glottalization. Let us
call this the voiced-1y hypothesis.
The issue is more complex, however. An insurmountable problem for
the voiced-/J/ hypothesis is that treating all tokens of /J"/ as [+voice] makes

If a form of the surface shape in (59b) were borrowed into CM, for example,
from neighboring Mazatec, which also has creaky voiced vowels, my
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incorrect predictions regarding the behavior of /J/ with respect to regressive
nasal harmony (see Chapter 4 for further discussion). Briefly, voiced
consonants are trarisparent to—while voiceless consonants block—the
regressive nasal harmony system by which CM marks the second person
familiar. This is seen in (60). In (a-b), both vowels of the root are nasalized,
while in (c-d), the voiceless medial consonant restricts nasalization to the
final vowel of the couplet:
(60) Root

2nd fam.

Gloss

Root

a)ki9i

kiSl

'sleep!'

c) kuT^t^u kuT^^t^ii

'plow!'

b) ti?*pi

ti?^pi

d) ku?^tsi ku?^tsT

'bathe!'

'push!'

2nd fam.

Gloss

If /J/ is phonologically [+voice], we should expect it to pattern with
voiced consonants with respect to nasal harmony. But this is not the case.
Ir\stead, there appear to be two distinct /J/'s in the grammar. One patterns
with voiced consonants, i.e. it is transparent to nasal harmony, while the
other /j"/ is opaque, thus acting like a voiceless consonant.^® More specifically,
the /J/ which conditions the appearance of a preceding glottalized vowel, as
in

'mushroom', behaves as though it were voiceless. By contrast, the

prediction is that it would simply pattern with other contrastively glottalized
couplets.
This is similar to the case of Barrow Inupiaq (Kaplan 1981) in which there
are two phonetically identical yet phonologically distinct /i/ vowels (see
discussion in Bourgeois 1988, Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a).
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m which fails to condition vowel glottalization, as in JiJi 'coati', patterns
with voiced consonants. Two more such examples are provided in (61):

(61) Opaque /J"/
a) kiPiji
ki?ij1[

'come!'

Transparent /J/
b) kuju -> kuju 'y°^ (fam) are diligent'

Couplets like ki7^i present no difficulty for our analysis of glottalization if we
assume that the medial /J/ in these forms is phonologically [-voice] and thus
conditions the predictable glottalization of the preceding vowel under
pressure from Force(cg). But what are we to make of the /j"/ in ku^ii
'diligent'?
Here again, I argue that an understanding of the sjaichronic picture
requires a consideration of the diachronic facts. The root of the problem is
that present day CM /^/derives from two diachronic sources. Josserand (1982)
shows that some instances of /j"/ are derived from the Proto-Mixtec voiceless
velar fricative */x/, while others come from the glide (and hence phonetically
voiced) *lyIP Examples taken from Josserand (1982) are provided in (62).

^'Note in the chart the proto-form */yuyu?/ containing a morpheme-final
glottal stop. Josserand posits a number of such forms, though in CM, as in
most other present day Mixtec languages, glottalization does not surface
couplet finally. Additionally, there is no evidence in CM, as can be seen in the
example here, that the final /?/ of proto-forms has been preserved by
migrating to the first vowel of synchronic CM couplets. By contrast, couplet
medial glottalization in proto-forms is almost always preserved, as in the CM
form nda7^^i 'poor' from Proto-Mixtec "^/ndaPwi/.
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(62)

correspondence
a) »x > J

b)^y>j-

Proto-form
*kixi
•^ndixe
*ndixi
*yawi
*yiyi
*yuyu?

CM
ki?ij"i
ndi?^Je
ndi?^jl
Japi
JiJi
Juj"u

gloss
'come'
"true, really'
'wing'
'hole'
'coati'
'dawn'

In the forms in (a), /j"/ is historically derived from the *1x1, and, as expected,
the current CM forms all contain predictably glottalized vowels. The forms in
(b), which are surprising in that vowel glottalization is expected but not
attested, all contain tokens of /j"/ that are derived from the proto-glide *ly/.
Descriptively, then, we see that not all /j"/'s are patterning with voiced
consonants, but rather, only those /J/'s derived from */y/ are. In terms of the
analysis above, these forms appear to be unexpectedly violating Force(cg) by
not conditioning glottalization of the vowel preceding
There is, in fact, one more piece to the puzzle. What the data above
suggest is that the lack of glottalization in forms such as JiJi 'coati' can be
viewed as the residue of the historically voiced medial consonant—the type of
consonant before which glottalization was (and still does) surface
Readers consulting Josserand's synchronic word lists should be warned
about one important problem, however. Her transcription of CM forms never
marks glottalization before voiceless consonants. This is not problematic for
voiceless consonants other than /j"/, before which glottalization is completely
predictable. But it has dire consequences for medial /J/. In these cases, her
transcriptions fail to reflect the fact that some forms have glottalized vowels
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contrastively. If this is so, the prediction is that we should find synchronic CM
forms contaiiiing medial /J/'s that are 1) diachronically derived from */y/,
and 2) preceded by a glottalized vowel. This is, indeed, the case. Two examples
(proto-forms taken from Josserand) are provided in (63):

(63)

*y > J with glottalization arising from historical residue
Proto-form
CM
gloss
* nde?yu
ndo?ojo
'mud, muddy'
* ndt?yi

ndiT^Ji

'pimple'

Historically, the evolution of CM /j"/ thus involved the partial
merging of two proto- consonants:

(64) *1x1 and */y/ merge to /J/

For glottalization, this merger has three synchroruc consequences. First, some
couplets such as JiJi 'coati' and JuJu 'dawn' contain medial tokens of /J/
derived from */y/ and fail to condition predictable glottalization of the initial
vowel of the couplet. Secondly, a number of couplets contain medial /J/'s

before medial/j"/ (e.g., ki?ij"i 'come') while others do not (e.g., JiJi 'coati').
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derived from */y/ and appear to condition predictable vowel glottalization. In
these cases, however, glottalization can also be traced back to the proto-forms
for which it was lexically contrastive, as in *ndViy '\ >

'pimple'. Finally,

other CM forms contain medial /J/'s that are historically derived from */x/.
These systematically condition predictable vowel glottalization, as in
'come'. A schematic view is provided in (65).
(65) Glottalization and historical merger

*PM

>

CM

Examples

C V X V V

ki?Ui

^ C V
C V ? Y V/

C V Y V

'come'

V
"pimple"

C VIV

"dawn'

How is the legacy of historical change to be formally encoded in the
synchronic phonology? My claim is that the airrent situation reflects a partial
(and perhaps not yet completed) merger of */x/ and */y/ in couplet-medial
position. In the case of contemporary CM forms such as ndiVS* 'pimple', I see
no reason to assixme that the medial /J/ is anything other than a [-voice]
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consonant, despite its historical derivation from the glide

Thus, like

any other couplet with a voiceless medial consonant, glottalization of the
preceding vowel will proceed under pressure firom Force(cg). This is the
simplest approach to the treatment of these consonants. Phonetically, they are
voiceless. Phonologically, they pattern with voiceless consonants. Therefore, I
take them to be phonologically [-voice]."*^
For the cases of /j"/ that fail to condition vowel glottalization, it is clear
that something more must be said. Despite historical explanations for how
they have come to be, their synchronic behavior is unpredictable, and this
must be encoded in the grammar. One possibility is to adopt a modified
version of the voiced-/j"/ hypothesis and simply assvmie that these /J/'s are
[+voice] segments. Piggott (1992) takes this position, for example, transcribing
ku^u 'diligent' as [ku3u] and assuming the existence of a 73/ phoneme. To
assume (without argviment) the existence of 73/ is troubling, however,
especially since neither of the sources (Pike and Small (1974) or Pankratz and

Unfortunately, I have not found couplets such as
'pimple' that
speakers freely nasalize in the second person familiar; i.e. couplets whose
medial 7J"7 is both historically derived from 7*y7 and preceded by a glottalized
vowel. If these were to be synchronically (albeit abstractly) voiced, we would
expect 7J"7 to be transparent to nasal harmony. When asked to provide the
familiar form of
'you (fam) are a pimple', speakers respond that they
can't say that. (They also reject ndol^^o 'mud, muddy' as an adjective to
describe a person.) My prediction is that such 7J7's will block regressive
nasalization, but more detailed investigation of the issue is necessary.
Of course, I also assume that instances of 7^7 historically derived from /*x/
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Pike (1967)) on either of the varieties of Mixtec cited by Piggott posits an
underlying /3/. As a consequence, Piggott's assumption is an
oversimplification that provides a less than accurate rendering of the original
sources.
Perhaps some evidence for this position can be adduced from Pike and
Small's (1974) observation that /J/ alternates with [3] intervocalically in nonglottalized couplets, i.e. in couplets such as ku^u 'diligent'. I have not found
this to be the case, however.''^ In any case. Pike and Small's original
observation refers to the optional appearance of intervocalic allophony. Even
if this constitutes evidence for a voiced palato-alveolar phoneme, there is
clearly no evidence to indicate that a /^/ appears couplet-initially in CM. And
this is odd, given our observation in chapter 2 that couplet-initial position is
where all other consonantal contrasts are exhibited in CM. What the problem
comes down to is this: these medial /J/'s sound voiceless but don't act
voiceless.
Positing a 73/ phoneme, then, can be viewed as one way of responding
to the fact that phonetically we are inclined to view them as /J/'s, while
phonologically, we might be inclined to view them as voiced. Another mearis
of encoding their special status in the grammar, i.e. of recognizing two
are [-voice].
Prisdlla Small (p.c.) has also told me that she has always harbored doubts
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phonologically distinct /J/ sounds in the language, is to treat one of them, as
unspecified for voicing. I argue that this option more successfully reconciles
the discrepancy betwreen their phonological behavior and phonetic
voicelessness.
First, the assumption of a subset of couplet-medial /J/'s that are
phonologically uiispecified for voicing poses no threat to the formal analysis
of vowel glottalization above. This is because Force(cg), as I have formally
expressed it, determines a couplet's constrastiveness for the feature [eg] on the
basis of whether the medial consonant is a [-voice] segment. As a
consequence, there will be no empirical difference with respect to
glottalization between whether we specify this class of /J/'s as [+voiee] or [0
voice]. In both cases, all that is necessary is that they do not have a [-voice]
specification. As (66) shows, if they surface with a glottalized vowel, they will
be ruled out by violating Ident(eg)''''.

about that description in the original Pike and Small (1974) paper.
I assume that tiie candidate in (a) reflects no change in the input
specification for [eg]. If the input is the unspecified form, the output vowel is
unspecified. If input VI is [-eg] so is output VI. In this way, two tableaux have
been compressed into one.
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(66)

Input:
JiJi 'coati*
1
0 voi/+voi
a) tS"

CG/STR

Force(cg)

Ident(cg)

jiji

b)

Phonetically, however, I argue that the vmderspecified approach is
preferable. If we assume that these /j"/'s are [+voice], it is justifiable to ask why
they are phonetically realized as voiceless, especially since the language has
two other voiced fricatives: /6/ and /p/, which do surface as voiced. On the
other hand, the lack of any voicing specification allows for a straightforward
and phonetically plausible explanation of their surface voicelessness.
As is well known, fricatives are characterized by the presence of
turbulent airflow at the point of vocal fract constriction. Ohala (1983) points
out that the aerodynamic requirements of fricatives are such that they must
be realized with high oral air pressure in order to guarantee high velocity
flow through the oral tract constriction (see also Catford 1977, Ladefoged and
Maddieson 1996). At the same time, sustained voicing requires low oral
pressure; i.e. the avoidance of supraglottal pressure build up. This, Ohala
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argues, suggests that to the extent that fricatives are voiced, they may not be
very good fricatives. And in this sense, there are good aerodynamic reasons to
take fricatives to be optimally voiceless from a phonetic perspective. For the
case at hand, I assume that a phonologically unspecified /J"/, all other things
being equal, would have no reason to be phonetically implemented as voiced,
since voicing, though not entirely incompatible with frication, is antagonistic
to the aerodynamic requirements of frication.
A final issue thus involves the formal phonological consequences of
the claim that these segments are unspecified for voicing. As I have shown in
(66), for the formal analysis of glottalization, it does not matter whether these
/J/'s are underlyingly specified as [+voice] or [0 voice]. Either specification
maps identically to the optimal output imder the grammar here, as seen
again in (67) for kii^u 'diligent'."^

''^As Diana Archangeli points out to me, the analysis in (67a) may also require
a constraint guaranteeing that [+voice] /3/ be realized as phonetic [f].
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(67)
a) Input:

kuJu
1
+voi

CG/STR

Force(cg)

'kuJu
1
+voi
•ku?uj-u
1
+voi
b) Input:

Ident(cg)

«

kuJ u
I®"

'kuJu
'ku?uj-u

•!
«

As I note earlier, the issue revolves around the fact that within Optimality
Theory, Gen freely generates input-output pairs. In this case, under this
grammar, the winning pair of both (a) and (b) correctly describes the optimal
surface form. What does it mean, then, to say that the /J"/ in ku^ii is
unspecified for voicing? The problem is that in traditional generative
phonology, we assume the existence of a unique underlying representation,
whereas OT tableaux such as those in (a) and (b) show that distinct URs can
map to the same surface form imder a given grammar (cf. McCarthy and
Prince 1995, McCarthy 1996, BCirchner 1995b for more examples). One
legitimate solution is to simply allow this situation, i.e. to assume that surface
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fcujH 'diligent' may be represented at input either with a [+voi] or with a
[Ovoi] III.
Another solution is to introduce additional constraints into the
grammar that would mediate in favor of the optimal input-output pair in
(67b) over that of (67a). One such constraint, for example, would be to
introduce a Path Condition (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a) into the
hierarchy which prohibits the feature cooccurrence of [+strident] and [+voice].
(68) STRIDENTA^OICE (STRWOI)
If [+strident] then [-voice]
If [+strident] then not [+voice]
Such a constraint would prohibit the occurrence of voiced strident fricatives,
while not affecting the non-strident voiced fricatives /5/ and /p/. The effect
of STRI/VOI is to guarantee that /j"/ will not be specified for [+voice] at
output. (Note that I assume a high ranking for illustration purposes in the
tableau, though we have no evidence here that STRI/VOI need be crucially
ranked with respect to the glottalization coristraints."*®

For the purposes of this tableau, I also assume that correspondence must
value faithfulness to [strident] over faithfulness to [voice], given that an input
contairung both could satisfy STRI/VOI by failing to be faithful to either in its
corresponding output form. Thanks to Diana Archangeli for bringing this to
my attention.
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(69) STRIDENTA^OICE
a) Input:
k u ju
STRIA^OI
a) BSP

•kuju

b)

'ku3u

c)

'ku?uju

d)

'ku?^3u

CG/STR

Force(cg)

•

Ident(cg)

*

*

*!

An interesting consequence of this approach is that the traditional
notion of underlying underspecification can be translated in Optimality
Theoretic terms to a constraint indirectly demanding surface
underspecification. That is, the grammar selects the output candidate
containing the underspedfied /J/, even if we posit an input in which /J/ is
[+voice]. Again, lexicon optimization (Prince and Smolerisky 1993, Ito, Mester,
and Padgett 1995) will select the underspedfied /J"/ as the optimal input form.
Assuming a Correspondence based model of Optimality Theory (McCarthy
and Prince 1995, Orgxm 1995, McCarthy 1996), the presence of an input
[+voice] specification paired with an unspecified /J/ at output wUl constitute
a faithfulness violation; i.e. a lack of feature correspondence between input
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and output. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the impetus behind the
vioiation is the STRl/VOl constraint, wtuch forces the absence of voicing in
the optimal output, rather than in the input candidate.
3.5 Stress
Throughout the discussion in §3.4 above, I have assumed the correct
placement of stress. Since CG/STR refers to stress, an expUdt characterization
of CM stress is in order. This section provides a formal treatment of the facts.
In §3.5.1,1 accoimt for the basic stress pattern of the language, focusing on
stress at the level of the individual couplet and in prosodic words that are
larger than the single couplet. In §3.5.2 I refine the analysis, extending the
discussion to include a consideration of prosodic words containing enclitics.
3.5.1 Stress: the basic pattern
In descriptive terms, the basic CM stress pattern is most simply
accounted for by building a single morale trochee at the right edge of the
prosodic word. In this way, we capture the fact that there is one stress per
word and that stress is located on the penultimate mora.
Formally in OT, stress placement involves the interaction of the
following familiar constraints (not yet ranked):
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(70) CM stress (spirit of McCarthy and Prince 1993b)
a) FootBintnora- ^ ^et are binar>' at the moraic level
b) Align(Ft, R, PrWd, R): "Every Ft is final in PrWd"
c) Foot Type: Trochee
d) Parse-Mora: "Every mora belongs to afoot"
The first constraint, FOOTBINMORA parses feet as obligatorily binary structures
consisting of two moras. FOOT TYPE: TROCHEE locates prominence on the
leftmost mora of the foot. Satisfaction of ALIGN(Ft, R, PrWd, R) requires that
all feet be aligned with the right edge of the prosodic word, and PARSE-MORA
requires that all moras be parsed into feet.
In the simplest case, that of prosodic words consisting of a single
couplet, all four constraints can be satisfied and thus no ranked order is
established. This is shown in (71) for the single couplet 'kunii 'to run'.'*'

For consistency, I again use the notation of Halle and Vergnaud, marking
headship via the presence of a line one asterisk. Each mora is indicated by the
presence of a line 0 asterisk. Nothing crucial hinges on this particular
notation, however. I do not consider stressless candidates under the
assiamption of an inviolable constraint in the grammar requiring that all
words be stressed.
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(71)

Input:
kunu 'to run'

Align

FootBin

Trochee

ParseMora

*

*

*

*

,*
a)"®*

( * *)
kunu
*(*)

b)

•

kunu
*
•

c)

kunu
( * *)

d)

kunu

e)

( * *)
kunu

*

•

» •l

In the optimal candidate, (a), no constraint is violated. Candidate (b)
violates constraints on foot size and type, as well as the Parse-Mora constraint.
The form in (c) violates all of the constraints, and the forms in (d) and (e) are
both non-optimal because they incur violations of the Trochee constraint.
That a partial ordering of the stress constraints is necessary becomes
evident when the prosodic word consists of more than one couplet, as in the
string /kunu/+/pa?a/ 'to run well'. In particular. Align and Parse-Mora
conflict: Align forces all feet to be aligned with the right edge of the prosodic
word, while Parse-Mora requires that aU moras be parsed into feet. Of course.
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if a string of four moras is parsed into two binary feet under pressure from
Parse-Mora, one of these feet will violate Align. On the other hand, if Align is
ranked above Parse-Mora, only one foot will be parsed, incurring Parse-Mora
violations. For CM, I argue that Align is ranked above Parse-Mora, as in (72).
(72) Trochee, FootBin, Align » Parse-Mora
This ordering, together with the assumption of undominated Trochee and
FootBin constraints, guarantees that only one trochaic foot will be built on the
right edge of the prosodic word and thus captures the generalization that
there is only one stress per prosodic word. This is shown in (73)

m

Input: kunu+ Pa?a
, *
( *
a)is" kunu
/ *
( *

Align
Trochee
FootBin

Parse-Mora

* )

j^a^a

vy *
* )( *

* )

* 1*
^ v'?;

b)

kunu

iia2a

,
.

^ i' -A
^ j •• s ^ < 'f-y

.• .J.
V

The candidate in (b) is representative of any candidate in which a foot fails to
align with the right edge of the prosodic word. The ranking Align » ParseMora thus rules such forms out, even though the correct form in (a) violates
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Parse-Mora twice as a result.'*® In this way, regardless of whether the prosodic
word consists of a single couplet or a string of couplets, stress will be limited
to the penultimate mora of the final couplet of the string.
3.5.2 Stress and enclitics
One question that arises from the discussion in §3.5.1 is whether
footing is at all necessary to characterize the stress system. Alternatively, we
might say that stress involves two cor\straints: an edgemost cor\straint
assigning prominence (via, say, the presence of a line 1 asterisk) to the
rightmost mora of a word, and another, more highly ranked constraint
enforcing non-finality (see, for example, McCarthy and Prince 1993b for
discussion of Edgemost and Rightmostness). Thus, the penultimate mora of
the prosodic word will be the rightmost and hence most optimal location for
stress, given the inviolable nature of non-finality.
There do, however, exist surface exceptions to stress falling on the
penultimate mora of the word. These involve cases in which enclitics follow

Two Parse-Mora violations are assigned, since two moras separate the right
edge of the leftmost foot from the right edge of the word. Note also that this
type of ranking within Optimality Theory renders concepts such as
obligatorily exhaustive footing (for example, Hayes 1980, Hammond 1984,
Halle and Vergnaud 1987, HaUe 1990) as a by-product of a highly ranked ParseMora constraint and not as universal primitives of stress theory.
Additionally, this type of approach provides a mechanism for avoiding the
building and subsequent conflating of metrical feet, resulting in the
construction of a single foot, exactly the CM case. See also Crowhurst (1996)
for alternatives to conflation within Optimality Theory.
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the final couplet of the word. One such example is the question marker nd'u,
as seen in (74).'*'
(74) Enclitics and stress
a) [kut^u 'Pa?a nd^u] ['§uru]

'is the burro going to work/plow well?'

b) [kut^u 'Pa?a nd^ii]

are you (fam) going to work/plow well?

c) ['ku?^t^u nd^ii]

are you (fam) going to work/plow?"

The string in (a) contains two prosodic words: one consisting of the
questioned verb phrase kiithi '^a7a nd'u lit: 'work + well + Q' and the other
consisting of the subject NP '^urii 'burro', which receives stress
independently. Both (b) and (c) each contain one prosodic word, comprising
the whole sentence. In all three cases, the prosodic word containing the
enclitic nd^u constitutes a surface exception to the generalization that stress
falls on the antepenultimate rather than the penultimate mora of the
prosodic word. Specifically, stress does not appear to count the mora of the
clitic.
Of course, it is not atypical cross-linguistically for clitics to be inert to
stress, but their behavior requires an explicit analysis.^" Consider, for example.

The nasalization in (b-c) reflects the result of second person familiar
nasalization. This phenomenon is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Note that
the examples in (b-c) serve to illustrate that the question marker is
phonologically affiliated with the preceding verb phrase and not the
following subject, given that (b-c) contain no overt subject.
See, for example, discussion of the inertness of clitics to Spanish stress in
Harris (1995).
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the placement of stress in kunii nd^u 'are you (fam) ruiming' in (69). If stress
feet include clitics, we might expect stress to fall on the incorrect form in (a).
As with the forms above, however, the correct surface form is (b), in which
stress falls on the penultimate mora of the final couplet of the prosodic word;
i.e. on the antepenult.
(75)

a) incorrect stress placement

b) correct stress placement
jt

*
*

k

u

n

*

*

u

u

( *

k

u

* )

n

u

*

n d ^ u

I conclude from the data that proper footing requires that the trochee not
include the mora of the clitic. This can be accomplished in a straightforward
fashion by introducing an additional alignment constraint into the stress
hierarchy—a constraint by which all feet must be aligned with the right edge of
a root (i.e., a couplet):
(76) Align Foot: "Every Ft is aligned with the right edge of a root"
Align(Ft, R, Root, R)
This move creates a situation in which AlignPrWd forces rightmost
stress by locating the stress foot at the right edge of the prosodic word, while
AlignRoot requires that feet be aligned with the right edge of a root. If the
prosodic word ends with a clitic, one of these constraints must be violated.
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For CM, ordering AlignRoot above AlignPrWd (AlignRoot » AlignPrWd)
effectiveiy bans the presence of a foot at the rightmost edge of a prosodic word
containing enclitics. Consequently, stress will surface on the antepenultimate
mora. The crucial candidates illustrating this are seen in (77). (Candidates
violating Trochee and FootBin are excluded from consideration.)
(77) The effect of AlignRoot » AlignPrWd
Input: kut^u + nd^ii

AlignRoot

AlignPrWd
(Trochee)
(FootBin)

Parse-Mora

*

a)n3-

Cjj*
[kunu]nd'u
•

b)

[kunulnd^u

That this approach is on the right track is further supported by the fact that
prosodic words can end in more than one enclitic, with stress thus surfacing
on the preantepenultimate mora of the word. This is shown in (78), where
the question marker is followed by an additional clitic subject marker.

(78) a) ['kaT^nu nd^u tu] 'is she big?' (lit; big + Q + she)
b) ['kuT^t^u nd^u na] 'is he going to plow/ work?' (lit: plow + Q + he)
In both cases, stress surfaces on the initial mora of the couplet, which is
the preantepenultimate mora of the word. (And, as we expect, stress is
accompanied by glottalization—contrastively in the case of (a) and predictably
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in (b)). Under the analysis here, such cases are unproblematic: the
preantepenuitimate mora is the head of the foot in both cases, due to the need
to satisfy AlignRoot:
(79) The effect of AlignRoot » AlignPrWd
AlignRoot

Input: ku?"yu + nd'u

AlignPrWd
(Trochee)
(FootBin)

Parse-Mora

•

(•

+

•*

*

[kut'uJndV na
1
a)"®- * ^ 9

b)

[kut^u]nd^u na
1
•eg
t(•

* •f *

•v"v

*
*)

(*

*)

[kut^ulndV na
1

* •f *

*• *

c)

The candidates in (a) and (b) once again exhibit the crucial ordering between
the two alignment constraints, with the optimal candidate in (a) preferring to
violate AlignPrWd twice in order to assure satisfaction of AlignRoot. The
form in (c) provides an example of exhaustive footing in which all moras are
parsed. Here, the rightmost foot twice violates AlignRoot (thus niling the
form out), while the leftmost foot twice violates AlignPrWd. The optimal
candidate is thus (a).
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Incorporating AlignRoot into the analysis works equally well for the
characterization of stress in words consisting of more than one couplet.

(80) Tableau: fcwnu

'run slowly'
AlignRoot

Input: kunu + k**ii
'run' 'slowly

AlignPrWd
(Trochee)
(FootBin)

Parse-Mora
* *•

*
a)!®-

i * t-)

[kunu] [k^i i]
>1•

b)

[kunu] [k^i i]
*

c)

[kunu]
(

d)

«

[k^i 1]

+)

+ +

• f 3f> 3f>
•

* *

[kunu] [k^i i]
+

+
e)

>(•><-

[ k unu] [k^i

1]

A glance at the tableau reveals that of candidates in (a-e), none violates
AlignRoot, since in all three each foot present in the representation is right
edge aligned with the right edge of a root. Nevertheless, in (b-d), AlignPrWd
is twice violated by the leftmost foot of the representation and all three
candidates are thus ruled out. (Candidate (d) also violates Foot Type, hence
the third asterisk.) Finally, candidate (e) is eliminated from consideration due
to a complete absence of footing. Although stress in (e) is located on the
proper mora, candidate (a) also places stress correctly, while incurring fewer
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violations of the otherwise lowly ranked Parse-Mora. Thus (a) is correctly
selected as the optimal candidate.'^
In sum, CM stress can be straightforwardly accounted for in terms of
the following partially ordered constraint hierarchy.
(81) CM Stress:
Align(Ft, R, Root, R): "The right edge of every foot is aligned with the
right edge of a root."

»
Align(Ft, R, PrWd, R): "The right edge of every foot is aligned with the
FootBinmora:

right edge of a prosodic ivord."
"All feet are binary at the moraic level."

Foot Type: Trochee

»
Parse-Mora:

"Every mora belongs to a foot."

From a cross-linguistic perspective, these constraints are of an ordinary
variety. FootBinmora encodes the fact that stress employs binary feet consisting
of two moras. FootType encodes the fact that the system is of the common
Note also that Parse-Mora is equally important for rxiling out hypothetically
unfooted candidates such as 'kiinix k^ii in which stress is incorrectly located
on the first mora of the initial couplet, since the lack of foot structure on such
forms will trivially satisfy constraints on alignment, foot size, and foot type.
Another general approach to this problem might be to add a highly ranked
constraint requiring stress to have a foot. That is, if we take stress to mean
head (see McCarthy and Prince 1994b), then we can motivate a constraint (e.g.
STRESS-»FOOT) barring the presence of any head that does not dominate a
foot. In the notation used here, such a constraint would bar the presence of
line one asterisks that do not dominate a footed mora. At any rate, the
motivation for such a constraint would be to formally encode the traditional
notion that headship is a property of feet, or, in more simple terms, that
heads need feet. I have not adopted such a constraint here, however, because
the formal analysis proceeds correctly without its incorporation into the
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trochaic type. Parse-Mora simply expresses the traditional notion of the
prosodic hierarchy (cf. Selkirk 1984, Nespor and Vogel 1986) in that feet are
built from lower level prosodic structure. The two Alignment constraints are
also unremarkable. AlignPrWd locates prominence at the right edge of the
word (cf. Hayes's (1995) End Rule), while AlignRoot formally encodes the
exclusion of clitics from the foot, i.e. the close affinity between foot and root
boundaries in the language. These constraints thus systematically locate stress
on the penultimate mora of the final root of a prosodic word. If we take the
stress constraints to be inviolable in CM, the predictable location (under
stress) of glottalization follows straightforwardly from our constraint
CG/STR, which limits glottalization to stressed contexts only.®^
3.6 Glottalization and the relationship between phonetics and phonology
This section addresses two issues pertaining to the interface of
phonetics and phonology. The first regards the use of the path condition
CG/STR in the above analysis. The second regards the phonetic

constraint hierarchy.
As Diana Archangeli has pointed out, for those inclined to dispense with
foot structure, an alternative analysis exists in which stress can be viewed as
obligatorily non-final in both the prosodic word and the root (NonFin(PrWd)
» NonFin(Root)). To these, we can add two lower ranked alignment
constraints forcing the rightmost aligiunent of stress in both a root and a
prosodic word: (Al-Rt(stress,Root) » Al-Rt(stress-PrWd). These four ordered
constraints would also appear to locate stress predictably on the penultimate
mora of the final couplet of a prosodic word. Nothing in my analysis of
glottalization, however, rests on evaluating these competing views, so long as
the predictability of stress placement is explicitly characterized.
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implementation of the phonologically specified [+cg] feature. Both constitute
distinct yet important aspects of the relationship between these two modules
of the grammar. In the case of path conditions, we explore the way in which
phonetics constrains phonological processes (cf. Archangeli and Puileyblank
1989, 1994a, Cohn 1989,1990). In the case of implementation, we address the
complex issue of how static, symbolic phonological representations are
ultimately to be interpreted in the dynamic process of speech (cf.
Pierrehumbert 1980, Keating 1988, 1990b, Shih 1988, Pierrehumbert and
Beckman 1988, Huffman 1989,1993, Cohn 1990, 1993a, Laniran 1993).
3.6.1 On the path condition CG/STR
A central claim of Archangeli and PiiUeyblank (1994a) is that path
conditioris must be phonetically motivated or grounded. As seen in §3.4.3.1
above, the formal expression of a path condition has two components: 1) a
positive implication involving sympathetic gestures and 2) a negative
implication banning the cooccurrence of antagonistic gestures. A simple
example of the former is IF [NASAL] THEN [+VOICE], i.e., an implication
which is satisfied if [+voice] is present on a path with [+nasal]. Its negative
counterpart is IF [NASAL] THEN NOT [-VOICE], i.e., a prohibition against
paths containing [nasal] and [-voice]

By contrast, ungrounded implications

such as IF [NASAL] THEN [-VOICE]; IF [NASAL] THEN NOT [+VOICE] are
See also Puileyblank (1989), Gerfen (1993), and chapter 5 for discussion of
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universally proscribed for natural language phonologies. In this way, the
formal power of the model to invoke constraints over the cooccurrence of
features is itself coristrained by the hypothesis that these conditions must be
phonetically motivated or natural.^''
Archangeli and PuUeyblank's (1994a) claim is an important one insofar
as it explicitly advances a view of the phonology/phonetics interface in which
phonological phenomena are governed at least in part by a principle of
phonetic naturalness. Given the formal treatment of glottalization above, it is
thus legitimate to ask whether or not a constraint such as CG/STR is, in fact,
phonetically grounded. Such cases provide fertile territory for exploring
general claims of natiuralness. Ultimately, I argue CG/STR is phonetically
motivated, but that the nature of the motivation leads us to a more finely
grained extension of grounding than the view adopted in the particular cases
addressed by Archangeli and PuUeyblank.
Why is this the case? In their research, Archangeli and PuUeyblank
(1994a) focus on path conditions involving combinations of vowel features
such as [+/- round], [+/-high], [+/-low], and, in particular, [+/-ATR]. These
features have fairly direct articulatory correlates, and their phonological
NASAL/VOICE.
Archangeli and PuUeyblank's position is not that aU phonological
phenomena must be "natural", but rather, that feature cooccurence
conditions, when invoked by a phonological system, wUl be phoneticaUy
motivated. See Stampe (1972) and Donegan and Stampe (1979) on the issue of
naturalness in phonology, as weU as Anderson (1981). See also Fowler (1983)
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interaction can thus be grounded in terms of articulatorily sympathetic
and/or antagonistic relationships.^' For [+/-ATRj, for example, Archangeli
and PuUeyblank offer solid physiological evidence for viewing tongue root
retraction as antagonistic with tongue body raising, thereby providing a
phonetic basis for phonological constraints such as the following."
(82) a) RTR/HI:
b) HI/RTR:

If [-ATR] then [-high]; If [-ATR] then not [+high]
If [+high] then [+ATR]; If [+high] then not [-ATR]

By contrast, no straightforward correlation exists between [+constricted glottis]
and stress. The former refers to a particular laryngeal state, while the latter
refers to the more abstract notion of prominence and lacks any single acoustic,
articulatory or aerodynamic correlate (cf. Lehiste 1970, Hayes 1995).
Additionally, the incorporation of stress into a grounded path condition
extends the notion of grounding by relating a subsegmental feature to a
metrical property. In short, there is no direct or obvious sense in which the
implementation of [+constricted glottis] should prefer the presence of stress or
vice versa.

for a pyscholinguistic perspective.
Though Ladefoged (1993a) notes, for example, that vowel height is best
correlated with the frequency of F1 while frontness and backness seem best
characterized via F1-F2 differences rather than any particvdar tongue position.
See Perkell (1971), Ladefoged et. al. (1972), and Jacobson (1980), all dted in
Archangeli and PuUeyblank (1994a) regarding the interaction of tongue root
advancement and tongue body height. See also Stevens and Keyser (1989) on
the notion of phonetic enhancement between sympathetic features.
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Nevertheless, there are good reasons to view CG/STR as phonetically
motivated within the context of CM phonology, a motivation to which I refer
as opportunistic grounding. The crux of my claim is that the predictably
longer duration of stressed vowels provides a phonetically optimal context
for the realization of the [+constricted glottis] feature, while at the same time
the presence of glottalization serves as an additional acoustic cue for stress. In
this sense, each benefits from the other, despite the lack of an obvious
sympathy between them.
Recall the formal expression of CG/STR, repeated here for
convenience.
(83) CG/STR:

If [+constricted glottis] then stressed
If [+constricted glottis] then not unstressed

Given that the claim is that the extra length of stressed vowels affords an
optimal context for glottalization, two points must be addressed. First, we
must establish that there is a predictable relationship between stress and
length, since this provides the putative phonetic underpinning for the
constraint. Secondly, we must still answer the question of why glottalization
should profit from extra length. I tiorn in §3.6.1.1 to the first of these issues. As
for the second, in §3.6.1.2 I build on the work of Silverman (1995) by
discussing the complex interplay of stress, lexical tone and glottalization in
CM.
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3.6.1.1 Stress and length
Together with amplitude, length constitutes an important acoustic
correlate of stress in CM. This can be seen in the token of kul^t^u produced by
SI in (84).

(84) SI: stressed 'kuT'^t^

stressed
vowel

unstressed
vowel

Note that the stressed VI is longer than the unstressed V2. Two points are of
interest. First, this general durational distinction under stress is found
independently of the presence of glottalization. Secondly, since there is only
one stress per phonological word, the VI vs. V2 length distinction exhibited
under stress disappears in unstressed contexts.
To determine these two points, I measured the respective durations of
VI and V2 for two different couplets in both stressed and unstressed contexts.
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One couplet

'to blow" is non-glottalized, while the other ku7^t^u 'to hoe,

to plow' contains a glottalized vowel when stressed. The experimental
sentences are provided in (85), with phonological words enclosed by brackets.
(85) Frame sentences:"^
a) Pcut^u 'k^'ii] ['Puru]

'the burro is going to work slowly'

b) ['k'^ii] ['kuT^t^u] ['Puru]

'the burro is going to work SLOWLY'

c) [t^ipi 'k^'ii] ['Puru]

'the burro is going to blow slowly'

d) ['k'^ii] ['t^ipi] ['Puru]

'the burro is going to blow SLOWLY'

In (a) and (c), stress does not fall on either kiithi or f^ipi. But by syntactically
fronting and thus semantically focusing [k'^ii] in (b) and (d), the stress pattern
is varied such that stress does fall on each of

and fjipi. That is, in (b)

and (d) each verb constitutes its own phonological word, while in (a) and (c),
the respective verb phrases [ku?^t^u k^'ii] and [t^ipi k^'ii] constitute single
phonological words, with stress falling predictably on k^ii in both. The subject
PMTM 'burro' provides a uniform, sentence-final context which protects the

target couplets from any final lengthening effects.'®
Five repetitions of each sentence were recorded for speakers SI, S2, S3,
S4, and S5, and mean durations for VI and V2 in the target words were

" Note that kul^thi is literally translated as 'to hoe, to plow'. However, in
this context it is more loosely translatable as 'to work (in the field)'.
Also, as the subject NP and independent prosodic word, ^uni receives its
own main stress. See Small (1990) for a general syntactic description of CM.
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caloilated. What the data clearly show is a regiilar correlation aaoss speakers
between length and stress. Spedfically, in comparing VI and V2 within a
couplet, we see that durational distinctions between these are reduced in
unstressed contexts, or, to put it another way, sharp durational distinctions
surface under stress. In (86) and (87), I provide representative tokens of
"to blow' for S3:
(86) S3: unstressed

'to blow'

unstressed
[tHm

0.020

0.220

T

r

0.120

0.620

(87) S3: stressed tHpi 'to blow'

stressed

0.820 '

'

' 1.020 msec.
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Note in (86) that VI and V2 in

are similar in length. By contrast, in (87)

V I is visibly longer t h a n V2. This s a m e g e n e r a l p a t t e r n i s f o u n d for k u l ^ V u
'to hoe, to plow", as seen in the examples in (88) and (89) for SI.
(88) SI: unstressed kul^Vu 'to hoe, to plow'

unstressed
[kut^]

*IN
QAZ

0.942

0.342

,1.242
... 1—I—I—r
msec.

(89) SI: stressed kul^Vu 'to hoe, to plow'

stressed
[kuTutAi]

Bargraphs showing respective mean VI and V2 durations in both contexts for
all speakers are provided in (90) and (91). By comparing the dark bars
representing VI and V2 in a stressed couplet with the shaded bars
representing VI and V2 in an unstressed couplet, we see the correlation
between length and stress; that is, under stress VI is notably longer than V2.
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(90) t^ipi graphs
unstressed
stressed

L

L
0

50

100

150

200

0

mean duration in msec.

0

50

100

150

50

100

0

200

mean duration in msec.

50

100

200

150

200

mean duration in msec.

S5

0

150

mean duration in msec.

50

100

150

200

mean duration in msec.
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(91) ku?"t^u/kut% graphs
SI

0

50

100

150

unstressed
stressed

200

0

mean duration in msec

0

50

100

150

200

0

mean duration in msec.

0

50

100

50

100

150

200

mean duration in msec.

50

100

150

mean duration in msec.

150

200

mean duration in msec.
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Pooling the data and using an alpha-value of .01 for statistical rigor, a 2tail paired t-test reveals the durational contrast between VI and V2 to be
significant under stress across all speakers (p = .0001):

(92) Mean durations and t-test results in stressed context
Couplet

t^pi

DF:
9

MeanX-Y:
47.14

VI
150.2
159
107

V2
87.2
77.4
68.6

Speaker
SI
S2
S3

110.2
100.6

52.6
64.6

S4
S5

176.8
199.2
155.8
127.2
128.8

133.4
129
118
110.8
101.8

SI
S2
S3
S4
S5

Paired t value:
7.32

Prob. (2-tail):
.0001

By contrast, durational distinctions between VI and V2 are not significant in
the unstressed context (p = .0639):
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(93) Mean durations and t-test results in unstressed context
Couplet

kut^u

tnpi

DP:
9

MeanX-Y:
5.8

VI
52.4
99.8
49.6
46.4
40.6
102.6
101
73.8
74.2
72.4

^ V2
45
80.6
37.2
44.2
43.2
84.8
92
78.8
74.8
74.2

Paired t value:
2.112

Speaker
SI
S2
S3
S4
S5
SI
S2
S3
S4
S5
Prob. (2-tail):
.0639

The statistical results confirm the descriptive observation: relative length is
an important acoustic correlate of stress in CM.'' Returrung to the

Not surprisingly, VI is significantly longer in the stressed context than it is
in the unstressed context (p = .0001). V2 is also longer when in a stressed
couplet than in an unstressed couplet ((p = .0003). This is evident in the
bargraphs above and is arguably attributable to the well known lengthening
effect of voiced consonants on preceding vowels (see, for example. House and
Fairbanks 1953, Peterson and Lehiste 1960, Delattre 1962, Keating 1984). Here
the [p] of jSwru follows V2 in the stressed context, while the voiceless [k"^] of
does so in the unstressed condition. Note also that in both stressed and
unstressed contexts, VI and V2 in
are generally longer than
corresponding VI and V2 in ku7^Hhi/kuthi in like contexts. This may be due
to at least two factors. Specifically, the medial consonant of fjipi is voiced and
thus likely triggers a lengthening of the preceding vowel. Secondly, the
medial consonant may also affect the length of the following vowel. As
Fowler (1983) notes for English CV syllables, the duration of the vowel varies
inversely with that of the preceding consonant. If this is the case for CM, the
cross-linguistic tendency for voiced obsbruents to be shorter than voiceless
obstruents (Lisker 1957) may accoimt for the generally longer duration of V2
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relationship between glottalization and stress, this distinction under stress
provides, 1 claim, an optimal context for the phonetic implementation of
glottalization within the couplet. I now turn to the issue of why this should
be the case.
3.6.1.2 Grounding stress and glottalization
Typologically, CM is what Silverman (1995) characterizes as a
laryngeally complex language, i.e., a language in which non-modal phonation
and contrastive tone cross-classify. The examples in (94) are taken from Pike
and SmaU (1974).®°
(94) Cooccurrence of glottalization and lexical tone
a) ndu?^tsi

'beans'

b) ku?^tsf

'pig'

c) nda?^pf

'poor'

d) ku?^Ji

'to bury'

in
as compared to V2 in ku7^t^u/kiithi. However, potential confounds
for this view are that labials tend to be of greater duration than alveolars and
that we are comparing across manners of articulation, i.e. between a voiced
fricative and a voiceless stop. I leave this last question open to further
investigation. In any case, these facts do not obscure the highly regular and
salient distinction within couplets between VI and V2 duration under stress.
I cite these forms with tone marked from Pike and Small because I have not
yet systematically described the complex CM tone system from a phonetic
perspective. I thus prefer to follow Pike and Small's transcription of tone. It is
important to note, however, that tone is contrastive in CM, so all glottalized
couplets also bear distinctive tone. The examples above provide cases in
which glottalization surfaces with both the H and L tones. The reader is
refered to Pike and Small (1974) for a description of the tone system.
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Though the discussion of the issues is complex, one of Silverman's
fundamental irisights is that non-modal phonation (breathy and creaky
voicing) can be acoustically and articulatorily antagonistic with distinctive
tone. His claim is thai languages with both lexical tone and non-modal
phonation frequently sequence the phonetic implementation of these
gestures so as to assure that the tone contrasts will be both best perceived and
produced.®^ In looking at a variety of laryngeally complex languages,
Silverman shows that one of the attested strategies is that of interrupted
modal phonation, i.e. a modal-creaky-modal sequencing like that which we
encounter in CM. Bearing this in mind, we can now better understand how
the extra length of stressed vowels phonetically grounds glottalization: the
relatively longer duration of stressed vowels provides a temporal window
that is sufficiently and predictably wide enough to easily accommodate both
the period of modal phonation used in implementing distinctive tone and
the subsequent implementation of glottalization on the same vowel.
For its part, I claim that glottalization itself provides an additional and
highly salient acoustic cue for stress. A conceivable argument against this
hypothesis is that not all stressed vowels are glottalized (due, as I have shown
above, to the effect of Ident(cg)). My position is not, however, that
" Siverman's work is also interesting in light of the phonological discussion
above in that the constraint Force(cg) has the effect of preserving contrastive
glottalization. His work is similarly motivated by the desire to protect
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glottalization is a necessary condition for stress. Rather, what is important is
that it is a sufficient condition. That is, the presence of glottalization
imambiguously indicates that the vowel is stressed. By contrast, the same
caimot be said for length. For example, in considering the data in (92-93)
above, we see that for SI and 52, the mean durations of the unstressed /i/ of
i-iipi are as long as the mean duration of the stressed /u/ of fcu?"f^u for S5
and just slightly shorter than those of S3 and S4. This calls attention to the
difficulty of assigning something like a minimum threshold duration (say,
100 msec.) for stressed vowels across different consonantal contexts and/or
speakers and bolsters the observation above that relative length—i.e. the
relative durational difference between VI and V2--is the more important cue
for stress.®^ In this context, then, glottalization provides an additional acoustic
cue for stress, even if it is the case that not all stressed vowels are glottalized.
And in this sense, we can even view what appears to be a fairly arbitrary
constraint, Force(cg), as means of utilizing glottalization as an additional
means of signaling prominence, i.e. as a constraint which has the effect of
guaranteeing that all stressed vowels will be glottalized, except if such
glottalization would neutralize a lexical contrast.

contrast, though in this case in the phonetics.
See, for example, Nakatani et. al. (1981) for relative length in English as an
acoustic property of stress, with word and phrase-final lengthening effects also
contributing to vowel duration independent of stress.
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Returning to the broader issue of the nature of the grounding of the
cor\straint CG/STR, it seems clear that stress and glottalization have no
inherent affinity. Rather, the particulars of the phonological system conspire
to render stressed vowels an optimal location for the realization of [+cg],
while concomitantly allowing [+cg] to contribute to the arsenal of acoustic
cues available for marking prominence. At the same time, it is important to
note that CG/STR is by no means ungrounded in the sense of Archangeli and
Pulleyblank (1994a). That is, to invoke it as a constraints in the grammar is
not equivalent to postulating phonetically antagonistic conditions such as IF
[+HIGH] THEN [+LOW]; IF [+HIGH] THEN NOT [-LOW]. Rather, CM
glottalization is interesting in that it extends the notion of grounding to a
grayer area in which constraints may arise that, if not grounded in a direct
articulatory or acoustic sense, are not ungrounded either—a situation which I
have termed opportunistic grounding.
3.6.2 On the phonetic implementation of glottalized vowels
The final issue under examination in this chapter concerns the
phonetic implementation of vowel glottalization. As I note in chapter 1,1
assume that phonetic implementation involves a mapping between static
phonological representations and their interpretation in time and space. I
further assume that a part of this process can be characterized via the
postulation of an abstract level of phonetic representation in which
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phonological features are assigned phonetic targets (cf. Pierrehumbert 1980,
Keating 1988, 1990a,b, Shih 1988, Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988, Huffman
1989, Cohn 1990, Laniran 1993, among others).®^ What makes CM
glottalization most interesting in this regard is that the phenomenon is
clearly phonological in nature" but nevertheless results in only the partial
glottalization of target vowels. This adds to a growing body of evidence
pointing to the complexity of evaluating what phonetic data tell us about
phonological featxire specification and, conversely, of predicting how
phonological features will be realized in the phonetics.
3.6.2.1 Features and targets
The CM glottalization data raise particular problems for Cohn's (1990,
1993a) view of phonetic implementation. Working within a target and
interpolation model (cf. Pierrehumbert 1980, Keating 1988), Cohn contends
that phonetic data will reflect the ternary possibilities of binary feature
specification. Positively and negatively specified featiires will be implemented
throughout the entirety of the segment for which they are specified, while
unspecified feattires receive their phonetic value from their segmental
context; i.e. they will be assigned no phonetic target. Cohn argues that

See Ohala (1990) for an opposing view. See also Browman and Goldstein's
articulatory phonology (1986, 1989) for an alternative, task dynamics approach
to phonetic implementation.
" I make the assumption that contrastiveness, at least, is a property of
phonology.
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phonetic data can thus provide a diagnostic for determining whether or not a
feature is phonologically specified. Taking Cohn's example of [+/-nasal], these
three possibilities are exemplified in (95). Here, a [+nasai] specification is
interpreted as an instruction for a low velum target, a [-nasal] feature makes
for a raised velum target, and unspecified [nasal] is characterized by the
absence of a target for velum position.^^

(95) Targets (Cohn 1990,1993a)

Phonological feature specifications
+N
hi -r

-N
hi -r
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low-L

assignment of
phonetic
targets

low-i-

A similar view emerges from Keating's (1990b) windows model.
Rather than assigning precise acoustic or articulatory targets, however.

Cohn (1990, 1993a) does countenance some partial implementation as
phonological, but only by allowing for nasality or orality to be expressed on
the closure or release phases of plosives (cf. Keating 1990a, Steriade 1993). In
this way, the decomposition of these segments into apertvire phases allows for
the full implementation of the feature throughout the entirety of the
duration of the aperture phase. However, no such phases are available for
vowels. Note also that the logical possibilities are reduced for monovalent
features, though Cohn limits her discussion to nasality and assumes a binary
[+/- nasal] featvire.
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Keating views targets as ranges of possible values along a given phonetic
dimension.^" In simple terms, a narrow window corresponds to a specified
feature/value pair, while a broad window corresponds to a lack of
phonological specification. This is schematized in (96) for [+/-nasal], in which
windows are shaded for easy identification:
(96) Windows (Keating 1990b)

Phonological feature specifications
+N
hi -r

-N
hi -r

0N
hi -r
assignment of
windows

velum
height
low-^

low-L

low-^

An advantage of this model over Cohn's is that variation is hard-wired into
the assigrunent of targets, at least in the spatial domain. More importantly for
our purposes here, it is also different in that Keating explicitly leaves open the
question of whether windows have variable durations, though in the cases
she discusses, windows are invariably constructed throughout entire
segments. In the discussion which follows, I address the issue of

riming.

Adopting a windows-based approach, I propose that glottalization is

The width of a window is derived empirically by observing the range of
phonetic values that a feature exhibits for a segment or class of segments in
all contexts.
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implemented by locating a window for glottal constriction whose onset lies at
the midpoint of vowels that are phonologically specified for [+cg].
3.6.2.2 Implementing [+cg] in CM: the basic analysis
There are at least two obvious ways in which time can be introduced
into the construction of windows. One of these involves the incorporation of
real time into the phonetic representation, while the other involves the
incorporation of the relative timing of particular windows. My comments
here will be limited to the latter issue. This is due in large measure to
practical concerns. At this point, the addition of real time would introduce an
extraordinarily complex variable into what is still only incipient knowledge
of how phonological features are interpreted phonetically.®^ As I note above, I
thus follow Pierrehumbert (1980), Keating (1988, 1990a,b), Shih (1988),
Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988), Huffman (1989,1993), Cohn (1990, 1993a),
and Laiuran (1993), among others, in assuming a level of phonetic
representation in which phonological features are interpreted via the
assignment of targets at an abstract level of phonetic representation.
Building on the analysis in §3.4,1 assume that glottalized vowels are
specified for [+cg] at the output of the phonology as in (97):

Note, for example, that even Browman and Goldstein's (1986, 1989) task
dynamics based gestural scores abstract away from real time. See, however,
van Gelder and Port (1994a,b) for arguments against abstracting away from
from time.
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(97)
V

[+cg]
Following the model of Keating (1990b), a window for glottal constriction is
constructed for the vowel. The narrowness of the window reflects the
phonological [+cg] specification, and, importantly here, its temporal
placement captures the phasing of creaky phonation.®®

As I note in §3.2 above, the determination of the precise articulatory
mechanism or mechanisms behind creaky phonation is a matter of debate (cf.
Catford 1964,1977, Ladefoged 1993a, Laver 1980,1994, Henton and Bladon
1988, Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996 for discussion). I adopt a continuum of
degree of glottal stricture here as a convenient and direct phonetic translation
of the articulatory feature [constricted glottis] adopted in the phonological
analysis. The location of the narrow window within this continuum is
somewhat arbitrary, though intuitively dear. More precision must derive
from further phyisological investigation of creaky phonation.
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This representation, I claim, provides the first step in arriving at the abstract
phonetic input for the sequencing of modal and creaky phonation that we
find under glottalization, as seen in (99).

(99) Si: ku?^t^u 'to hoe, to plow'

modal

creaky
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With this basic view in mind, I turn in §3.6.3 to questions raised by and
implications of the analysis.
3.6.3 Remaining questions and broader implications
The approach in §3.6.2.2 raises a number of non-trivial questions
regarding phonetic implementation. In this section, I consider four separable
though related issues. First, in §3.6.3.11 address both the assumptions behind
and the corisequences of constructing windows throughout half of a segment.
In §3.6.3.2,1 examine why I have chosen to represent the phonetic sequencing
of glottalization in terms of a phonetic and not a phonological representation.
In §3.6.3.3,1 discuss the problem of variability in the actual sequencing of
glottalization, particularly with respect to whether or not modal phonation is
resumed after the period of creaky voicing. Finally, in §3.6.3.4,1 explore the
implications of my analysis for the question of how (or whether) phonetic
data serve as a diagnostic for phonological feature specification.
3.6.3.1 On window construction and segmenthood
One basic assumption, shared with the researchers cited above, is that
some notion of the segment perseveres in a useful fashion into phonetic
representation, despite the well known encoded nature of speech (Liberman
et. al. 1967).®' Though an idealization, this captures the intuition that, despite

Even less segmental feature geometric representations have an organizing
tier corresponding roughly to the notion of segment or timing slot, whether it
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encoding, there persists nevertheless an acoustic integrity for sounds^" and,
for the case at hand, concomitantly provides reference points for the temporal
alignment of glottalization within the affected vowel. A remaining question,
though, is how we are able to temporally locate a window segment-internally;
i.e. how window construction accesses the internal structure of a segment.
At the same time, a related question is how modal phonation is
encoded in the phonetic representation in (99). Although the representation
provides a clear view of where glottalization is initiated, it says nothing about
the phonetic instruction for voicing during the first half of the vowel. In fact,
following the logic of Keating (1990b), the lack of a window for modal voicing
suggests that phonetic targets for voicing should be interpolated throughout
this unspecified span. It seems clear, however, that voicing is more precisely
sequenced between periods of modal and creaky voicing (i.e. glottalization), in
a manner corresponding more closely to the representation in (100).

be a C/V (McCarthy 1979, Halle and Vergnaud 1980, Clements and Keyser
1983), X (Levin 1985) or root node (Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a).
See Ohala (1992) for a defense of the segment. See, also, Bell-Berti and
Harris (1981) who argue for separate acoustic and articulatory periods in their
model of co-production. Though they view phonetic representation from a
distinct perspective, their assumption of an acoustic period constitutes an
implicit recogrution of segmental integrity.
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(ICQ) Two windows for degree of glottal constriction
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Taken together, these two issues raise the question of how a single
[+constricted glottis] specification should trigger the phonetic construction of
temporally sequenced windows, one for modal and the other for creaky
phonation. I claim that an answer, as Keating (1990b) points out, lies in the
fact that the relationship between phonological feature specification and
window assignment is complex. First, windows do not stand in a one-to-one
relationship with phonological features. Rather, single phonological features
may contribute to the shape of various windows. This is clear when we
consider, for example, the multiple phonetic correlates of a feature such as
[+/- voice], which include FO excursions in following vowels, length
distinctions on preceding vowels, VOT differences, and the presence or
absence of acoustic energy during closure (see, for example, discussion in
Keating 1984, Kingston and Diehl 1994). In this case, one phonological feature
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value is simultaneously interpreted along multiple phonetic dimerisions; i.e.
it contributes to the shape of a number of different windows.
Likewise, more than one phonological feature may contribute to the
shape of a window along a single phonetic dimension. For CM glottal
constriction, I claim that this is exactly what happens. In particular, recall
from above that CM is a language with distinctive tone. As I have noted,
Silverman (1995) provides solid acoustic motivation for why such laryngeaily
complex languages often resort to sequencing strategies: they seek to
optimally implement both lexical tone contrasts and non-modal phonation.
Relevant here is the assumption that the production of lexical tone exploits a
fundamental frequency range whose floor and ceiling fall within the scope of
modal voicing. More to the point, lexical tone, whether high or low,
contributes a window for a relative lack of glottal constriction.
Let us assume, then, that both [+cg] and lexical tone were to contribute
windows for glottal constriction throughout the duration of a vowel. What
emerges is a phonetic representation, such as the one in (101).
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(101) Conflicting windows
phonological
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What we see is that the two windows stand in conflict: at any point in time
the phonetic representation will provide contradictory instructions with
respect to glottal constriction. By contrast, if the phonetics can split the vowel
into temporally ordered windows for glottal constriction, both the phonetic
requirements of tone and glottalization can be satisfied in a kind of phonetic
trade-off: neither feature is implemented throughout the duration of the
vowel, but at the same time, neither is sacrificed. This yields a representation
such as the one in (100) above, here repeated for convenience.
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Again, as I have argued above, the phonological relationship between
glottalization and stress provides a phonetically optimal context for
sequencing. Under stress, the sequencing of modal and creaky phonation can
be systematically realized with the least precision, given that stressed vowels
are systematically longer than their unstressed counterparts.^'

Note that the general approach here bears more than a passing resemblance
to Huffman's (1989, 1993) notion of landmarks for window construction.
Focusing on nasalization data, Huffman proposes that for [+continuant]
sounds such as fricatives and vowels, there is one landmark corresponding
roughly to the acoustic peak of the segment notion of landmarks for window
construction. For vowels, landmarks are assumed to be located at the center.
Such landmarks could be incorporated in this analysis as offset and onset
points for modal and creaky phonation, respectively. However, this approach
differs from Hufftnan's in that it shares with Cohn the use of the segment
edge as a boundary for window construction. For Huffman, windows are
constructed from landmark to landmark.
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3.6.3.2 Sequencing: phonology or phonetics?
An alternative approach to the one above is to assvime that sequencing
is phonological rather than phonetic, i.e., the result of a phonologically
specified sequence of [-eg] and [+cg], as in (103):

(103)

V
-eg

+cg

In this way, the phonology itself would provide instructions for the
sequencing of the two phonation types. This possibility actually raises two
closely related issues. The first and more immediate, of course, regards the
specific issue of how the phonetic implementation of glottalization is better
encoded in the grammar of CM. The second involves the broader issue of the
division of labor between phonetics and phonology, especially as regards the
segment internal sequencing of distinctive features.
Much depends here upon how we view the role of phonology and
phonological representations. Implicit in the adoption of a representation
such as the one in (103) is the view that the surface sequencing of modal and
creaky phonation should be derived from a phonological instruction. This is
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essentially the view in which contour segments, such as prenasalized stops,
are treated as sequences of [+nasal]-[-nasal] (cf. Sagey 1986), as in (104).

(104)

• Root
+nas

-nas

Nevertheless, there is no evidence that such representations are
phonologically necessary or that phonological theory has ever explicitly
articulated a clear vision of how much intrasegmental sequencing is to be
encoded by phonological representations. For the case of nasal contour
segments, for example, Steriade (1993) forcefully rejects representatioris such
as (104) and provides arguments for limiting the phonological encoding of
segmental contours to the number of aperture positions that a segment has.
Steriade's claim is that the phonological representation of contours should be
limited to segments containing closure and release phases, each of which can
be associated (or not associated) to a feature such as [nasal]

Vowels and

continuant consonants, she argues, have only one aperture phase; i.e., unlike

See also Keating (1990a), who adopts this view, citing an earlier version of
work on this matter by Steriade.
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non-continuants they are not characterized by distinct closure and release
phases and thus do not structurally encode contours.
The particulars of Steriade's claims notwithstanding, it is clear from
the phonological literature that there exists no consensus as to whether the
overall characterization of intrasegmental sequencing need emerge from
phonological representations themselves. Thus, Piggott (1992) proposes a
representation in which prenasalized stops are represented by locating
[+nasal] as a dependent of a single [SV] (sonorant) node, with no reference in
the phonological representation to the fact that nasality is to be phonetically
realized on the closure phase of the stop.^^ Similarly, geometries such as those
of Hume (1992) and Clements and Hume (1995) represent secondary features
such as palatalization via the presence of a V-place feature on a segment
whose primary place is a dependent of a C-place node. Yet, the temporal
ordering of the gestures does not emerge from the representation itself.^''
Even Steriade's own more phonetically-based decomposition of root nodes
into aperture positions leaves no direct phonetic encoding of sequencing in
segments such as palatalized liquids or fricatives, since such segments, by
definition, have only one aperture position to which features are anchored.

In fact, for Piggott, this same representation in another language can
represent a full nasal stop, and a bare SV node can represent a prenasalized
stop, thus providing an extreme case of phonological representations that do
not directly or unambiguously encode sequencing information.
Sagey (1986) also makes this point in her treatment of complex segments.
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For both the particular case of sequencing in CM and the broader issue
of sequencing, 1 suggest that a good place to begin to articulate an argument
against representations such as (103) lies in the predictions they make,
especially as regards the possibility of contrast/^ In particular, the availability
of representations such as (103) predicts that we might expect to find at least
four logical possibilities, all potentially contrastive in a given language, as in
(105).
(105) Potential contrasts
a)

b)

V
-eg +cg

c)
V

+cg

-eg

d)
V

V

+cg

-eg

What Silverman (1995) notes in his cross-linguistic typology, however,
is a different situation. In languages that are not laryngeally complex (i.e., in
which contrastive tone and non-modal phonation do not cross-classify), nonmodal phonation is not sequenced within vowels. Yet, given the logical
possibilities in (105) there is no a priori reason to exclude contrasts such as (a)
and (b) in such languages. In fact, sequencing possibilities such as (a) and (b)
appear to emerge only in languages with cross-classification of tone and non-

As I have noted above, I assume that the expression of contrast lies within
the purview of phonology.
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modal phonation. Nevertheless, I kiiow of no cases in which sequencing
contrasts such as those in (a) and (b) are distinctive within even a laryngealiy
complex language. This makes serise, given the phonetic discvission above for
CM, in which the contribution of contrastive tone to the window for glottal
constriction conflicts with that of the specified [+cg] feature and in which
phonetic window assignment, not phonological representation, sequences the
gestures so as to optimally express both tone contrasts and vowel
glottalization.
This view entails a "smart" phonetics. I suggest that there are, in fact,
good reasons to believe that this is the case. From a phonological perspective,
I have just shown above that in many models of phonological representation,
phonetic implementation must involve intrasegmental sequencing that is
not explicitly encoded by the phonology. From a phonetic perspective,
however, there is also evidence that phonetics is sensitive to phonology in a
systemic way; i.e. that phonetic implementation involves complex, language
particiilar knowledge. To cite a clear example, Manuel and Krakow (1984) and
Manuel (1987) show that vowel to vowel coarticulation is more pronounced
in a language with a sparse vowel system than in one with more vowel
contrasts. That is, coarticulation is constrained to some degree by the
inventory of systemic phonological contrasts. For the CM case, and for such
phonetic sequencing in general, a smart phonetics means a phonetics capable
of sequencing gestures so as to respond to phonological pressures such as the
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expression of both contrastive tone and glottalization, while at the same time
avoiding the phonetic antagonism between them.
3.6.3.3 Variability
One more issue regarding the implementation of [+cg] merits
consideration. As I note in §3.2 above, there is some variability with respect to
the resumption of modal phonation after the period of glottalization in forms
with a medial consonant. Thus, we find cases such as (6) above, here repeated
as (106) for convenience, in which there is no clear resumption of modal
activity.
(106) SI: no clear echo vowel
^ glottalized^

K

U2 "

0

t

u
0.50

We find cases such as (5) above, in which there is a pronounced period of
resumed modal phonation, here repeated as (107).
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(107) S2: echo vowel clear in the waveform
modal
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And we find cases such as (8) above, here repeated as (108), in which the
resumption of modal phonation is minimal in duration, comprising two or
three glottal pulses.

(108) S4: visible sequencing
modal

I glottalized^ echo
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1
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Clearly, the gross collocation of sequenced windows for glottal constriction
within a vowel is an idealization that does not directly encode this finely
grained range of variation.
In a broad sense, this is not altogether unexpected in that the analysis
here assumes an idealized level of phonetic window assignment that does
not constitute a representation of any particular acoustic/articulatory event. I
suggest, however, that at least part of this variability is attributable to the
transition between the vowel and the following corisonant. Since neither
voiced nor voiceless consonants are glottalized in CM, I assume, following
Keating (1990a), that their phonetic implementation entails the construction
of a window for little glottal constriction, thus creating a segmental context
such as that in (109), in which the coristricted glottis geshire is located between
two non-constricted windows.^^

Keating takes [-constricted glottis] to be the neutral or unmarked
specification for cor\sonants.
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As the representation indicates, speakers must rapidly achieve different
phonetic targets for glottal constriction both within and across segments. One
way of encoding this is in terms of transitions and priority statements (Cohn
1990). Under this approach, transitions between segments are characterized in
terms of brief 20-30 millisecond periods at segment edges, to account for
periods of articulatory change and overlap. This is as pictured in (110), where
traiisitions are supplied for the right edge of the vowel and the left edge of the
following consonant.
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(110) Transitions
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Additionally, priority statements are invoked to account for the dominance of
one segment edge over the other along a particular phonetic dimension.^ If,
for glottal constriction, we hypothesize that C takes priority over V, we
produce a situation such as that in (111), in which part of the glottalized
vowel may be realized with a brief period of resumed modal phonation,
corresponding to the rapid interpolation between the two target windows (cf.
Pierrehumbert 1980, Keating 1988,1990b, Cohn 1990,1993a, Huffman 1989,
1993).

That is, there is no evidence that the edge of one segment will dominate
that of the other across the range of phonetic targets it implements.
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(111) priority: C > V for glottal constriction
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This general approach brings us closer to the type of variability that we find,
with two caveats. First, the notion of priority must be weaker than the simple
statement in (111) indicates, allowing for cases such as (106) in which there is
no visible resumption of modal phonation. Secondly, we must recogruze that
exaggeratedly precise articulation may underlie the long period of resumed
modal phonation in examples such as (107); i.e., in such cases speakers may be
exaggerating the effect of the priority statement, perhaps by extending the
duration of the transitional domain.''®

There are, of course, many other variables that we are not considering here,
including speaking rate, register, speaker specific priority statements, etc. Also,
I assume that there must be a similar transition between the modal and
creaky sequences internal to the vowel. Variation in this case will result in a
relatively earlier or later onset of glottalization.
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3.6.3.4 Phonetic data and their relation to phonological information
In this section, I briefly turn to the question of what the CM facts tell us
about the relationship between phonetic data and phonological feature
specification. I began in §3.6.2.1 by suggesting that the data are problematic for
Cohn's (1990,1993a) claims that the phonetic target for a phonological feature
wUl be implemented throughout the duration of the segment. Cohn's claim
is attractive in that it provides a fairly straightforward means of interpreting
phonetic data—as they reflect phonological specification. Yet, in CM we find a
phonologically contrastive feature ([+cg]) that is systematically realized
throughout only a part of the vowel for which it is specified, corresponding to
what Cohn might term a gradient, phonetic effect.^^
Put simply, what this means is that the relationship between phonetic
data and phonological specification is a more complex affair. This finding is
in line with a diverse range of researchers, such as Boyce, BCrakow, and BellBerti (1991), Huffman (1989,1993), and Fowler (1990), who call attention in
various ways to the non-triviality of intuiting phonological information
firom phonetic data. In particular, for CM I claim that knowledge of the
phonological system of the language is necessary for understanding how and
why glottalization is sequenced. At the same time, a smart phonetics is
required, i.e. a phonetics that is capable of resolving phonetic conflicts via the

Note that this problem is independent of the particular approach to
windows assignment that I adopt in the above analysis.
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segment internal sequencing of distinct phonetic windows along a single
dimension. In this sense, it seems clear that phonetic data alone will not
always suffice to unambiguously reflect phonological feature specification.

3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, I have taken a long, detailed look at the phonology and
phonetics of glottalization in CM. I have provided a basic phonetic
description of the phenomena and advanced both phonetic and phonological
arguments in favor of viewing glottalization as a feature of vowels, rather
than as a consonant in its own right. I then provide an Optimality Theoretic
treatment of the issue, arguing that elegant and unified account of both
predictable and contrastive glottalization emerges when the problem is
viewed in terms of the interaction of three constraints. One of these, CG/STR,
limits glottalization to stressed syllables orUy. Another, Force(cg), requires the
class of couplets in the language for which glottalization is non-contrastive to
siarface with a glottalized vowel. The third, Ident(cg), militates for the
preservation of input values for the feature [constricted glottis], thus allowing
us to encode the lexically contrastive status of glottalization in the grammar.
In the discussion of the phonology, I also argue that a correspondence based
approach to phonological systems motivates a radically different approach to
the notion of underlying representation. I focus on two points: 1) that the
optimality theoretic notion of input is not the equivalent of a traditional
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underlying representation, and 2) that the uruqueness of the traditional UR
can be expressed in terms of sets of optimal inputs.
In the last part of the chapter, I discuss the interface of phonology and
phonetics as it pertains to glottalization. Here, I focus on two issues. First, I
discuss the concept of the phonetic grounding (Archangeli and PuUeyblank
1994a) of phonological feature cooccurrence constraints. I motivate what I
have termed the opportunistic grounding of CG/STR, showing that phonetic
motivation need not involve only implicational relations favoring the
cooccurrence of articulatorily sympathetic features. As the same time, I adhere
to Archangeli and PuUeyblank's claim that such implicational relations will
not require the cooccurrence of articulatorily antagonistic features.
Finally, I discuss the complex issue of how [+constricted glottis] is
phonetically implemented in CM. Here, I adopt the Windows model of
Keating (1990b), but I argue that the implementation of CM glottalization
requires the temporal aligrunent of conflicting windows for degree of glottal
constriction within target vowels. Additionally, I argue that data such as these
obscure the more straightforward relation that Cohn (1990, 1993a) attempts to
establish between phonetic data and phonological feature specification,
concluding that phonetic data must be interpreted in conjunction with a
knowledge of the phonological system at hand.
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CHAPTER 4 NASALIZATION
4 Introduction
Coatzospan Mixtec is best known in the phonological literature for the
regressive nasal harmony system by which it marks the second person
familiar, a problem which has given rise to a number of analyses that have
focused on how to best characterize the blocking effect of some but not all
consonants (cf. Poser 1980, Cole 1987, Trigo 1988, Piggott 1989,1992, Gerfen
1992, 1994, Homer 1995). In addition to morphological harmony, however,
CM contains two other sources of vowel nasalization: 1) there are
contrastiveiy nasal vowels, and 2) vowels are predictably nasalized following
nasal consonants. To this point, no one has offered a comprehensive account
of the entire range of nasalization facts in CM.
This chapter seeks to remedy the situation. As with glottalization in
Chapter 3,1 provide a detailed consideration of both the phonetics and
phonology of nasalization in the language. In so doing, my goals are
threefold. First, I provide phonetic data in the form of nasal airflow traces in
order to offer for the first time a degree of descriptive precision unavailable to
impressionistic transcription. Secondly, these data serve as the concrete
underpirmings of a single, unified Optimality Theoretic (Prince and
Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993b) phonological analysis of the
range of CM nasalization facts. Finally, the data inform the discussion of the
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phonetics/phonology interface, especially as it regards the relationship
between physiological data and phonological feature specification.
The chapter is orgaiuzed in the following manner. In §4.1,1 provide a
basic description of the nasalization facts, presenting data sets and illustrative
nasal flow data. §4.2 offers a phonological analysis in which the three
varieties of nasalization are accounted for within the context of a partially
ranked set of Optimality Theoretic constraints. In §4.3,1 discuss the
implications of CM nasalization for the interface of phonetics and phonology.
Specifically, I discuss the role of phonetic grounding (Archangeli and
PuUeyblank 1994a) in the phonological analysis, and, as I have noted, the
relevance of the CM flow data to claims regarding the relationship between
phonetic implementation and phonological feature specification (cf. Keating
1990b, Hufftnan 1989,1993, Cohn 1990, 1993a). In §4.5,1 present my
conclusions.

4.1 The basic facts: 3 varieties of nasalization
As I mention briefly in the phonological sketch in Chapter 2, there are
three distinct sources of vowel nasalization in CM; 1) the contextual
nasalization of vowels following (but not preceding) a full nasal stop; 2)
lexical vowel nasalization, i.e. vowels whose nasal quality cannot be
attributed to assimilation from an adjacent nasal consonant; and 3) the
morphologically conditioned phenomenon of regressive vowel nasalization
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that marks the secorid person familiar. In this section, I provide an explicit
chciracterization of the properties of each that will serve as a basis for the
subsequent phonological analysis and for later consideration of the interface
of the phonetics and phonology of nasalization. I begin in §4.1.1 with
contextual nasalization. In §4.1.2,1 describe the realization and distribution of
contrastively nasalized vowels, and in §4.1.3 I characterize the process of
regressive nasal harmony that marks the second person familiar (2-FAM).

4.1.1 Contextual nasalization
Pike and Small (1974) first reported that CM vowels are predictably
nasalized following, but not preceding, full nasal stops, as in the form kunu
'to nm'. (In contexts in which both consonants of a couplet are nasal stops,
both vowels are nasalized.) Data illustrating the phenomenon are presented
in (1-3) below.

(1) Perseveratory nasalization in NV(?)V couplets
a) naa

'altar'

e) na?a

'boy'

b)jin

'hat'

f) nu?u

'tooth'

c) riH

'completely, all'

g) ne?e

'crippled'

d) nuu

'in front of

h) jii?I

'to scratch'

(2) Asymmetry: no anticipatory nasalization in (C)V(?)NV couplets
a) pini

'mean, petty'

t) ka?"mi

to burn'

b) kini

'to listen'

g) ki?ini

'to tie down'

c) tana

'to collapse'

h) ta?^nu

'girl, woman'

d)kvmii

'to run'

i) ta?^ni

'to smeir

e) irii

'in'

j) i?irii

'hot'

(3) Both vowels are nasalized in NV(?)NV couplets
a)inlm

'lake'

e) me?®jiu

'in front of

b) riijiu

'night'

f) na?^nu

'big'

c) nana

'aunt'

g)jie?®jiu

'cov/lick'

d) riinu

'up'

h) m?^ni

'be inside of

The asymmetry in (2) is striking in light of commonly held
assumptions regarding the coarticulatory effects of nasality on vowels when
adjacent to nasal consonants. Note, for example, Beddor's (1993) observation
that vowels are almost universally allophonically nasalized in the context of
a nasal consonant. Additionally, it has often been assumed (cf. Moll 1962,
Ohala 1971) that anticipatory effects of coarticulation are stronger than
perseveratory effects. However, Pike and Small's original description suggests
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that there is a dear lade of antidpatory vowel nasalization in CM, espedally as
compared to the perseveratory context.'
One question that thus arises is whether the perceived asymmetry is
actually corroborated by phonetic data. As Cohn (1990,1993a) points out in her
study of contextual vowel nasalization in American English (AE),
impressionistic daims about perceived degrees of nasalization may not hold
up under dose scrutiny. Cohn addresses the daim that AE antidpatory vowel
nasalization is stronger than perseveratory nasalization and that only the
former constitutes a phonological rtile of the Icinguage. In some conditions, at
least, Cohn's English data exhibit the same pattern of vowel nasalization both
preceding and following a nasal consonant and, thus, do not support the
daim that the effects of antidpatory nasalization are systematically greater
than those of perseveratory nasalization.
As I discuss in chapter 1, like Cohn (1990, 1993a) and Huffman (1989,
1993), I use nasal airflow data as an indirect means of monitoring velum
activity, under the assumption that the articulatory dimension of velum
height and the phonological feature [nasal] stand in a fairly direct
relationship. In simple terms, a lowered velum implements nasality, while a
raised velum implements a phonological instruction for orality. All else
being equal, we thus expect to find increased airflow as the velum is lowered

' The nasalization of the iiutial vowels in data in (3) can be attributed to the
perseveration of nasality from the preceding nasal consonant.
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and decreased flow as the velum is raised. Interestingly, the flow data
corroborate Pike and Small's original claim, as can be seen, tor example, in
the tokens in (4-6) for SI, S2, and S3, respectively.
(4) SI flow data: kunu 'to run'

n

n

u

i/S

-AJL/
I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

'
I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

50 msec.

50 msec.

k

u

u

n

u

k

u

n

i

i

i ;

u

i

I—I—1—I—I—I—I—I—r—1—1—n
50 msec.

50 msec.

k

u

n

u
T 250

J. ml/sec
50 msec.
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(5) S2 flow data: kunu 'to run'

-1—n

1

1—'—r^—I

r—r

100 msec.

100 msec.

k

—I

u

\

100 msec.

1
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1 ' I '—!

r

100 msec.
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100 msec.
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(6) S3 flow data: kunu 'to run'
11

—1—I—r

I—i—I—r

100 msec.

100 msec.

1—I—\—I—I—\—I
100 msec.

n

1 —I—r

"1—I—I—r

T—I—I

100 msec.

I

250

ml/sec

—1—I—I—r 1—I—r
100 msec.

Though the details of timing differ across the three speakers, two clear
generalizations emerge. First, the onset of activity on the nasal flow channel
(visible both in terms of a rise in the flow trace and in the presence of the
increased energy reflecting nasal resonance) is closely correlated with the
onset of closure for the medial nasal stop. Overall then, there is little
evidence that speakers lower the velum during a large portion of the vowel
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prior to the onset of stop closure. SI and S3 appear to take pains to avoid
anticipatory velum lowering, while S2 exhibits a fairly regular pattern of
approximately 30 milliseconds of transitional lowering prior to the onset of
the consonant.^ Secondly, we see that for all three speakers, following a drop
in flow corresponding to the release of the oral constriction for the stop, nasal
flow rises steadily throughout the entire duration of the following vowel.
Taken together these two generalizations corroborate Pike and Small's (1974)
original claim: vowels are nasalized after, but not before a nasal consonant.

4.1.2 Contrastive nasalization
As discussed in Chapter 2, CM also contains lexically (i.e. unpredictably)
nasalized vowels. Examples of nasal/oral vowel contrasts are repeated here
for convenience in (7).

^ Note that there is one token for SI in which the velum is lowered
significantly before the onset of the nasal consonant.
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(7) oral versus nasal vowel contrasts
a)

c)

tsii

'to get wet'

tsii

'nail, claw'

ka?^ka 'to walk'

b)
k^'eTe
d)

ki?i

'to put on, put in'

kl?i

'to go'

'went'

t^uT^t^u 'paper'
t^u?^tu 'firewood'

ka?^ka 'to beg'
e)

'red'

In CV(?)V couplets, the entire vocalic sequence is nasalized.^ That is,
there are no adjacent oral-nasal or nasal-oral vowel sequences.

(8) Lexical nasalization in CV(?)V couplets
a) tii

'sweat'

g) tse?e

'mold'

b) taa

'earthquake'

h) tsi?i

'fox'

c) tuu

'coal'

i) tsu?u

'chicken'

d) t^

'grab'

j) k"'aa

'yellow'

e) 9aa

'weave'

k) 6i?u

'money'

f) 6e?e 'grease'

1) "^tii, *tii, *h?i, etc...

Interestingly, however, in biconsonantal couplets the distribution of
lexically nasalized vowels is predictable from the voicing status of the medial

^ Recall from Chapter 3 that glottal stop does not constitute a segment in CM.
Rather, glottalization, when present, is a property of the initial vowel of a
couplet. There is thus no issue of glottal stop "transparency" here.
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coiisonant. If the medial consonant is phonetically voiceless, only the final
vowel of the couplet can be nasalized, as in (9).

(9) CV(?)CV couplets with a voiceless medial consonant
a) 3u?^ku

'tail'

d) ka?^ld

'be hungry'

b) t^uT^tu

'firewood'

e) *ka?^ka, *ka?^ka, etc...

c) Pi?^jl

'cold'

This is exemplified in (10) with flow data for a token of

'firewood',

produced by S3.

(10) S3 flow data:

t

u?^

'firewood'

t

Q
250
__ ml/sec

50 msec.

Note that flow spikes upward roughly 40-50 milliseconds after the release of
the stop. Though there is some variation both within and across speakers
with respect to timing in these cases, for our purposes here, what is important
is that nasalization is limited to the final vowel.
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By contrast, if the medial consonant is voiced, both vowels of the
couplet are nasalized.*
(11) CVCV couplets with a voiced medial consonant^
a) nd^u5i

'honey'

c) ki5i'sticky'

b) piQl

'sweet'

d) *ki6i, *ki51, etc...

Another flow trace from S3 for pi5i 'sweet' provides a concrete example of
the nasalization of both vowels of such couplets. Note the heavy flow
throughout each of the vowels flanking the medial fricative.®

* Poser (1980) was the first to observe that within an autosegmental
framework, there was no need to establish a separate set of contrastive nasal
vowels, given that the distribution of lexically nasal vowels is predictable and
can be accounted for by the postulation of a lexically floating nasal
autosegment that spreads from right to left in the word.
^ Note that all of the forms in (11) contain the voiced interdental fricative [5].
Neither the voiced fricative [p] nor prenasalized stops appear in medial
position in couplets with contrastively nasalized vowels, though they do
surface medially in the context of second person familiar nasalization (see
figure 17, this chapter). This issue is addressed in §4.2.2 below.
® The increase in flow at the onset of the fricative can be attributed to a
combination of sustained velum lowering during the transition from vocalic
to fricative stricture. That is, as the stricture is formed for the fricative, less air
will escape through the oral chaimel of the vocal tract. Again, see §4.3 for
discussion of phonetic implementation.
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(12) S3 flow data: pi5i 'sweet'

250
__ ml/sec

100 msec.
This general pattern is important, since the same basic facts obtain of
the regressive nasal harmony phenomenon that marks the second person
familiar. We turn to these data in §4.1.3.

4.1.3 Second person familiar nasalization
As with contrastively nasal vowels, when CV(?)V couplets undergo
nasalization to form the second person familiar, both vowels are nasalized.
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(13) Second person familiar nasalization: CV(?)V couplets
a) kau

cough'

kau

'you (fam) will cough'

b) ndii

'to go down'-»

ndii

'you (fam) will go down'

c) Jee

'arrive'

Jee

'you (fam) will arrive'

d) tsii

'to get wet'

tsTl

'you (fam) will get wet'

e) ka?u

'to write'

ka?u

'you (fam) will write'

f) ki?i

'to take'

ki?l

'you (fam) will take'

g) ndo?o

'to suffer'

nd6?6

'you (fam) will suffer'

h) 5u?u

'to steal'

6u?u

'you (fam) will steal'

->

Figure (14) provides a representative example of the contrast between
the non-nasalized CW couplet tsii "to get wet' in (a) and its 2-FAM
counterpart, fsTI 'you will get wet' in (b).

(14) SI flow data: tsii 'to get wet' vs. tsTI 'you (fam) will get wet'
a) non-nasalized

ts

n

b) nasalized

ts

11

250
ml/sec
1—I—I—I—I—r
. . "I—I—^ T—m—I—ir—I—r
50 msec.
50 msec.
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As with lexical nasalization above, the presence of a couplet-medial
voiceless cor\sonant restricts 2-FAM nasalization to the rightmost vowel of a
couplet. That is, voiceless consonants block leftward nasal spread.
(15) Blocking effect of voiceless consonants
a) ku?^t^u 'to hoe'

ku?utJu 'you (fam) will hoe'

b) ku?^tsi 'to bathe'

ku?^tsT 'you (fam) will bathe

c) nde?®ku 'to be on'

nde?6ku 'you (fam) are on'

d) ki?iji

'to come'

ki?ili

'you (fam) will come'

e) ka?3ka

'to walk'

ka?^ka

'you will walk'

->

f) *ka?^ka, *ka?^ka, etc...

The pair of traces in (16) illustrate this by showing the contrast between
the oral ku'i^Vu 'to hoe, to plow' and its nasalized counterpart kii7^t^\i.

(16) S2 flow data: kuT^t^u 'to hoe'
a) non-nasalized

k
i

I
I

u?"
I

I
I

100 msec.

ku?^tju' you (fam) will hoe'
b) nasalized

t' u
I

I
I

250
ml/sec

I

I
I

1—I—I—I
100 msec.

r
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Note in (a) that there is no nasal flow throughout the form. In (b), however, a
sharp spike in nasal flow indicates the onset of velum lowering coincident
with the palatalized release of the medial stop. This is followed by a period of
steadily increasing flow throughout the duration of the final vowel.
Importantly, there is no flow on the initial vowel. Rather, the medial
voiceless stop impedes the leftward propagation of nasality.
By contrast, if the medial consonant of a couplet is phonetically voiced,
nasalization surfaces on both vowels of the form. Descriptively, voiced
consonants are thus transparent to the harmonic process.

(17) voiced medial consonants are transparent
a) pi5e

'wet'

b) kupi

'to die'

c) tHpi

'to blow'

d) tJipipi

'to push'

->

->

pi3e

'you (fam) are wet'

kup!

'you (fam) will die'

tlpl

'you (fam) will blow'

fi?ipi

'you (fam) will push'

e) lu?^ndi 'small'

lu?Undi 'you (fam) are small'

f) lend%

lend^u

'dirty'

'you (fam) are dirty'

g) "kuPl •^kupi, etc...

This is seen in the tokeiis of kii^i "to die' and kn^ 'you (fam) will die'
in (18).
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(18) SI flow data: ku^i 'to die' -> kupi'you (fam) will die'
a) non-nasaiized

b) nasalized
P

U

i

250
ml/sec

'vv|w~
I—I—I—n 1—I—I—I—I—I—r
50 msec.

I
I
100 msec

I

I

^ i

'~i

Again, the form in (a) provides an oral base form. In this case, the form in (b)
shows heavy flow throughout the duration of both vowels, reflecting the
transparency of the medial voiced fricative to harmony. (Furthermore, flow is
present and even increasing throughout much of the voiced medial fricative,
an issue to which I return in in §4.3 below.)
Figure (19) provides an example of the frai\sparency of medial
prenasalized stops. Note in (a) that in non-morphologically nasalized
contexts, prenasalized stops are similar to medial full nasal stops in that they
do not induce anticipatory nasalization on the preceding vowel. Unlike full
nasal stops, however, they do not frigger perseveratory nasalization. This is
not surprising, of course, given their oral release. In (b) we see the same
morpheme in the second person familiar. Here again, both vowels of the

couplet are nasalized, while the medial stop maintains its oral release, i.e. it
does not become an [n].'
(19) S2 flow data: lend^u 'dirty*

e

nd""

u

lend^u 'you (fam) are dirty'

e

nd

u
250
ml/sec

1—I—\—r"-i—r
100 msec.

100 msec.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the prohibition against nasalized
vowels surfacing before medicil nasal stops in CV(?)NV roots does not hold
here. Rather, both vowels of these couplets will surface as nasalized in the
second familiar. Thus, these pattern with other phonetically voiced
consonants from a descriptive perspective in that they can be characterized as
transparent to harmony.

^ As I note in Chapter 1, since flow drops rapidly at the release of oral closure
for all stops from what appears to be a consequence of the experimental setup,
the distinction between the oral release of prenasals flanked by nasal vowels
and the nasal release of full nasal stops in the same context is hard to discern
from the flow traces. In forms such as (19), however, it is clearly audible.
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(20) medial nasal consonants are transparent to harmony
a) kunu

'to run'

b) J3ini

kunu

'you (fam) will rvm'

'mean, petty'

pini

'you (fam) are mean, petty'

c) kini

"to listen'

klni

'you (fam) will listen'

d) ki?im

'to tie down' -4

kiT^ni

'you (fam) will tie (it) down'

—>

e) ka?3ml 'to burn'

->

ka?^mT

'you (fam) will burn'

f) ta?^nu

'to break'

->

ta?^nu

'you (fam) will break'

g) ta?^nu

'to break'

->

"••tanu, etc...

Illustrative flow data for S3 is provided for the morphologically
minimal pair kunn 'to rim' and kunu 'you (fam) will run'.

(21) S3 flow data: kunu 'to run'-> kiinu 'you (fam) will rim'
a) non-nasalized (non-2-FAM)

b) nasalized (2-FAM)

250
ml/sec
I—^—I—I—\—I—r
100 msec.

T—I—r
100 msec.

Note the contrast between the underived base form in (a) and the 2-FAM
form in (b). S3 clearly times the onset of nasalization with the onset of the
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medial nasal stop in the underived form. By contrast, the velum is lowered
and nasal flow is heavy from the outset of the initial vowel in (b).
Bearing this range of nasal data in mind, I turn in §4.2 to the
phonology of CM nasalization.

4.2 The phonology of nasalization
This section provides a formal analysis of the array of CM nasalization
facts. As in Chapter 3,1 carry out my analysis within the context of Optimality
Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993b, and many
others), under the assumption of a Correspondence based model (cf.
McCarthy and Prince 1995, Orgim 1995, McCarthy 1996) in which Faithfulness
is evaluated in terms of input-output correspondence relations. Additionally,
I assume the formal Optimality Theoretic mechanism of Aligrmient
(McCarthy and Prince 1993a) as one means of characterizing the surface
distribution of [nasal] in an output string (Kirchner 1993, ArchangeU and
PuUeyblank 1994b, Pulleyblank 1994; ArchangeU and Suzuki 1995, Cole and
ICisseberth 1995, Jiang-King et. al. 1995, Ola 1995, ZoU 1995).
Given that the data are complex in their interaction, I break the
discussion down into three main sectioiis. I begin in §4.2.1 with a discussion
of the distribution of lexically contrastive, i.e. unpredictable, vowel
nasalization, which I analyze in terms of the interaction of three constraints.
Two are alignment constraints pressuring for the right and left-edge morale
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alignment of [nasal] within roots, and the third is an additional coristraint
banning the occurrence of [nasal] before a voiceless consonant. In §4.2.2,1
incorporate contextual vowel nasalization into the analysis. Here, I address
the thorny issue of accounting for the observed patterns of nasal distribution
in vowels as well as consonants, while simultaneously ruling out unattested
patterns of [nasal] distribution within CM couplets. In particular, I argue that
an adequate characterization of both attested and unattested patterns of
nasalization requires the introduction of conditionally conjoined alignment
constraints; that is, conditions such as IF LEFT ALIGNED, THEN RIGHT
ALIGNED. Given that such constraints, like constraint conjunction
(Smolensky 1995, Suzuki 1995, Archangeli and Suzuki 1995) and disjunction
(Kirchner 1995a) introduce powerful mechanisms in the grammar, I slowly
build up my argioment, making my assumptions explicit and beginning with
the simplest patterns before proceeding for the need for the added power of
the conditional union of simpler constraints. Finally, §4.2.3 provides an
analysis of vowel nasalization in the second person familiar-a phenomenon
whose treatment largely parallels that of lexical nasalization, but which 1)
requires that we distingidsh between the alignment of [nasal] within roots
and the alignment of morphological categories and 2) provides additional
support for recent claims that distinct correspondence relations can be subject
to distinct faithfulness constraints (cf. McCarthy and Prince 1995, Benua 1995,
McCarthy 1996).
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In broad strokes, the core of my argviment is the following: the best way
to understand the full range of nasalization facts is to view the system as
simultaneously comprised of two intertwined varieties of nasalization: 1)
prosodic or vowel-to-vowel nasalization typical of vowel harmony systems
and 2) root-to-root nasalization, typical of segment-to-segment assimilation. I
begin, then, in §4.2.1 with the characterization of the first of these, contrastive
vowel nasalization.

4.2.1 Contrastive vowel nasalization
As seen in §4.1 above, CM couplets contain vowels whose nasality
cannot be attributed to contextual assimilation from a nasal consonant.
Nevertheless, although the presence or absence of these vowels is
unpredictable, their distribution within morphemes is highly systematic. In a
CV(?)V couplet, both vowels are nasalized, as in (a). In couplets containing a
medial consonant, nasalization is either restricted to the final vowel if the
consonant is phonetically voiceless, as in (b), or realized on both vowels if the
consonant is phonetically voiced, as in (c).
(22)

a) 6i?u

'money'

b) t^u?^tu

'firewood'

c) kiSl

'sticky'
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Employing the language of a traditional, rule-based framework, the
data suggest a three part analysis. First, the presence of lexical nasalization can
be accovmted for by positing an underlying floating token of the feature
[nasal]. Secondly, a rule will associate [nasal] to the rightmost vowel of a
couplet, while another will subsequently spread [nasal] to the left. Thirdly,
some mechanism is required to account both for the opacity of voiceless
consonants and the transparency of voiced consonants to the process.® This is
schematically illustrated in (23), in which a floating [nasal] is associated and
either spreads (left arrow) or fails to spread (right arrow) to the left.

® Specific proposals within a rule-based framework include Poser (1980), Cole
(1987), Trigo (1988), Piggott (1989,1992), Gerfen (1992,1994).
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(23) Association and subsequent spread

C

V

C

V

Association:
[nas]

[voiced]
I

C

V

C

V

[nas]
(leftward spread)

[unvoiced]

C

V

C

V

[nas]
(no leftward spread)

As I discuss in Chapter 3, in Optimality Theory, there are neither rules
in the traditional sense nor assumptions of Lexical Minimality (cf. Steriade
1995) to govern the notion of underlying representation. For the case at hand,
we carmot simply stipulate the existence of a unique underlying
representation consisting of a segmental string and a floating token of [nasal].
Rather, the burden of explanation falls to the constraint hierarchy.
I argue that attending to the problem involves building on two
descriptive generalizations that emerge from above. First, lexical nasalization
appears to exhibit right-to-left association and spread. Secondly, in so doing, it
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exhibits the behavior of a canonical vowel-to-vowel harmony process, with
the added complication that non-target or so-called neutral (see Archangeli
and PuUeyblank 1994a) consonants interact with it.' In the ensuing
discussion, I show that the distribution of lexically (i.e. contrastively) nasal
vowels follows in a straightforward maimer from the interaction of three
coristraints. Two of these involve the aUgiunent (McCarthy and Prince 1993a)
of [nasal] with the rightmost and leftmost moras of root. The third, an
extension of Pater's (1995) analysis of NC consonantal clusters, constrains the
distribution of [nasal], banning sequences of nasal vowels followed by
voiceless consonants. I begin in §4.2.1.1 with the question of of aligrunent. In
§4.2.1.2,1 motivate *NC as a means of accounting for the opacity of voiceless
corisonants to lexical vowel nasalization.
4.2.1.1 Alignment and transparency
To express both the association and spreading relations of canonical
harmony, I adopt the now common extension of Alignment (McCarthy and
Prince 1993a) to the featural domain. As first proposed by Kirchner (1993) and
subsequently developed and refined in a number of analyses (see, among
others, Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994b, PuUeyblank 1994; ArchangeU and
Suzuki 1995, Cole and BCisseberth 1995, Jiang-King et. al. 1995, Ola 1995, ZoU

' Pending further discussion of phonetic implementation in §4.3 below, I
assimie that interveriing voiced fricatives are not phonological targets for
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1995), I assume that features can be formally treated as possessing alignable
edges. McCarthy and Prince's (1993a) original statement of Alignment is
provided in (24).
(24) Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993a)
Align (Catl,Edgel; Cat2,Edge2) = def
V Catl 3 Cat2 such that Edgel of Catl and Edge2 of Cat2 are shared
For CM, I propose that the appearance of rightmost vowel association
and subsequent leftward spread can be characterized in terms of two rankable
constraints. One of these will align [nasal] with the rightmost mora of the
root, while the other aligns [nasal] with the leftmost root mora."
(25) Align [nasal] Right: (AL-R)
Align ([nasal],Right; Rightmost-|i,Right)
(26) Align [nasal] Left (AL-L)
Align ([nasal],Left; Leftmost-ji,Left)

nasalization.
Note that the notion of edgemost mora is itself derivable from precedence
relations (see Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a). For example, we can define
the leftmost mora of a root as a |i that is 1) associated to a vowel in the root
and 2) not preceded by any other ji' in the root. Likewise, we can define the
rightmost mora as a mora in the root that is not followed by another mora in
the root. For convenience, I will simply refer to rightmost and leftmost.
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Following Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a), I assume that vowel
features are prosodicaliy anchored at the moraic level. Thus, both rightmost
and leftmost moraic alignment are satisfied in the representation in (27).
(27) Satisfaction of both AL-R and AL-L

Ji

M moraic tier
root tier

[nasal]
By way of contrast, the representations in (28) provide examples in which
each constraint is violated. In (a), [nasal] is correctly aligned with the
rightmost mora of the form, but the lack of association to the initial vowel
incurs a violation of AL-LEFT. The opposite is the case in (b).
(28) Respective alignment violations
a) AL-L violated

b) AL-R violated

M

[nasal]

[nasal]
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Finally, under the assumption that the satisfaction of morale alignment is
mediated through features associated to vowels, aligrunent is also violated in
structures such as (29), in which I have marked C's and V's as a convenient
shorthand to indicate consonantal and vocalic roots.^'
(29) Respective alignment violations
a) both AL-L & AL-R violated

b) both AL-L & AL-R violated

Ji
m
V

C

[nasal]

V

V

V

[nasal]

Let us consider first the simplest cases—forms in which both constraints
are satisfied, as illustrated in the tableau in (30) for 91?u 'money'.

" Another means of looking at this issue is to say that satisfaction of moraic
aligrunent is mediated by the head or most sonorous element of the mora. In
CM, in which there are no codas, this will always be a vowel.
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(30) Tableau for 6i?u 'money*
Input: 51?u

AL-R

a) US'

5i?u

b)

6i?u

c)

5i?u

AL-L

»!
*!

Here, the output candidate in (a) satisfies both constraints, while the forms in
(b) and (c) violate AL-L and AL-R, respectively. The analysis extends directly
to the treatment of the transparency of phonetically voiced medial
consonants, as in the form kiSi 'sticky'. This is shown in (31).

(31) Tableau for kiQI 'sticky'
Input: kldi

a )

b)

c)

1®=

AL-R

AL-L

M Ji
1
1
k i 6 i
V/
[nasi
1
1
k i 6 i
11
[nasi
M Ji
1
1
k i 6 i
11
[nas]

*!

*!
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The optimal candidate, (31a), provides a canonical example of vowelto-vowel feature assimilation, here encoded by the two constraints aligning
[nasal] to the rightmost and leftmost moras of the form. In fact, were it not for
the blocking effect of medial voiceless consonants, the transparency of
interveriing voiced consonants would be fairly unremarkable, given that
consonants are often transparent to vowel harmony processes.
Why, then, do voiceless consonants prevent nasalization from
reaching the initial vowel of a couplet? I argue that the first key to solving the
problem lies in the observation that lexical nasalization always surfaces on
the final vowel of a couplet. In Optimality Theoretic terms, this suggests that
rightward alignment is highly ranked in the language. On the other hand,
when a couplet contains a lexically nasal vowel and a voiceless medial
consonant, vowel nasalization is predictably absent from the initial vowel.
This in turn suggests that AL-L is ranked below AL-R, i.e. that leftward
alignment is violated under some conditions. Since permissible violations of
a constraint are driven by the need to satisfy some other more highly ranked
constraint in an Optimality Theoretic grammar, accounting for the opacity of
voiceless consonants requires a constraint ranking such as that in (32).
(32) AL-R, ?? » AL-L
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The interesting question, of course, lies in specifying the nature of "??", such
that we correctly account for the presence of forms such as
(as well as the absence of couplets such as

'firewood'

in the language.

4.2.1.2 Opacity and *NC
In recent years, one of the central areas of investigation in phonology
has been the proper characterization of opacity in harmonic systems, where
opacity refers to the arresting of a featvire-spreading process. Within

autosegmental theory, opacity effects are typically accounted for in one of two
ways: 1) by constructing analyses in which the spreading of a harmonic
feature will violate the No Crossing Constraint (NCC) (Goldsmith 1976,
Clements and Sezer 1982, Sagey 1986, Hammond 1988, Rice and Avery 1990,
etc.) or 2) by the use of feature cooccurrence constraints (FCC's) which, in
conjunction with some theory of locality, arrest feature spreading by filtering
out representations comprised of illicit feature combinations (cf. Archangeli
and Pulleyblank 1989,1994a,b. Cole 1987, Cohn 1989,1990, Davis 1995, Gerfen
1993,1994, Pulleyblank (1989).^^ These two types of approaches are sketched in
(33) and (34), respectively.

See also Myers (1991) for a general discussion of the role of constraints, and
Calabrese (1995) for an alternative view from the one taken here.
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(33) Opacity via the No Crossing Constraint
Li

Li

f

f

|3F

(xF

(34) Opacity via feature cooccurrence constraints
ji

Ji

M

pG
(xF

Constraint; * (3 G &

ctF

In (33), opacity is derived by a prohibition against line crossing on the same
featviral tier. In (34), opacity follows from the inability of [aF] to cooccur in a
segment with some other feature [pC], together with the assumption that
potential targets for association cannot be skipped over, i.e. a prohibition
against gapping (see, for example, Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994a), as in
(35), where the skipped mora is highlighted.
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(35) No gapping
p

®

n

ccF

Constraint: * [36 &. (xF

Generally speaking, we see that NCC-based approaches to opacity bar
spreading across an association Une on the same tier, while feature
cooccurrence-based approaches prevent featvires from targeting a segment that
is already specified for some other, antagonistic feature.^^
At first blush, this would appear to make the NCC a strong candidate
for deriving the opacity of CM voiceless consonants, given that the targets for
nasalization are vocalic. In traditional autosegmental terms, such an analysis
would require that opaque consonants be specified for [-nasal], thus blocking
regressive spread as in (36a), while transparent consonants are unspecified for
nasality, thus deriving transparency, as in (36b).

'^As Diana Archangeli has reminded me, another type of FCC based opacity is
one in which a featiire [F] targets only anchors specified for a feature [G]. In
this case, [F] may spread to an adjacent anchor t^t is associated to [G] and
subsequent spread will be lidt only if the next adjacent anchor is specified for
[G]. Important for our purposes is that FCC based approaches halt spreading
not by baiming crossed association lines, but by feature cooccurence
constraints, together with a ban on the skipping of possible targets.
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(36) NCC sketch of CM lexical nasalization
a) opacity

b) transparency

jj

C

V

li

c

V

[-nas][+nas]

pi

c

V

u

c

V

[+nas]

While intixitively attractive, this strategy is not without major
drawbacks, both conceptual and technical.'"' On a general conceptual level, it is
important to note that it hinges on the assumption of a binary [nasal] feature.
However, recent work by Steriade (1993,1995) casts serious doubt over the
validity of viewing nasality as phonologically binary. Steriade points out, for
example, that [-nasal] does not trigger long distance or unbounded harmony
in any language. That is, we do not find languages in which orality spreads
iteratively through an unbounded domain, triggering alternations in which
full nasals become fully oral. Secondly, she notes that if [-nasal] exists, it is
surprising that we never find cases of OCP-like dissimilation for it. She cites
Mazateco (Pike and Pike 1947) as a case in which we do, however, find local
[nasal] dissimilation. In Mazateco, sequences such as *[na] are prohibited.

For a general critical perspective on the NCC, see Coleman and Local (1991).
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while [ta], [ta], and [na] are all possible. In contrast, Steriade notes that no
known language prohibits both *[na] and *[ta] sequences while allowing [ta]
and [ria]. Given a phonological [-riasal] feature, we expect to find such a case.
In short, such arguments reduce the cross-lingroistic usefulness of [-nasal] to
its function as a blocker of assimilation—a purely diacritic role in phonological
systems.'^
Even if we assume the existence of a binary [nasal], it is not clear that
the opacity of the class of voiceless consonants is best characterized by
assigning to them a [-nasal] specification. In particular, given the lack of input
constraints inherent in OT, we cannot assume a priori that all voiceless
consonants must be specified at input for [-nasal], while at the same time
assuming that non-nasal voiced (i.e. transparent) firicatives are unspecified for
[nasal] at input. Thus, we might expect to find both opaque and transparent
/t/'s, with the former corresponding to [-nasal] input /t/'s and the latter
corresponding to [0 nasal] /t/'s at input. Moreover, we might equally expect to
find [-nasal] tokens of /9/ that block harmony.
In short, there is no clear evidence that [-nasal] plays an active
phonological role cross-linguistically. There is no need for a [-nasal]
specification to capture the orality of non-nasal sounds, since the presence or

Cohn (1990, 1993a) offers phonetic argviments in favor of [-nasal]. I return to
this issue in §4.3 below. See also Trigo (1993) for a kind of middle ground
position in which [nasal] is sometimes binary and sometimes equipollent.
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absence of a monovalent [nasal] can accomplish the same goal. And finally, it
is not dear that forcing opaque and only opaque segments in CM to be [-nasal]
is itself a trivial task.^® At the same time, a feature cooccurrence approach to
opacity in CM is not without its own difficulties. The heart of the problem lies
in the fact that such approaches function formally by limiting the
cooccurrence of features on a particular target rather than prohibiting the
spread of a feature across a given context. In simple terms, if intervening
consonants are not targets for lexical vowel nasalization, how can feature
cooccurrence bar the spread of nasal across them?
I argue that Optimality Theory affords the opportunity to characterize
the opacity of voiceless consonants in a phonetically motivated fashion,
while at the same time circumventing the above technical problems. In
particular, I extend the work of Pater (1995), arguing that opacity results from
the pressure of a constraint *NC which bans the presence of a nasal voweloral consonant sequence. Pater focuses on the phonology of NC effects such as

Even in pre-OT terms, there is no evidence that the specification of [-nasal]
for opaque consonants derives fi:om any principled theory of specification (cf.
Bdparsky 1982, Archangeli 1984, 1988, Steriade 1987, Clements 1988,
Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a). The best motivation appears to come
from Contrastive Underspedfication (Steriade 1987), with voiceless stops
specified as [-nasal] in order to encode the contrast with nasal stops. However,
this fails to account for the opadty of /J/ in forms such as ndil^e 'shoe'.
Since nasality is non-contrastive for fricatives, there is no motivation for
specifying /J/ as [-nasal]; the only motivation is that /J"/ blocks harmony. See
Steriade (1995) for a critique of the logic of Contrastive Underspedfication and
Mohanan (1991) for arguments against Radical Underspedfication.
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nasal substitution, post-nasal voicing, nasal deletion and denasalization in
sequences involving adjacent nasal stops and following voiceless consonants
in a range of languages. The basic typological motivation for a *NC constraint.
Pater notes, is that cross-linguistically, NC sequences involving nasal stops
and voiceless consonants are often banned while NC sequences involving
nasal stops and following voiced consonants are not proscribed. The CM case
is interesting because, by extending the use of *NC to ban vC sequences, the
opacity of voiceless stops to harmony can be viewed in terms of the same type
of constraint whose effects are manifested in apparentiy unrelated
phenemona involving nasal-oral sequences.^^
(37) *NC: No nasalized vowels before voiceless consonaiits.
From a phonetic perspective, such a constraint is grounded (Archangeli
and PuUeyblank 1994a) in the relationship between nasality and voicing. The
primary acoustic cues for nasality involve the complex effects of nasal
resonance on the overall spectrum.^® At the same time, the aerodjmamic
requirements of voiceless obstruents are such that velum lowering is
antithetical to their production. As Ohala and Ohala (1993) discuss, obstruents
whose primary point of stricture is in front of the velum require a pressure

See also Smolensky (1993) and Suzuki (1995) for sequential constraints.
See House and Stevens 1956, Fujimura and Linqvist 1971, Maeda 1982, 1993
for the acoustics of nasal vowels. See also Fujimura 1962, Fant 1970, Kurowski
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build up behind the constriction in order to supply either burst energy (for
plosives) or sufficient flow to generate turbulence at the point of constriction,
as is the case for fricatives. Velum lowering, by providing an additional
escape channel for flow, is antithetical to both of these goals. This is especially
true of voiceless obstruents, given that velic apertvire will either subvert the
build up of supraglottal pressure or impair their voicelessness, or both. Thus,
just as voicing is necessary to the realization of nasality, the articulatory
gesture of velum lowering is antithetical to the production of intervening
voiceless obstruents, especially if nasalization is present during the onset of
closure.^' This is precisely the sequencing of velic gestures against which ^NC
militates.
By ranking *NC over AL-LEFT, we derive the opacity of voiceless
consonants as a consequence of the need to satisfy *NC, even at the cost of
violating the aligrunent of [nasal] with the leftmost mora of a couplet. This is
seen in (38).

and Blumstein 1993 on nasal consonants.
Departing from the rule-based analysis deriving opacity from the voicing
status the opaque consonants of Gerfen (1992,1994), Homer (1995) treats
opacity in terms of nasality and voiclessness within the Optimal Domains
model of Cole and Kisseberth (1995). My proposal is distinct in that I do not
adopt Cole and Kisseberth's specialized theoretical machinery of domain
construction, nor do I assume, as does Homer, that regressive vowel
harmony targets the intervening corisonants themselves. Additionally,
Homer's analysis does not attempt to account for the entire range of
nasalization facts in the language.
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(38) Tableau for SuT^ku 'tall* illustrating *NC » AL-L
Input: 5u?uk;u
a) "SP

9u?^ku

b)

9u?^ku

c)

9u?^ku

AL-R

*NC

AL-L

*!

With the analysis of lexically nasalized vowels in mind, we turn in §4.2.2 to
the issue of contextual nasalization.
4.2.2 Contextually nasalized vowels
As I have noted, CM contains vowels that are predictably nasalized
following a nasal consonant. The basic pattern is exhibited again for
convenience in (39).

(39)

a) meu

'cat noise'

b) ini

'in'

c) mjiu

'night'

These data reflect four important generalizations. First, in couplets such as (a)
that do not contain a medial consonant, both vowels will surface as nasalized,
even when the vowels differ in quality. Secondly, in couplets containing a
medial nasal stop and no iiutial nasal stop, as in (b), the vowel following the
stop surfaces as nasalized, while the vowel preceding the stop surfaces as
predictably oral. Thirdly, if both consonants of a couplet are nasal stops, as in
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(c), both vowels will surface as nasalized. Finally, there is an asymmetry in
the distribution of nasal stops within morphemes. While CV(?)NV forms
such as pirii 'mean, petty' and kiVril 'to tie down' are common, NV(?)CV
forms such as *m^i or *naLta are so vanishingly rare as to appear to be best
viewed as prohibited by the grammar.^" An adequate analysis must thus
account for both the pattern of contextual assimilation and for the
distributional properties of nasal stops within morphemes. As I will argue
below, this task is non-trivial and motivates the employment of conditional
constraints on moraic alignment. I begin the discussion here, however, with a
treatment of the attested patterns.
In rule-based, autosegmental terms (Gkildsmith 1976) contextual vowel
nasalization in forms such as kiinn 'to run' or nijiu 'night' would be
accoimted for by positing a rule spreading [nasal] from a nasal stop to a
following vowel, as in (40).

I have found two exceptions: jiu?t^i 'sand', which may reflect the fusion of
the morpheme jiuu meaning 'earth' and some other morpheme, and
mli^nde 'prickly pear'.
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(40) Autosegmental spread
N

Y

[nas]

To accovint for the nasalization of the distinct vowels of a form such as
meu 'cat noise', the rule must be iterative. The lack of anticipatory
nasalization follows from the left-to-right directionality of the assimilation
rule; i.e. from the absence of a rule of leftward [nasal] spread. Finally, it is
unclear exactly how the lack of NV(?)CV (but the presence of NV(?)NV)
couplets is to be accounted for.^^ That is, there is nothing inherent to the leftto-right spread rule that bars the presence of such forms. Presumably, there
must be an independent phonotactic statement in the grammar.
I argue that these three apparently distinct issues receive a unified
explanation within the context of an Optimality Theoretic analysis. As I show,
this derives from the fact that an Optimality based account must necessarily
diverge from the approach sketched above by explicitly ruling out anticipatory
nasalization in VN contexts, while at the same time characterizing

See Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a) for extensive discussion of rule
parameters within an autosegmental framework. Note that iterativity would
not be motivated for forms such as jiTi 'hat', under the assumption that these
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perseveratory nasalization. Thus, for example, by contrast to an
autosegmental analysis, the lack of anticipatory nasalization cannot be
attributed to the absence of a rule, but rather, must be explained by the effect
of a constraint (or of multiple, ranked cor\straints) holding of surface
representations.
Below, I develop an analysis in which the pressure to assimilate
nasality rightwards crucially coriflicts with a need to satisfy rightward
aligiunent. As I will show, characterizing the attested patterns follows
relatively straighforwardly from alignment and an additional constraint
forcing the orality of vowels preceding nasal consonants in forms such as
fcunu 'to nm'. Ruling out the unacceptable configurations becomes a more
complex task. I begin in §4.2.2.1 with a discussion of the simplest cases—those
involving attested surface forms such as kunn 'to run' and nijiu 'night'. In
subsequent sections, I provide a detailed, step-by-step discussion of the means
by which imacceptable forms must be proscribed.
4.2.2.1 *vN
Couplets such as kunn 'to rvm' are interesting in that the grammar
must explicitly prohibit the presence of nasality on the vowel preceding the
nasal stop. To account for this phenomenon, I propose a constraint, *vN,

contain a single vowel root associated to two moras.
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which bans a sequence comprised of a nasal vowel followed by a nasal
consonant. Similarly, the absence of nasalized vowels before prenasalized
stops can also be attributed to the effect of *vN.^^ Adopting the representations
of Steriade (1993), I formulate the constraint as in (41), where [nasal] vowels
are prohibited before any stop whose closure phase (Ao) is specified for [nasal].

(41) *vN: No [nasal] vowels immediately preceding a [nasal] Ao node.

In essence, *vN can be viewed as a constraint banning anticipatory
coarticulation. As Ladefoged (1983) notes, speech involves a number of
potential conflicts and trade offs between the ease of articulation and auditory
distinctiveness. Assimiliatory coarticulation can be viewed as a desire to
minimize change along an acoustic or artiailatory dimension (cf. Lindblom
1983, also Kirchner 1995b for applications of Lindblom's notions of economy
in OT), while a prohibition against coarticulation can be viewed as a means of
enforcing phonetic distinctions between segments.^^ In this case, we can view
*vN as a means of preserving the orality of VI in CVNV couplets.^''

" For more on the behavior of prenasalized stops see §4.2.2.2 below.
" More broadly, we might profitably think of the phonologization of
coarticulation as falling under the rubric of constraint families such as
PERSEVERE and ANTICIPATE for contextual assimilation and ^PERSEVERE
and "^ANTICIPATE for forced distinctiveness along a phonetic dimension.
I return to the issue of the possible motivation for this constraint in the
grammar in §4.3.
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By ordering *vN above AL-LEFT in our constraint hierarchy, we can
characterize the orality of vowels before nasal consonants, as in (42).

(42) Tableau for kunu 'to run'
Input: kunu

AL-R

a) ^

kvmu

b)

kunu

c)

kunu

*

d)

kunu

*!

*NC

*vN

AL-L

*!

I

•

In (42), the optimal output candidate is (a), in which only AL-LEFT is violated
in order to avoid inaarring a violation of the more highly ranked ^vN. The
candidates in (b) and (c) both violate *vN, while (c) also violates AL-RIGHT.
Finally, (d) violates both alignment constraints, since the [nasal] specification
of the medial [n] is not associated to either vowel.
At the same time, the ranking AL-R » *vN would appear to account
for the nasality of both vowels in surface forms such as nurii 'corn'.
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(43) Tableau for nuni 'com'
AL-R

AL-L

*NC

a)

nuni

h)^

nunl

*

c)

nuni

*

d)

nimi

«-

*!

»;

»

Here, both rightmost and leftmost alignment are satisfied, at the cost of
violating *vN, and (b) is selected as the optimal form. Note that I assume that
(a) is ruled out, given that the token of [nasal] associated to the initial [n] of
the couplet will violate AL-R.^' In sum, by invoking *vN to prevent
anticipatory nasalization, we account for the orality of vowels in VN
sequences in forms such as kunu 'to run'. For its part, the ranking AL-R »
""vN would appear to acocunt for the nasalization of both vowels in surface
forms such as niini 'corn'. What we have not yet accounted for, however, is
the absence of forms such as *nata ,*na.6a, or *na6a in CM. We turn to this
issue in §4.2.2.2.

Alternatively, we might assume that there is a single token of [nasal] in (a)
whose association skips the initial vowel. As I discuss in §4.2.2.4 below, I
assume that such a configuration would incur a fatal violation of *GAP.
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4.2.2.2 The issue: how to ban NvCV sequences
One type of couplet that is almost never attested in the language is that
in which a full nasal stop is the initial consonant of a root, while a non-nasal
consoriant (i.e. a voiced fricative; a voiceless stop, affricate, or fricative; or a
prenasalized stop) occupies the medial position, as in the following
hypothetical but unattested pairs in (44).^®
(44) Non-occurring couplet shapes
a) *nata

b) *na5a

c) *nanda

*nata

*na3a

*nanda

Given our constraints, the absence of such forms would appear to be
straightforwardly explained in terms of assunriing 1) that AL-R is inviolate
and 2) that all of the forms in (a-c) in which [nasal] is realized on the final
vowel constitute violations of a similarly inviolate prohibition against
gapped configurations (*GAP).^^ Ignoring for the moment the issue of why a
form such as *na6a should constitute a violation of *GAP while attested
forms such as A:i6i 'sticky' would not, ruling out the set of forms in (44) might

" I have found two exceptions: jiu?tH 'sand', which may reflect the fusion of
the morpheme jiuu meaning 'earth' and some other morpheme, and
mil^nde 'prickly pear'.
I also assimie an inviolate OCP for [nasal], thus barring the possibility of
avoiding gapping by introducing multiple tokens of the OCP. I return in more
detail to this issue below in the discussion of prenasalized stops.
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proceed as in the following tableau.^® In (45) the double line separates the four
constraints that must be inviolable, though for the moment I provide no
evidence that these must outrank *NC.
(45) Tableau of unacceptable outputs
Input: nada
a)

naQa

b)

na5a

c)

na5a

d)

naSa

AL-R

*GAP/
qq>

*NC

»vN

AL-L

*•!
•!
*!
*!*

»

If-

Though it satisfies AL-R, (a) is ruled out as either a violation of *GAP
(assuming that the medial fricative is skipped) or the OCP (assimiing that a
second token of [nasal] surfaces on the final vowel in order to satisfy
alignment without incvirring a *GAP violation). The candidate in (b) violates
rightmost aligrunent, while (c) will violate either "^GAP or the OCP. For its
part, the candidate in (d) twice violates AL-R. Under the assumption that the
doing nothing, i.e. the null parse, (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993) is preferable
to violating any of these undominated constraints, such forms might be

Note that my choice of na6a as the input form is arbitrary. I make no
assumptions about the value of [nasal] for the input vowels here. What is
important is that the form contain an initial /n/ and a non-nasal medial
consonant in order to illustrate the class of surface forms that our coristraints
will not generate.
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eliminated as possible surface forms in CM. Alternatively, we might argue
that the grammar generates an optimal candidate ta6a, given the input form
in (45). That is, faithfulness to the [nasal] specification is sacrificed in order to
trivially satisfy AL-R.
An approach along these lines is attractive in that it encodes the fact
that candidates such as those in (a-d) are non-optimal, regardless of the input
specification for [nasal]. That is, the grammar will not generate unattested
surface forms, while it still characterizes attested outputs. Formally, the
engine that drives this approach is the high ranking of AL-R, which is
instrumental in ruling out candidates (b) and (d)." There is, however, a
fundamental complication for this analysis. As I argue in §4.2.2.3, it fails to
adequately account for the behavior of prenasalized stops.
4.2.2.3 Prenasalized stops
Curiously, prenasalized stops constitute an exception to the
generalization that if there is [nasal] in a couplet, then rightmost aligrunent
must be satisfied. That is, we find forms such as those in (46) and (47), which
contain a prenasalized stop in either initial or medial position and in which
both vowels of the couplet are oral.

Note that this analysis would also require a constraint harming the
association of [nasal] to continuants (cf. Cohn 1989, 1993b) in order to rule out
the association of [nasal] to the medial fricative and the final vowel, thus
circumventing the gapping problem.
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(46) Couplets with initial prenasalized stops
a) ndaSi 'closed'

b) nta?^Pa

'to put out' c) nda?^pi 'poor'

(47) Couplets with medial prenasalized stops
a) leiid^u 'dirty

b) ka?^nde

'cut'

c) tsaiida

'scar'

Any claim that such forms constitute violations of rightmost (and leftmost)
[nasal] alignment depends crucially on the representation adopted for
prenasalized stops. Here, I make explicit my assumptions, providing a
treatment of prenasalization in terms of aperture geometry (Steriade 1993,
also Keating 1990a). As I mention above in the formulation of *"vN, I adopt
Steriade's decomposition of plosive root nodes into phases corresponding to
closure and release. Prenasalized plosives are represented via the association
of [nasal] to the closure phase (Ao = Aperture zero) of the plosive, while
nasality is absent from the release (max for stops, and f for affricates).
(48) Representation of a prenasalized stop/affricate
A

A

[nas]

Under this view, the presence of the prenasalized stop in forms such as ndee
'black' violates AL-R twice. And, if the null parse (or violating faithfulness) is
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preferable to violating AL-RIGHT, such forms are predicted to be unattested
in CM, together with unacceptable NVCV forms such as *napa or "^napa.
An alternative, of course, is to view prenasalization as the phonetic
manifestation of phonological stop voicing, as in (49).^°
(49) Prenasalized stops phonological stop voicing

[voi]
Such a view is reasonable from a phonetic perspective, given that velum
lowering during closure can serve as a mechanism for avoiding supraglottal
pressure build up and thus sustaining voicing throughout the Ao phase. This
view is additionally attractive in that it would allow us to maintain the
analysis sketched above. That is, prenasaUzed stops would trivially satisfy our
alignment constraints, because they would not be phonologically specified for
[nasal].
The problem is that this choice leaves other facts regarding the
distribution of prenasalized stops in CM morphemes without a clear
explanation. Specifically, prenasalized stops appear to be subject to OCP effects
as if their closure phase were phonologically associated to [nasal]. Three

This is the position taken by Iverson and Salmons (forthcoming) for
prenasalization in the Mixtec languages in general.
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distributional facts support this position. First, there are vanishingly few
forms in which prei\asalized stops surface with unpredictably nasal vowels:
e.g. *nda.ta,*ndat^?^ Secondly, I have found no monomorphemic forms in
the language containing two prenasaiized stops: e.g. *ndanda. Thirdly, there
are again vanishingly few cases in which prenasaiized stops cooccur in a
couplet with a nasal stop: e.g., *nmda,*ndana *nanda,

As I show in

§4.2.2.4, these three patterns are directly characterizable in terms of the OCP
(cf. Leben 1973, McCarthy 1986, Yip 1988) and a constraint bar\ning gapped
configurations (see Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a), while a voicing
hypothesis leaves the distributional properties of prenasaiized stops without
an explicit characterization.
4.2.2.4 *GAP, the OCP, and [nasal]
The generalization that emerges from the discussion of prenasaiized
stops is the following: in couplets containing a token of [nasal], rightmost
aligrunent is always satisfied, unless [nasal] is associated to the closure phase
of a prenasaiized stop. In this section, I provide an account of the distribution

have found two exceptions: nd-iuQl 'honey' and
'shoe'. Though the
former appears to derive from the fusion of ndul^te 'water' and pi5i 'sweet'.
The latter may also be diachrorucally derived from two roots. The CM form
for 'foot' is Xe?e, though the lack of nasalization in this form leaves the
presence of the nasal vowel in ndiV^e 'shoe' unexplained.
As I note above, there is one exception to this generalization: mi'i^nde
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of prenasalized stops in terms of two inviolable constraints: *GAP and the
OCP. I argue that under pressure from these two constraints, rightmost
alignment must be violated. I then return in §4.2.2.5 to the implications of
ruling out couplets such as *nata and *nata in the context of a violable AL-R.
The first piece of the argument involves the incorporation of a
prohibition against gapped representations. Pending a more explicit
characterization of what constitutes a gap in (51) below, *GAP is stated in (50).
(50) *GAP: No gapped representations.
One consequence of *GAP is to rule out configurations such as the following,
in which [nasal] is associated to the closure of a prenasalized stop and to a
following vowel, while skipping over the release of the stop."

'prickly pear'.
" That such configurations should constitute gapped structures is not
surprising. As Steriade (1993) points out, there are no known cases of
rightward nasal harmony triggered by prenasalized stops.
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(51) Gapped configuration

[nasi

n
d

nasal closure
oral release

At the same time, it is necessary that we not rule out configixrations such as
that in (52), corresponding to canonical vowel-to-vowel harmony in forms
such as ld51 'sticky'.

(52) Non-gapped representation

Ji

Ji moraic tier
root tier

[nasal]

I argue that the crucial difference resides in Archangeli and
Pulleyblank's (1994a) distinction between two classes of anchors for
phonological featxires: root nodes and moras, or, in Archangeli and
Pulleyblank's terms, root versus prosodic anchors. Featmes docked to
consonants are anchored at the level of the root. By contrast, vowel features
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are anchored at the level of the mora. As Archangel! and PuUeyblank show,
the general necessity of drawing such a distinction derives from the fact that
locality in vowel harmony systems is straightforwardly characterized in terms
of adjacent moraic anchors for harmonic features. That is, vowel harmony
phenomena regularly skip over non-target cor\sonants but not over vowels.
This is straightforwardly explained if gapping in such cases is calculated on
the moraic tier.
What makes the CM nasal data particularly intrigviing is the
intertwining of vowel harmony-like behavior for lexical (and, as we see
below, second person familiar) nasalization with the segment-to-segment
assimilatory behavior of contextual nasalization. In this sense, [nasal]
simultaneously patterns as a harmoruc feature on both the prosodic and root
levels. My position is that the difference between (51) and (52) lies in the fact
that the anchors for [nasal] association in (51) are comprised by a mixture of
root and prosodic anchors, while (52) consists entirely of prosodic anchors.
Bearing this in mind, a definition of GAP is provided in (53).^"

See Archangeli and PuUeyblank (1994a) for a distinct view in which gaps in
domains of association comprising both root and prosodic (part ii above)
anchors are calculated separately for each type of anchor.
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(53) GAP: For any multiply associated feature [F], the domain of association
of [F] is gapped iff the set of associations:
i) consists of prosodic anchors only AND
contains a prosodic anchor not associated to [F]
OR
ii) consists of root anchors or\ly or both root and prosodic anchors AND
contains any anchor not associated to [F].
By the defiiution in (53), any token of [nasal] that is associated
exclusively to vowels that are adjacent at the morale level is not gapped. By
contrast, association to the closure phase of a prenasalized stop and a
following vowel involves association to both root and prosodic anchors. By
skipping over a the oral release of the stop, such a configuration is gapped. In
simple terms, this conception of *GAP is a direct way of expressing the fact
that gapping is calculated over the morale tier when assimilation is
exclusively prosodically anchored and over the root tier when assimilation
consists entirely of cor\sonantal anchors or of both root and prosodic anchors
as we find for CM nasalization.^'
Under this view, and assuming for the moment that faithfulness to the
input nasality of prenasalized stops is inviolable, the ranking *GAP » AL-R

In fact, this definition is probably too restrictive, given that any vowel-tovowel harmony process that is triggered by a consonant will incur a *GAP
violation. Within the context of OT, however, such a situation is analyzable
in terms of a violable notion of gapping, under pressure from other, more
highly ranked constraints.
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accounts for the systematic failure of prenasalized stops to satisfy the morale
aiigiiment of [nasal] in CM.

(54) Tableau for lend^u 'dirty': *GAP » AL-R
Input: lend^u

*GAP

AL-R

a) "3' lend-'u

*•

b)

lend%

*

c)

lend^u

*!

d)

lend^u

*!

*NC

»vN

AL-L

*!

le

Candidate (a), the optimal form, respects *GAP at the cost of violating both
rightward and leftward morale alignment. Candidate (b) violates AL-R and
*"vN, the prohibition against nasal vowels followed by nasal stop closure.
Crucially, both (c) and (d) violate *GAP in that the association of [nasal] to V2
requires skipping the release of the stop.
One potential strategy for avoiding gapping is to introduce a second
token of [nasal], as in (55).
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(55) An alternative representation
OCP VIOLATION

U

U

1

I
e

n

[nas]

d

i

I

u

[nas]

n = nasal closure
d = oral release
To riile such candidates out, I assume that the OCP (cf. Leben 1973, McCarthy
1986, Myers 1991, 1995, Yip 1988) as it pertains to [nasal] is also inviolate
within CM roots. Here, I adapt the formulation of McCarthy (1986).^®
(56) OCP: Adjacent tokens of a feature are prohibited within a tier.

Under this view, representations such as (55) are also banned. Since both the
OCP and *GAP must be respected, a surface form such as *lencVu 'dirty' will
either violate one or the other, as in (57), and thus be ruled out.

The formulation and status of the OCP is subject to debate. See, for example,
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994a), who provide a more complex calcvdation
based on tier and anchor adjacency. See also Odden (1988) for arguments
agair\st the universality of the OCP and Pierrehumbert (1992) for arguments
that calculation of the OCP is gradient and based on global notions of
similarity rather than simple tier adjacency.
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(57)

pAODcn
CTDiirTIIDC
omi
I k.L/ ^
i txUc^ I UiNU

OCP VIOLATION

^

Ji

U
j

]

1

e

e

n

d

[nas]

[nas]

u

[nas]

n = nasal closure
d = oral release
Note that the OCP also affords a straightforward account for the lack of
couplets such as *nciana, given that either *GAP or the OCP must be violated
for such forms to surface.

(58) No ndvnv couplets
GAPPED STRUCTURE

•CP VIOLATION

u

n

[nas]

[nas]

d

a

p

n

a

[nas]

In sum, the distributional properties of prenasalized stops support their
being viewed as phonologically specified for [nasal] closure. And a formal
treatment of their distribution motivates an analysis in which *GAP and the
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OCP are inviolate, forcing violations of the rightward alignment of [nasal] in
morphemes containing prenasalized stops. This leaves us, for the time being,
with constraint ranking in (59).

(59) OCP, *GAP » AL-RIGHT, *NC » *\N » AL-LEFT

Of these, I have motivated the ranked ordering of the OCP and *GAP over
AL-RIGHT in order to account for the behavior of prenasalized stops. I have
also motivated the ordering of AL-RIGHT and *NC over ALIGN-LEFT to
account for the opacity of voiced stops and the ordering of *vN over ALIGNLEFT to account for the orality of vowels in CVNV couplets such as kunn 'to
run'. In the next section, I turn to the question of how to ban couplets such as
*nata and *nmda given a violable AL-RIGHT.

4.2.2.5 *NV and If Left then Right
If AL-R is violable, what prevents the surfacing of generally
unacceptable outputs such as *nata or *na.^a or *n^ndal Arguably, all might
be derived by respecting *GAP at the expense of rightward alignment.^^ I

" Other possible candidates are *na5a and nata in which both AL-R and "^GAP
can be satisfied via the association of [nasal] to the medial consonant. I
assume that such forms are ruled out by phonetically motivated constraints
banning the phonological association of [nasal] to continuant consonants (cf.
Cohn 1989,1993b) and voiceless segments (see PuUeyblank 1989, Gerfen 1993,
1994). To simplify the discussion above, I ignore such candidates, though I
return to these issues in the discussion of phonetic implementation below.
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argue that alignment is, in fact, relevant to ruling out such forms. In
particular, I return to the observation that the distribution of nasality in CM
roots involves the interplay of two factors: prosodic or vowel-to-vowel
nasalization that responds to alignment pressures and root-to-root
nasalization driven by a constraint that I will call *NV, the effect of which
will be to ban oral vowels from following an immediately preceding [nasal]
specification.
The key to the solution lies in allowing violations of AL-R in roots
containing prenasalized stops, while at the same time forcing all other
instances of [nasal] to be aligned with the rightmost mora of the root. I argue
that the first step involves postulating an undominated *NV such that an
inevitable consequence of satisfying *NV for initial nasal stops is that AlignLeft will be satisfied: e.g. *n^Ca, (where C is any non full nasal stop). Though I
return in more detail to the formalization and motivation for *NV below, we
can informally conceive of *NV as a constraint baniung oral vowels
following a full nasal stop.
Under pressure from *"NV, any vowel following a full nasal stop must
be nasalized. The second step involves the hypothesis that there is indeed an
inviolable quality to rightmost aligrunent, but that what is inviolable is its
relationship to leftmost alignment. That is, what is inviolable about
rightmost moraic alignment in the language is that the satisfaction of
leftmost alignment is always accompanied by the satisfaction of rightmost
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alignment. In logical tenns, we can say that there is a one-way entailment
relation between the two alignment constraints such that satisfaction of
leftmost alignment entails satisfaction of rightmost alignment. This
relationship is characterizable as a constraint expressed in terms of the logical
conditional in (60).

(60) ALIGN-LEFT

ALIGN RIGHT (L

R):

"If leftmost moraic alignment is satisfied, then rightmost moraic
alignment is satisfied."

The use of such a constraint in an Optimality Theoretic grammar is in
keeping with recent arguments for recognizing relations between constraints
involving interactions beyond simple ranking, i.e. relations such as
constraint conjunction (Smolensky 1995, Suzuki 1995, Archangeli and Suzuki
1995, Crowhurst and Hewitt 1996) and disjunction (Kirchner 1995a). For the
data at hand, ordering L -» R and *NV over AL-R in our constraint hierarchy
rules out forms such as *nmda. This is shown in the tableau in (61). Though I
return to the issue of what it means to be ruled out in §4.2.2.6, to simplify the
discussion here, what is important is that we assume that the highest ranked
constraints in the hierarchy are inviolate; i.e., no optimal output forms can
surface if they incur violations of these constraints.
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(61) Tableau illustrating the unacceptability of '^NVndV
Input:

»NV

•GAP L ^ R
/OCP

AL-R

•NC

•YN

AL-L

nanda
*1

a) nanda
b) nanda

*•[

c) nanda

*!

*•

d) nanda

*!

*•

«-

*

*

*•

4-

«

Note that all of the output candidates in (61) violate at least one of the set of
inviolable constraints. Candidate (a) must either violate the OCP or *GAP,
since [nasal] is associated to both vowels flanking the prenasalized stop.
Crucially, the form in (b) violates the conditional L -4 R under pressure to
satisfy *NV, and in similar fashion, (d) fails to satisfy ^NV (and *GAP/OCP)
by satisfying L —> R. Finally, (c) also runs aground both by violating *NV and
*GAP/C)CP. In the same way, the grammar rules out possible output
structures such as *naPfl, *napa, *na^a., and *na^a. If *NV is satisfied, either
*GAP/OCP or L -> R must be violated.
Note that *NV is crucial to ruling out potential but unattested sxirface
forms such as *na^a or *nata in that were it not for the pressure to nasalize a
vowel following a nasal consonant, such surface forms might be expected to
surface, as do forms such as ndabi 'closed'. That is, we might restrict [nasal] to
the first corisonant only of *na^a, thus trivially satisfying the conditional
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L->R. In this sense, it would be desirable if there were independent
motivation for a constraint forcing the perseveratory coarticulation of [nasal],
independent of the problem of the alignment of root nasality. I argue that
such evidence lies in the intra-morphemic spreading of [nasal] to vowels.
Consider the data in (62), in which the verbal prefix [na] is added to vowelinitial verb roots containing no root nasalization.

(62)

a) /na + u?^pi/

[nau?^pi]

'frighten, scare'

b) /na + upi/

[naupi]

'lick'

c) /na+ i?itsi/

[naiT^tsi]

'dry'

These data are indicative of a general pattern in the language. In
traditional terms, the data in (62) and other similar forms would motivate an
iterative, post-lexical rule of rightward nasal spread that is blocked by any
supralaryngeal consonant. For our purposes here, the data are interesting in
that they indicate that although couplets such as

are banned from the

language as possible roots, such strings can arise under pressure from
segment-to-segment coarticulation, provided that the nasality of the vowel
originates in another morpheme. Building on Steriade's (1993) observation
that vowels and stop releases can both be characterized as Amax nodes—i.e. as
having maximum apertiire—I propose the *NV can be formalized to
guarantee that any Amax immediately following an Amax specified for
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[nasal] must also be specified for [nasal]. In this way, we capture both the fact
that fuii nasai stops wiii force the nasalization of a foliowing vowei and that
the language bans aU *vv sequences as well, even across word and morpheme
boundaries.^®
(63) *NV: No oral Amax immediately following a [nasal] Amax
Of course, given that *NV forces the generation of surface forms such
as naupi 'lick', we must address the question of whether L->R is violated in
such strings. One possibility is to postulate that *NV is ordered above L->R,
thus forcing the violation of the latter. This move, however, would appear to
predict that we should find monomorphemic forms such as *na^a, but we do
not. I propose that the answer to the puzzle is to limit the scope of our
alignment constraints such that they govern the distribution of root [nasai]
specifications only. In this way, attested poly-morphemic forms such as
[nau|3i] (from /na + u^i/) 'lick' will not incur L->R violations, while
monomorphemic roots such as *na^a must fatally violate either "^NV or
L-^R, neither of which is an acceptable alternative.

This is subject to some exceptions. For example, within a sentence, an oral
vowel might follow a nasal vowel if a speaker makes a clear pause between a
word ending in a nasal vowel and a following word is V-initial.
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Now let us reconsider the generation of forms such as lend^u 'dirty'
and ndaa 'straight, direct'. Consider the tableau in (64):

(64) Tableau for lend% 'dirty'
Input: lend^u

*NV

•GAP L
/OCP

R1 AL-R
1
D

a) "s* lend^u
b)

lend^ii

c)

lend^u

d)

lend^ii

*NC

»vN

*

AL-L
*•

•!

«•

•I
* !

*

Only candidate (a) satisfies all of the inviolate constraints, though it violates
AL-R in so doing. Nevertheless, we have not addressed the question of why
the input lend^u maps to the identical output lendhi. That is, given an input
[lend%], we might also consider an output candidate such as *lenu in which
AL-RIGHT is satisfied and only the lowly AL-L is violated under pressure to
satisfy *vN. In the context of correspondence theory, the answer to this
question would appear to lie in the domain of input-output faithfulness. Yet,
as I discuss in §4.2.2.6, this issue is less trivial than it might intuitively appear
to be.
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4.2.2.6 Inviolability^ correspondence and input
In principle, a way of understanding the status of inviolate coristraints
(INVTOL) in a correspondence-based Grammar (G) is to view them as ranked
above aU correspondence constraints (FAITH) in the grammar. In this
fashion, any input with an identical output that would violate a constraint
INVIOL would be forced to incur at least one FAITH violation in the
mapping to an acceptable surface form under G. At the same time, as I discuss
in Chapter 3, since we cannot assume that inputs are unique in an Optimality
Theoretic model, there will be multiple inputs that map to the same surface
form. To take the example of glottalization in CM, an input [kau?"] will map
to an output form [kau] under pressure from the inviolable CG/STR
coristraint. Nevertheless, modulo lexicon optimization, we can show that
there exists a more optimal input form [kau] that maps to the same output.
For surface forms containing prenasalized stops such as lendhi 'dirty'
or ndaa 'straight, direct' this suggests that some correspondence constraint (or
constraints) must outrank AL-R in order to prevent lendhi from mapping
more optimally to a hypothetically acceptable output form such as [lenu] or
[leSu]. This is illustrated in simplified fashion in (65).
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(65) FAITH » AL-R

Input: lend^u

a)

lend^u

b)

lenu

»NV
L^R
•GAP/
OCP

FAITH

AL-R

AL-L

*

Candidate (a) is optimal because respecting faithfulness is more valued than
rightward alignment. Intuitively, it seems clear that if this were not the case,
we would never expect to find surface forms such as ndaa 'straight, direct' at
all.
As in Chapter 3,1 assume that the constraint Ident[F] (McCarthy and
Prince 1995) governs input-output correspondence between features, as
mediated at the segmental level. In this case, the relevant constraint requires
input-output identity for the feature [nasal].

(66) Ident(nasal): Correspondents are identical in their specification for
[nasal].
Thus, ranking Ident(nas) above AL-RIGHT would appear to provide the final
piece of the puzzle in accounting for the distribution of nasality within CM
roots.

(67) Ident(nasal)» AL-RIGHT
Consider, for example, a possible input such as [ndaa]. If Ident outranks
AL-R, then faithfulness to input [nasal] will generate the expected surface
form. This is seen in the tableau in (67).^'
(67) Tableau for input [ndaa]
Input: ndaa
a)

ndaa

b)

ndaa

c)

naa

d)

taa

e)

taa

*NV

*GAP L ^ R
/OCP

*vN

*NC

Ident AL-R
(nas)

AL-L

•
*

*•

* • * !

* !

**\

Here, we see that the grammar correctly chooses candidate (b), ndaa, as the
optimal output candidate. The form in (a) is ruled out by its violation of
*GAP (or the OCP). Candidates (c-e) all incur at least one fatal Ident(nasal)
violation."*"

Given the high ranking of *NV in the hierarchy, I no longer assume the
ranking AL-R » *vN is motivated by forms such as num 'corn' (see figure
43). Rather, the nasalization of VI in such forms can be attributed both the
need to satisfy *GAP/OCP and *NV. AL-R can thus be freely demoted in the
hierarchy.
Note that I assume that the loss of [nasal] for a prenasalized stop will result
in a surface [t] in candidates (d-e). This is because the language contains no
plain voiced stops. There is a tacit assumption here that voiced stops must be
nasal, which could be encoded as a constraint on the representation of stop
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For inputs such as [ndaa], consider the tableau in (68).
(68) Tableau for input [ndaa]
Input: ndaa
a)

ndaa

b)

ndaa

c) ^

taa

»NV

•GAP L-^R
/OCP

*vN

*NC

Ident AL-R AL-L
(nas)

*!

4•

Here, note that the grammar does not choose (a) as the optimal output.
Rather, it will choose to violate either Ident(nas) for the vowel or for the
initial consonant in mapping the input to a possible surface form. I do not
assume that the grammar must unambiguously map all inputs to a distinct
output. As we saw in Chapter 3, distinctiveness does not reside in the
assumption of a unique UR but rather distinct sets of optimal inputs. A
consequence of this is that multiple inputs may converge on a single output
under a particular grammar. What is important for our purposes here is that
we see that the grammar does not generate impossible forms.
Note that it appears that Ident(nasal) must be outranked by *vN and
*NC in order to prevent faithfulness to possible input candidates such as
*lendhi or

Note, however, that given our hierarchy, we cannot prove

voicing. This issue is tangential to the point at hand, since both surface forms
are more optimally paired with respectively identical inputs than with [ndaa]
as in the tableau. Note also that under the assumption that [aa] is a single
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this ordering, as faithfulness to such forms would incur a violation of the
even more highly ranked L -> R.
A final problem is that our ranking of Ident(nas) over both AL-L and
AL-R incorrectly predicts that we should find surface forms such as
given the possibility of the identical input form Pd91]. This is shown in the
tableau in (69).

(69) Tableau for input [kidi]
Input: kidi

*NW

*GAP L-^R
/OCP

*vN

*NC

Ident AL-R AL-L
(nas)

a)

ki9i

*

b)

ki61

*

c) "s* ?? kiSl
d)

kI5i

*j

In this case, faithfulness to input [nasal] only triggers a violation of the lowly
raiiked AL-L. Though either (a) or (b) should be preferable surface forms for
this input, the rarJdng of Ident(nas) over both aligrunent coristraints selects
(c) as the optimal output form.
Again, we are left with the problem of the special nature of
prenasalized stops. If the ranking Ident » AL-R accounts for the ability of

vowel root, only one violation of Ident(nas) is assessed in candidate (a).
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prenasalized stops to circumvent alignment pressures, and AL-R outranks
AL-L, then we should rule in impossible forms such as *kiSl. Note, however,
that with the incorporation of an undominated L ^ R into our hierarchy, we
no longer require the original ranking AL-R » AL-L. That is, we need not
assxmie that Ident(nas) need dominate AL-L. Given the power of L -> R,
satisfaction of leftmost alignment mandates concomitant satisfaction of
rightmost alignment. If we assume the ranking AL-L » Ident(nas), then our
input *kiSi will not map to an identical (and illicit) output form.

(70) Revised tableau for input [kidl]: AL-L » Ident(nasal)
Input: ki6i

*NV
•^GAP
/OCP

L->R

»vN

*NC

AL-L

Ident
(nas)

a) BS*

ki9i

H-

b) I®"

ki61

H-

c)

ki9i

d)

ki5i

AL-R

»{
*

t

iiiiiiiii;;

Under this rai\king, the grammar now maps the input to either (a) or
(b), given that both forms incur a single violation of Ident(nas), but respect
the more highly ranked constraints in the hierarchy. Importantly, both forms
are possible surface forms under this grammar. Again, in each case, a more
optimal input can be shown to exist (modulo lexicon optimization), but what
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is crucial here is that the ranking AL-L » Ident(nas) provides a means of
eliminating possible surface forms such as "^kiQI, while at the same time
affording an identity-based accoimt of the distribution of [nasal] in couplets
containing prenasalized stops.
A final, partial ranking of constraints governing the distribution of
root nasality is provided in (71).

(71) "^NV, *GAP, OCP, L

R »*vN, *NC » AL-L » Ident(nas) » AL-R

In §4.2.2.7,1 address remaining questions and summarize the results.
4.2.2.7 Remaining issues and summary of root nasalization
In this section I explore an issue that remains from the discussion
above. This concerns the status of /5/. As in the case of glottalization, /9/
displays special properties in the way in which it patterns with respect to root
nasalization. One oddity concerning the distribution of contrastively
nasalized vowels is that in those couplets with a transparent medial
consonant, the consonant is always /9/. (As we will see below, this is not the
case for second person familiar nasalization.) Why, we are led to ask, is /9/
the only phonetically voiced consonant to appear between contrastively
nasalized vowels?
A large part of the answer resides in the phonology of nasal consonants
and prenasalized stops. These are by far the most common of the phonetically
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voiced consonants, and, as I have shown above, the constraint hierarchy
functioris in such a way as to render lexical nasalization impossible to discern
in both. In the case of CVNV forms, *vN enforces the orality of VI. In NVNV
forms, satisfaction of *NV itself guarantees perseverative nasalization of both
vowels. And in the case of prenasalized stops, the effect of the constraint
hierarchy is such that it will block the cooccurrence of nasalized vowels in
forms containing prenasalized stops.
In essence, this reduces the gap to the absence of /p/ between lexically
nasalized vowels (since there are almost no medial /l/'s and, as we recall
from Chapter 2, there are few /r/'s , and their status is marginal). Though /|3/
is not vanishingly rare, neither is it found in a large number of forms.
Furthermore, there appears to be no current day constraint on the appearance
of /p/ in morphemes with nasalization.

(72)

pi 91 'sweet'
Pi?itsi'cat'
'cold'
Pe6u 'scrubbing pad'
Pinl

'mean, petty'

Synchronically, I thus take this absence to be a lexical gap.
Nevertheless, an intriguing (though not immediately obvious) diachronic
explanation may lie in Marlett's (1992) claim that across all current day Mixtec
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languages, both nasalized vowels and fully nasal consonants arise from the
right-to-left, segment-to-segment spreading of a lexically contrastive [nasal]
autosegment. Marlett maintains that prenasalized stops are simply the
phonetic manifestation of non-nasal, sonorant stops. This is in-line with the
possibility that I raised above that prenasalized stops might be thought of as
the phonetic implementation of stop voicing. For Marlett, leftward spreading
of floating [nasal] targets all segments until it is arrested by a voiceless sound.
Thus, nasal stops are sonorant stops associated to [nasal]. Prenasalized
segments are sonorant stops that are not associated to [nasal], i.e. sonorant
stops in morphemes not lexically specified for floating [nasal].'"
A major problem with Marlett's analysis, however, is that his analysis
fails to make clear whether it provides a diachronic or synchronic account of
the facts."*^ If it purports to account for the synchronic distribution of nasality
in the Mixtec languages, it makes the wrong predictions for CM. In particular,
it affords no account whatsoever of the predictable orality of vowels in all
(C)VNV couplets such as kunu 'to run', i?^nl 'hot', or jSmi 'mean, petty'. On
the contrary, it predicts that the first vowel in all such forms should be
nasalized, as in the incorrect *fcunu 'to rim', since nasalization spreads
leftwards until arrested by a voiceless stop. Additionally, it provides no

This idea is similar to ideas advanced in Piggott (1992). Note that for CM,
the bilabial sonorant "stop" would not be /mb/ but the fricative /p/.
I thank Joseph Salmons for discussion of this point.
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account for the prohibition against morphemes containing two prenasalized
stops, e.g. *ndanda. Rather, these should be commorUy attested, given that
they are the hypothetical non-nasalized counterparts of NVNV couplets such
as Ma?^nu 'big'."'^
In another sense, there does seem to be insight in Marlett's analysis in
the fact that modern day CM /5/ is diachronically derived from the voiceless
proto-consonant * / s / (see discussion in Chapter 3). If we assume some
diachronic process along the lines Marlett suggests, and if the right-to-left
nasalization of sonorant consonants and vowels were to have run its course
prior to the */s/ to /6/ sound change for CM, then we might have an
explanation for the lack of other voiced, medial consonants in synchronic
forms. That is, we could argue that the presence of medial /6/ in couplets
with contrastively nasal vowels is the residue of its earlier status as the
voiceless, and thus opaque, */s/. Secondly, after its change to the voiced
segment /6/, we can assume that the constraints of the synchronic grammar
would force the leftward moraic alignment of [nasal], thus aligning [nasal]
with the leftmost vowel and flanking the now medial voiced fricative in the
root. This is not entirely implausible. However, so much of the synchronic

In making claims for all of the Mixtec languages, it is not clear how well any
partiailar variety of Mixtec is characterized when Marlett's account is
subjected to close scrutiny.
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data remains unexplained under Marlett's general analysis that such
scenarios are best viewed as highly speculative.
In summary, the analysis of root nasalization presented above is both
simple and complex. It is simple in that the attested patterns appear to follow
rather directly from two interacting sub-types of nasalization: 1) lexical vowel
nasalization, whose distribution corresponds to that of canonical vowel
harmony and in which opacity is derived by a phonetically grovmded (cf.
Archangeli and Pvilieyblank 1994a) constraint harming nasal vowel-oral
corisonant sequences; and 2) the imperative of perseverative nasalization
following nasal consonants. The system is complex in that I have argued that
the treatment of prenasalized stops and the concomitant need to rule out
unattested (or vanishingly rare) patterris of [nasal] distribution in couplets
motivates the use of a conditional cor\straint comprised of the simpler
alignment conditions, AL-L and AL-R. Though such a strategy is in keeping
with recent explorations of other Boolean combinatior\s of constraints (cf.
Smolensky 1995, Suzuki 1995, Kirchner 1995a), all such moves introduce
powerful mechanisms into what began as a simpler notion of absolute
domination and no trade-offs (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993) in determining
optimal outputs from constraint hierarchies.
A curious cor\sequence of incorporating conditional aligrunent
constraints into the analysis is that the effects of the simple alignment
constraints themselves are not reflected directly in output forms—except to
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the extent that the ranking AL-L » Ident(nas) prohibits faithfulness to an
input such as fci61. Consider, for example, the case of any form containing a
full nasal stop. Since *NV requires the nasalization of the following vowel,
this vowel must be nasalized regardless of alignment pressures. If the nasal
cor\sonant is medial, there are two possibilities: 1) there is an initial nasal
consonant, or 2) there is either no initial consonant or a non-full nasal stop in
initial position. In the latter case, despite pressure from AL-L, the higher
ranked *vN must be respected and the initial vowel will be oral. In the
former case, the initial vowel will be nasalized under pressure from the
inviolable *NV.
Finally, the treatment of the distribution of root nasality calls attention
to the way in which an Optimality Theoretic grammar forces us to explicitly
attempt not only to characterize what we find at the surface, but to eliminate
unattested patterns in terms of the constraints that generate the attested
surface forms in conjunction with correspondence-based faithfulness. For
CM, I have attempted to provide a rigorously explicit account of how this
might be achieved for the distribution of [nasal] in CM roots. In §4.2.3,1
complete the discussion of the phonology of nasalization with an analysis of
nasalization in the morphological context of the second person familiar.
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4.2.3 The second person familiar
In this section, I characterize the distribution of [nasal] in the second
person familiar (2-FAM). Generally speaking, the descriptive facts resemble
those of lexical nasalization in §4.2.2. The second person familiar is formed by
regressive vowel nasalization, and as with lexical nasalization, both vowels of
a couplet will surface as nasalized (a-b), provided that the couplet does not
contain a medial, voiceless consonant (c).

(73) a) ka?u

'to write' —>

ka?u

'you (fam) will write'

b) kupi

'to die'

kupi

'you (fam) will die'

c) ka?^ka

'to walk'

ka?^ka

'you will walk'

At first glance, the transparency of phonetically voiced consonants
appears to be directly accounted for via the satisfaction of the two alignment
constraints, while *NC characterizes the opacity of voiceless consonants. This
is illustrated in the simplified tableaux in (74) and (75), respectively.''''

** Note that (74c) and (75c) would also violate the even more highly ranked
conditional constraint L -> R.
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(74) Tableau for kupi+ [N]2-FAM
*NC

Input:

AL-R

AL-L

[kupil + 2-FAM
a)

kupi

b)

kupi

c)

ku^i

n
«•!

(75) Tableau for ku?**tsi 'to bathe' + [N]2-FAM
*NC

Input:

AL-R

AL-L

ku?"tsi + 2-FAM
a) "sr

ku?^tsi

b)

ku?^tsi

c)

kii?^tsi

*!
*

*!

The situation becomes slightly more complicated, however, when we
consider the behavior of medial nasal stops. Recall that these pattern with
other voiced consonants in that they are transparent to 2-FAM harmony.

(76) Transparency of medial nasal stops
a) kinl

'to listen'

-»

kmi

'you (fam) will listen'

b) ki?ini

'to tie down'

->

ki?^ni 'you (fam) will tie (it) down'

The core of the problem is the following. TTie behavior of medial nasals in
CV(?)NV couplets in the second person familiar appears to reveal an
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ordering paradox in the constraint hierarchy. In non-derived forms, vowels
are predictably oral before nasal consonants, a fact which can be accounted for
above under the constraint ordering *vN » AL-L. In the 2-FAM case,
however, vowels are predictably nasalized in this context, suggesting the
opposite ordering: A-LT » *vN.
I argue that the problem resides in the conflation of two distinct issues: 1)
the alignment within roots of lexical [nasal] and 2) the alignment of a
morphological category~the [nasal] morpheme that expresses the second
person familiar—with a word. A clear indication that the two issues are
distinct is that the domain over which 2-FAM nasalization obtains is larger
than the single root. In particular, the domain of nasalization, Uke that of
glottalization in Chapter 3, is constituted by the phonological word. Consider,
for example, the data in {77).*^

This provides further evidence that the scope of AL-R and AL-L is root
nasality, as argued in the discussion of *NV above.
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(77) Non-Nasal Forms

2-FAM Forms

a) tipi

'to blow'

tipl

b) tipi k^'ii

'to blow + slowly' ti^i k"Ti '

'you (fam) will blow slowly'

c) tipi Pa?a

'to blow + well'

tipi pa?a

'you (fam) will blow well'

d) ku?^t^u

'to plow, hoe'

ku?^t^u

'you (fam) will plow'

e) ku?^t^u k'^ii 'to plow + well'

'you (fam) will blow'

ku?^t^u k"^ 'you (fam) will plow slowly'

f) ku?^t^u pa?a 'to plow + slowly' ku?ut^u Pa?a 'you (fam) will plow well'

In traditional, autosegmental terms, the data in (a-f) reveal that the target
for association of the [nasal] morpheme that marks the second person
familiar is the rightmost mora of the phonological word. Leftward spread
then proceeds from vowel to vowel, provided that a voiceless consonant does
not intervene. This is clearly shown in examples such as (b) and (e), in which
the presence of the initial voiceless stop [k"^] in the adverbial couplet /\<C"ii/
prevents nasalization from reaching either verb. In (f), since the adverb
contains an initial voiced fricative, nasalization reaches the final vowel of
/kuTUt^u/ before its further propagation is blocked by a voiceless consonant.
Once we recognize this distinction, we can force the violation of *vN
under pressure to align the second person familiar morpheme with the
leftmost mora of the prosodic word, as in (78).
(78) Align [2-FAM] Left (2-LEFD
Align [2-FAM],Left; Leftmost-|i(P-WD),Left)
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The transparenq'^ of nasal stops to 2-FAM harmony follows directly from the
ordering 2-LEFT » *vN, as seen in the tableau in (79) for fcunu "you (fam)
will run'/®

(79) 2-LT »• vN
Input:
kunu + 2-FAM
a)

kunu

b)

kunu

AL-R

2-LEFT

*\N

*!

Returning to the treatment of the opacity of voiceless consonants, we
must now ask why 2-LEFr fails to align the [nasal] feature marking the second
person familiar with the leftmost mora of a root. To account for this, I first
assume a counterpart alignment constraint, 2-RIGHT, which aligns the
second familiar morpheme with the rightmost mora of a prosodic word.
(80) Align [2-FAM] Right: (2-BUGHT)
Align [2-FAM],Right; Rightmost-^(P-WD),Right)

Alternatively, we might explore the hypothesis that *vN obtains only of
root nasal specifications; either approach, however, must explicitly recognize
the distinction between a root [nasal] specification and [nasal] corresponding
to the 2-FAM morpheme. I return to this issue in more detail below regarding
the status of *NC.
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Secondly, I claim that jvist as *NC bans the presence of a [nasal] vowel before a
voiceless consonant, it outranks 2-LEFT, yielding the partial hierarchy in (81).
(81) 2-RIGHT, »NC » 2-LEFr
Under this analysis, the treatment of nasalization in the second person
familiar correlates closely with that of lexical vowel nasalization. Moraic
alignment constraints account for what in autosegmental terms would be the
spreading of [nasal] from vowel to vowel, while *NC derives the opaque
behavior of voiceless consonants in both contexts. The only difference lies in
making a familiar distinction between the alignment of a lexical [nasal]
specification within a morpheme and the alignment of a morphological
category, the 2-FAM morpheme, with the prosodic word. A revised tableau
for ku'i^Hsl 'you (fam) will bathe' is provided in (82).

(82) Tableau for ku?"tsi 'to bathe' + [N]2-fam
Input:

2-RIGHT

*NC

2-LEFT

ku?utsi +2-FAM
i)

ku?"tsl

3)

ku?^tsl

c)

ku?^tsi

*•

*\
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Under this ranking the output candidate (a) is optimal, given that
satisfying leftward alignment would violate the more highly ranked *NC.
Forms containing a lexically nasalized vowel that can also undergo 2-FAM
nasalization, such as 6M?"fcu 'tall' and its homophonous 2-FAM counterpart
6u?"/cu 'tall' 'you (fam) are tall', can be accounted for in the following
manner.
(83) Tableau for au?«ku 'tall' + [N]2-£am
Input:
5u?uku + 2-FAM 2-RIGHT
a) "S*

9u?^kii

b)

6u?uku

c)

6u?uku

*NC

2-LEFT
*

*!

Under pressure from *NC, both root eind 2-FAM [nasal] specifications are
restricted to the final vowel of the couplet. For simplicity, I exclude root nasal
aligrunent constraints from the tableau, but their inclusion would not affect
the optimal output. Candidate (a) is selected as the optimal output form,
under pressure to respect *NC.
The transparency of prenasalized stops can also be accounted for by
distingmshing between the aligriment of root [nasal] and that of the 2-FAM
morpheme. This is shown in the tableau in (84) for the input [lu?^ndi + 2-
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FAM] 'you (fam) are small'. Note that in interpreting the tableau, for
simplicity I assume that all nasalized output vowels result from the
association of the [nasal] morpheme that marks the 2-FAM. As per the earlier
discussion of prenasalized stops, if the root [nasal] specification were
associated to these vowels, either *GAP or the OCP would be fatally violated.
As a consequence, AL-L and AL-R, constraints governing the distribution of
root nasalization, are violated in all of the output forms.

(84) Prenasalized stop transparency
Input:

2-R

2-L

*vN

AL-L

AL-R

lu?undi + 2FAM
i)

iu?^ndi

3)

luT'^ndi

:)

lu?^ndi

*[

.

it-

*•1

..

*

4^

The optimal candidate in (b) satisfies both rightward and leftward alignment
of the 2-FAM morpheme. An issue that arises, however, is whether such an
output violates what I have claimed to be the inviolate constraints, *GAP and
the OCP, given that 2-FAM nasalization appears to skip over the oral release
of the medial prenasalized stop. I argue that it does not, imder the
assumption that the output representation of the optimal candidate (b) is that
shown in (85).
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(85) Transparency of prenasalized stops: luT^ndl 'you (fam) are small'

[nas]

1

2-fam

u
[nas] root
n
d

nasal closure
oral release

Such a representation neither violates *GAP nor the OCP for [nasal], if
we bear in mind the distinction between [nasal] specifications pertaining to
the root and the [nasal] feature that constitutes the second person familiar
morpheme. Following McCarthy (1979) and Cole (1987), I assume that the
token of [nasal] marking the second familiar here lies on a distinct plane from
the lexical specification of [nasal] that is docked to the closure node of the
stop.''^ In this sense, the familiar notion that OCP violatior\s are calculated
within rather than between morphemes is encoded in the analysis.

" By contrast to McCarthy (1979) and Cole (1987), however, I assume within
the context of an Optimality Theoretic grammar that there is no derivational
ordering between association and subsequent plane conflation. Rather, I
assume that (85) is the representation of the output candidate.
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At the same time, as I have shown in the discussion of lexical vowel
nasalization, since the only anchors for 2-FAM nasalization are moraic, I
follow Archangeli and Pulieyblaiik (1994a) in calculating locality entirely on
the moraic tier. Technically, this result follows from drawing a distinction
between types and tokeiis. I assume that both lexical nasality and 2-FAM
nasalization are expressed via the specification of a phonological [nasal]
feature. However, as the representation in (85) above shows, these can
cooccur in a 2-FAM word as two distinct tokens of [nasal], each on its own
plane. Given the definition of GAP, *GAP is not violated in such cases.
(86) GAP: For any multiply associated feature [F], the domain of association
of [F] is gapped iff the set of associations:
i) consists of prosodic anchors only AND
contains a prosodic anchor not associated to [F]
OR
ii) consists of root anchors only or both root and prosodic anchors AND
contains any anchor not associated to [F].
In short, in (85) the token of 2-FAM nasal is multiply linked, but since its
domain of association consists entirely of prosodic anchors, *GAP is respected.
A more interesting problem arises concerrung the interaction of *NC
and 2-FAM harmony in words that are larger than a single couplet. Consider,
for example, forms such as kunn

'yo'^ (fam) will run slowly'. In the

string [kunu + k"^], the ban against sequences consisting of a nasal vowel
followed by a voiceless consonant must either be violated or defined in such a
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way such that it is irrelevant to this configviration. One simple hypothesis
regarding this string is to assume that the inviolate *NV forces the violation
of a lower *NC.
However, this argximent itself is not sufficient. Note that surface
exceptions to *NC arise independently of NV contexts, as in /ku?^jT[ + k'^ii/
'bury + slowly + 2-FAM', which surfaces as kuP^Jl k"^ 'you (fam) will bury'
in the second person familiar. That the nasality of the adverb derives from
the second person familiar and not the final vowel of the verb root is
evidenced by constructions such as

k'^ii ta LilHa 'Lita wiU bury

slowly'. Descriptively speaking, the problem is that we find surface violations
of *NC within the domain of the phonological word, but at the same time,
the phenomenon of 2-FAM nasalization will not incur such violations. That
is, violations only surface when such sequences occur across morpheme
boimdaries, i.e. when [nasal] is present on the final vowel of a root, either
lexically or following a nasal consonant, but, to use the language of
autosegmental spreading, 2-FAM nasalization wiU still not spread over a
voiceless consonant in a string.
As a first approximation, we might take the following approach to this
problem. Building again on the distinction between constraints governing the
distribution of [nasal] within roots and those governing the alignment of one
morpheme (the 2-FAM) with a host phonological word, we can subdivide
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*NC into two constraints, one holding within roots and of root specifications
for [nasal] and a second holding of the [nasal] feature that constitutes the 2FAM morpheme.
(87) •NC-root (•NC-r):
For any root R contairung a root-[nasal] specification associated to a
vowel V, ban the sequence VC, where C is a [-voice] consonant in R.
(88) *NC-2-FAM (»NC-2):
For any phonological word PW containing a vowel V associated to 2FAM-[nasal], ban the sequence VC, where C is a [-voice] consonant in
PW.
If we assume that *NC-2 is inviolable, this guarantees the opacity of voiceless
stops to 2-FAM harmony, while allowing them to be preceded by a nasalized
vowel, as in the string kiinu kwTi 'you (fam) will rxm slowly".
Interestingly, this approach is in keeping with the spirit of McCarthy's
(1996) treatment of Rotuman and, in particular, with the notion that distinct
correspondence relations can be subject to distinct faithfulness constraints in a
grammar (see also McCarthy and Prince 1995, Benua 1995). This is not
immediately obvious given that *NC is not a faithfulness constraint, but
rather, a constraint on the shape of possible output structures in the language.
However, its bifurcation amounts to an explicit recognition that constraints
can hold of particular morphological relations between input and output.
What is undesirable about the above constraints is that it looks as though a
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single output constraint has been defined as two in order to avoid incurring
*NC violations between roots, just in case such violations would be triggered
by a root nasal specification.
An alternative is to explore the use of faithfulness in deriving the
difference. Here, I argue that a plausible solution lies in the recognition of
feature specific faithfulness constraints—the featviral equivalent of the MAX
and DEP constraints proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1995) for segmental
correspondence. In particular, I show that a highly ranked MAX(nasal)
provides a straightforward characterization of how *NC is both respected by 2FAM nasalization and violated in strings such as kiinn kzuTi 'you (fam) will
run slowly". Adopting the MAX and DEP constraints of McCarthy and Prince
(1995), suppose that correspondence relations can obtain between feahires
directly—as well as through the segmentally mediated Ident(F) family of
constraints^®. These are adapted here to refer to features as follows.

(89) Max[F]: Every feature [F] in S| has a correspondent in S2.
(90) Dep[F]: Every feature [F] in S2 has a correspondent in S|.

As McCarthy (1996) notes in pursuing this idea in Rotuman, it is reasonable
on independent grounds to assume that features are subject to identity
relations independent of their segments, since faithfulness to features is a
viable means of understanding stability effects under segmental deletion.
McCarthy also dtes Lombardi (1995) for arguments in favor of the necessity of
direct featiare correspondence. See also Orgun (1995) on featural faithfulness
in correspondence theory.
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Most interesting to the discussion here is that the introduction of
feature-specific faithfulness constraints affords a more finely grained
approach to calculating relative input-output faithfulness than that available
to a model in which featxire correspondence is mediated through segments.
Specifically, consider an input string (S|) comprised of a segment a associated
to nasal and another segment P that is not associated to [nasal]. Assuming a
monovalent [nasal] feature, if P is associated to [nasal] in the output string S2,
then the input-output mapping for p necessarily incurs a violation of
Ident(nasal). That is, the featural identity of P for [nasal] is distinct. However,
if a is still associated to [nasal] at output, the constraint Max(nasal) is
respected, given that the input [nasal] specification of a has a correspondent
in the output form.
For 2-FAM nasalization, I argue that a highly rariked Max(nasal) in the
mapping from strings of roots to 2-FAM forms provides a simple account for
why *NC can be violated. In simple terms, my claim is that *NC is violated if
and only if satisfaction of *NC would trigger a violation of MAX(nasal) in the
relation holding between roots and the 2-FAM. At the same time, since
MAX(nasal) enforces a one-way correspondence between input and output,
we can add [nasal] to input strings imder pressure to align the 2-FAM
morpheme. The association of the 2-FAM morpheme will violate

Ident(nasal), but under the assumption that Ident(nasal) is outranked by the
relevant aiigiunent constraints tor the second person familiar, this is
inconsequential. Following McCarthy (1996), I formalize the statement of
Max(nasal) in (91) to reflect its role in governing input-output relations
involving the marking of the morphological category of the second-person
familiar.

(91) Max-2F(nasal): Every feature [nasal] in S| has a correspondent in S2.

Taking strings of roots comprising phonological words as the relevant
input to 2-FAM tableaux, the effect of Max-2F is to guarantee that all input
[nasal] specifications will be respected at output. Here, we consider the most
interesting case—that of an input string consisting of a verb root, in which
contrastive vowel nasalization is both present and limited to the final vowel
of the verb. If this root is followed by a non-nasal adverb that begins with a
voiceless consonant, as in /ku?^jT[ + k'^ii + 2-FAM/ 'bury + slowly + 2-FAM',
we see that ordering MAX(nas) over *NC generates the correct surface form."*'

As I note above, this case is interesting in that the voiceless consonant will
arrest the leftward extension of 2-FAM nasalization, while at the same time
we cannot attribute the presence of the root [nasal] vowel to the inviolate
nature of *NV.
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(92) Max-2F(nas) » *NQ 2-R » 2-L
Input:
*SC
ku?«Ji + k^ii + 2-F MAX
(nas)
a) les- ku?uji k^
b)
c)

ku?uji k'^ii
ku?uji kin[

d)

ku?uji k^

e)

ku?uj-i k^ii

2-R

2-L

*!
**!
**!

In (92), I assume no ranking of *NC and 2-RIGHT, since all words are vowel
final and the two will thus not conflict. As the tableau shows, the optimal
candidate is (a), in which the input specification of [nasal] for the root ku7^^i
'to bury' is respected under pressure from MAX(nas). This triggers a violation
of *NC, but it is important to note that competing outputs are all less optimal.
For its part, although (b) also satisfies MAX(nas), it violates "^NC twice. The
same is true of (d)."" Both (c) and (e) are ruled out under the assumption that
MAX(r\as) is violated by the failure of correspondence for root nasal in the
former and of both root [nasal] and the token of [nasal] constituting the 2FAM morpheme in the latter.^^

Recalling the discussion of transparency in prenasalized stops above, I
assimie that the nasalization of VI in (b) results from the association of the 2FAM morpheme. Association of the lexical [nasal] would coristitute a fatal
violation of the ranking *NC » AL-LEFT for roots.
Note that there is an alternative view of the optimal candidate in (a), in
which the 2-FAM token of [nasal] is associated to both the final vowel of the
verb and to the final vowel of the adverb. Given the constraints, I assume
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Finally, it is important to make explicit a covert assumption in this
analysis. Spedfically, I have assumed that the [nasal] morpheme
corresponding to the 2-FAM must be associated. Arguably, however, it might
remain floating at output, satisfying MAX and trivially satisfying both
alignment constraints. This possibility is a consequence of the formal
properties of alignment in that alignment does not force association but
rather imposes associative preferences if a featvire happens to be associated in
a given string. In a functionalist sense, it is clear why [nasal] must associate; it
is the means by which the speaker expresses the intention to communicate in
the second person familiar. More formally, we might express this as a
constraint requiring that any token of 2-FAM-[nasal] must be associated at
output, e.g. FORCE(2-FAM). The effect of FORCE(2-FAM) would be to ban any
floating token of 2-FAM-[nasal]. Under this view, deletion from the
representation wovdd still violate the highly ranked MAX, while association
would only result in a lowly ranked *Ident[F] violation.
In sum, the incorporation of the constraints pertaining to 2-FAM
nasalization into the overall constraint hierarchy result in the ranking in (93):

(93): *NV, *GAP, OCP, L

R,» MAX-2F(nasaI) »*NC » AL-2R » AL.2L

» *vN » AL-L »Ident(nas) » AL-R

that such a form would be ruled out, as it would incur two violations of *NC,
one corresponding to the *NC triggered by lexical nasalization, and the other
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By transitivity, the transparency of nasal stops to 2-FAM nasalization and the
concomitant blocking effect of voiceless consonants motivates the ordering of
*NC » vN. Recall that vN must outrank AL-L to prevent leftward aligrunent
of [nasal] in CVNV roots. Finally, *NV, *GAP, OCP, L -> R, MAX-2F(nasal)
exhibit no clear evidence of ranking, either directly or by transitive relatioiis
between a partial ranking involving a subset of these constraints, though I
rank MAX-2F under the other four in order to prevent faithfulness to
unacceptable root input strings in the 2-FAM.
The treatment of 2-FAM nasalization is similar to that of lexical
nasalization in that its prosodic (i.e. vowel to vowel) quality can be directly
characterized in terms of morale alignment. At the same time, it is different
in that characterizing the distribution of 2-FAM nasalization requires a
distinction between root [nasal] aligrunent and the alignment of roots (or
strings of roots) and the 2-FAM morpheme. I capture this distinction in two
ways. First, I posit particular alignment coristraints to capture the larger
domain of aligrunent for the 2-FAM morpheme. These are placed in the
hierarchy such that by outranking *vN we can derive a distinction between
the prohibition agaii\st *vN sequences within roots and the predictable
appearance of such sequences in 2-FAM forms such as kunu 'you (fam) will

triggered by the association of 2-FAM [nasal] to the final vowel of the verb.
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nm'. At the same time, they are outranked by *NC, deriving the opacity of
voiceless consonants to both lexical and 2-FAM nasalization. Finally, I note
that strings such as

'you (fam) will bury slowly' are interesting in

that they motivate a view in which faithfulness to root [nasal], as expressed by
MAX(nas), affords an explanation for why surface exceptions to *NC surface
across morpheme bovmdciries within prosodic words."^
4.2.4 A final note on the status of /J/
In this section, I briefly return to the issue the synchronic status of /j"/
in CM. As I discuss at length in Chapter 3, synchronic CM /j"/ derives from
two historical sources (Josserand 1982): the proto-glide */y/ and the voiceless
fricative */x/. As I have noted, this historical merger underlies the apparently
anomalous behavior of some couplet-medial tokens of /J/, which fail to
condition the predictable glottalization of a preceding vowel under stress.
These same /J"/ segments are equally anomalous in that they fail to pattern
with voiceless stops in blocking the regressive [nasal] harmony that marks the
second-person familiar. Figtire (94) provides illustrative nasal flow data for
the form ku^u 'diligent' and its second familiar counterpart fcujii 'you (fam)
are diligent'.

Though I have focused on the issue of 2-FAM nasalization and "^NC, note
that MAX(nas) must hold in v + C sequences independently of 2-FAM
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(94) S2 flow data: kuju 'diligent' and kuju 'you are diligent'
a) non-nasalized

b) 2-FAM form
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^

u
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I
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I
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r*—I—I
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i
I

u
•

m l / s e c
«

I

r*—n—r

The flat line in (a) shows that the base form fcuju 'diligent' is non-nasal. By
contrast, its 2-FAM counterpart exhibits nasalization throughout almost all of
the first vowel of the couplet and, after a decline in nasal flow during the
fricative, also registers increasing nasal flow throughout the entire duration
of the second vowel. This is a clear case of transparent /J/—a phonetically
voiceless segment flanked by nasalized vowels.
By way of contrast, consider the two forms in (95) for the verb h'?'Jz 'to
come' and its 2-FAM variant kiV^ 'you (fam) will come'.

constructions, i.e. in syntactic sequences comprised of input strings of roots.
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(95) S2 flow data:

'to come' and ki?iji 'you (fam) will come'

a) non-nasalized

i?

b) 2-FAM form

k

i?'

J
250
ml/sec

T—I—I—r 1 —I—r—r
50 msec.

—1—\—I—I—\—I—\—^—I
50 msec.

Again, the form in (a) establishes the absence of nasality in the non-derived
root The form in (b) shows a marked rise in nasal flow coincident with the
offset of the fricative and sustained, rising flow throughout the duration of
the final vowel. Here, /j"/ patterns as we expect, blocking the leftward
propagation of 2-FAM nasalization (and conditioning the glottalization of the
preceding vowel). Though I return in detail to the implementation of [nasal]
in §4.3, this provides a clear case of the expected opacity of medial voiceless
consonants.
Returning to the question posed in Chapter 3 regarding the
phonological specification of voicing in exceptional /^/'s, does this mean that
we have evidence for a phonological 73/ phoneme that surfaces phonetically
as /J/? I do not think so. Rather, all that is necessary is that we recognize a
limited number of medial /j'/'s that are 1) historically derived from the ProtoMixtec */y/ and 2) lack a [-voice] specification in the synchronic grammar. In
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this way, their transparency to nasal harmony will not violate *NC and will
simultaneously prevent them from triggering predictable glottalization—as
per the analysis in Chapter 3. At the same time, we avoid having to provide
an explanation for why, if they are phonologically [+voice], they should be
systematically realized as phonetically voiceless.

4.3 Nasalization and the relationship between phonology and phonetics
In this section, I examine the interface between the phonology and
phonetics of nasalization. As in Chapter 3, I address two general issues. In
§4.3.11 focus on the interaction of phonetics and phonology as it is reflected in
the phonological cor\straints holding of CM nasalization. In §4.3.2 I provide a
closer look at the phonetic implementation of [nasal] across the various
nasalization phenomena in the language. Throughout this section, I consider
two related issues. First, I explore the distinction between the phonetics
versus the phonology of opacity and transparency. Secondly, I return to the
complex relationship between phonetic data and phonological representation
(cf. Pierrehumbert 1980, Keating 1988, 1990b, Shih 1988, Pierrehumbert and
Beckman 1988, Huffman 1989, 1993, Cohn 1990, 1993a, Laniran 1993). Building
on the analysis of glottalization in Chapter 3,1 argue again for the necessity of
assigriing phonetic targets for particular phonetic dimerisions throughout
only part of a segment. At the same time, I show that the nasal data once
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again call our attention to the necessity of interpreting phonetic data in the
context of knowledge of the phonological system as a whole.

4.3.1 •NV, »vN, and •NC
As I discuss in Chapter 3, grounded conditions (Archangeli and
PuUeyblank 1994a) constitute an important aspect of the relationship between
phonology and phonetics in that they encode a way in which phonetic
relationships (between articulatory and/or acoustic properties) shape
phonological systems. For CM glottalization, I argued that the constraint
CG/STR is particularly interesting in that it extends the notion of phonetic
grounding by relating two elements—creaky phonation and stress—that are not
intrinsically phonetically sympathetic, but rather, opportunistically
sympathetic within the context of the phonology of the language. For CM
nasalization, I invoke three constraints involving the sequencing of nasality
and orality within roots.
One of these, *NV is a straightforward encoding of the
phonologization of perseveratory nasalization from a nasal stop to a
following vowel. By contrast, *vN enforces the orality of a vowel preceding a
nasal consonant—a clear case of maximizing acoustic distinctness along a
particular phonetic dimension. I note above that both situations are attested
across languages. However, their role in CM nasalization merits a bit more
consideration. In particular, we are led to ask why speakers should rigorously
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maintain the orality of vowels in VN contexts, while at the same time they
clearly nasalize vowels in their entirety following full nasal stops. I suspect
that there are no simple answers to this question. However, I suggest that the
functional load that nasality plays in the language may come into play in the
following maimer. First, nasal stops are among the most common
consonants. If nasalization were to systematically spread to both of the vowels
flanking medial nasal stops, massive morphological neutralization would
occur. That is, we can view the prohibition agaiiist anticipatory nasalization
as a means of helping to maintain a distinction between 2-FAM forms and
non-2-FAM forms. At the same time, perseverative nasalization itself helps
to enforce the auditory distinctness of nasal stops and prenasals. Specifically,
perseverative veliun lowering can be viewed as a mecharusm for
maximizing the salience of the oral release of contrastive prenasals in
contrast with the nasal transient of full nasal stops. To the extent that these
explanations are on the right track, they again point to the necessity of
understanding phonetic constraints in the context of the particular language
in which they are phonologized. In this case, we might profitably view both
the lack of antidpatory nasalization and the presence of perseverative
nasalization as respective ways of protecting morphological distinctiveness
while maximizing segmental contrastiveness.
The relationship between nasality and voicing in the analysis of lexical
and 2-FAM nasalization is interesting in its extension of the use of grounded
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conditions. In this case, however, the principal interest does not reside in the
questionable phonetic motivation of the constraint, but in the fact that a
phonetically grounded constraint, *NC, obtains of a sequence of segments
rather than within a segment. That is, *NC derives the opacity of voiceless
consonants by prohibiting the presence of a [nasal] vowel immediately before
a voiceless segment. As I point out in §4.2.1.2, there are reasonable
aerodynamic and acoustic arguments to support the view that nasalized
vowels might be dispreferred before a voiceless consonant. Late velic closure
is antagonistic to the pressure build-up necessary for the production of the
obstruent, while nasalization itself is antagonistic to voicelessness.'^
It is also important to note, however, that *NC derives opacity in the
context of a system of constraints that generally militate for maximizing the
extension of [nasal] throughout a root (or prosodic word, in the case of 2-FAM
nasalization). I suggest that much of the motivation for the inviolability of
*NC to both root-internal nasalization as weU as 2-FAM nasalization resides
in the assumption that the domain of assimilation of a harmonic feature
optimally contains no articulatorily or acoxistically antagonistic feature, i.e.
the proposal that it is preferable to realize a feature in a gesturally uniform
fashion throughout the extent of its phonological association. This in turn is
predicated on the notion that a single autosegment that is multiply associated

But see §4.3.2.1 for evidence that voiceless fricatives can be produced with
velum lowering.
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has a different semantics than an SPE-style (Chomsky and Halle 1968)
approach in which assimilation is represented by copjdng the featiires from
one matrix into an adjacent matrix or matrices, a difference sketched in (96).
(96)

Autosegmental assimilation

Output of SPE treatment
-1

•2

ocF

ecF

[ocF]
This position is explicitly advanced, for example, by Hayes (1986: 467)
who points out that a fundamental distinction between an autosegmentcil
approach to assimilation and the traditional SPE view is that spreading rules
"...expand the temporal domain of autosegments by adding association lines"
(italics mine). It is also adopted by Keating (1990b), who notes that
autosegmental representations allow for at least some gestural overlap to be
represented phonologically. In this context, it is interesting to note that *NC,
in consort with constraints on alignment, has the effect of always prohibiting
a nasalized vowel-voiceless consonant sequence in which the cor\sonant is
flanked by the multiple association of a single token of [nasal].
At the same time, *NC is equally interesting for what it does not do.
That is, just as it derives opacity by banning voicelessness in the domain of
nasal harmony, there are legitimate phonetic reasons to think it might
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equally render voiced non-nasal consonants in CM opaque to the process.
This is the case in languages such as Sundanese (cf. Robins 1957, Cohn 1990),
where both voiced and voiceless consonants block the rightward propagation
of nasality. As Ohala and Ohala (1993) point out, not orily voiceless
consonants, but all buccal obstruents require a pressure build up in order to
generate either burst energy or, in the case of fricatives, tiirbulent flow. In fact,
Ohala (1975) argues that the aerodynamics of voiced fricatives make these
particularly bad candidates for tolerating nasalization, given that the necessity
of maintaining voicing already requires a lower supraglottal pressure than in
voiceless sounds, and that velic opening would have the effect of channeling
off enough air so as to render the presence of turbulent flow at the point of
constriction highly unlikely.
Thus, if we assume that a sustained velum lowering gesture is the
optimal phonetic interpretation of a multiply lirrked [nasal] autosegment,
then intervening fricatives such as /5/ and /p/ might equally well be expected
to systematically block harmony. That they do not is interesting in that it
provides a clear example of the way in which phonetically motivated
consfraints can but need not shape phonological systems (cf. Archangeli and
Pulleyblank 1994a). That is, while phonetics circumscribes a range of
constraints that might be invoked by natural language phonologies,
phonetically motivated consfraints are not merely a set of phonological
imperatives. At the same time, it challenges what is essentially the null
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hypothesis above-the supposition that multiple association correlates
phonetically with a lack of change along a particular articulatory or acoustic
dimension throughout some temporal domain. We turn to this issue in
§4.3.2, taking a closer look at the surprising facts of the phonetic
implementation of nasality in CM.

4.3.2 A starting point: implementing [nasal] in vowels
I begin with the implementation of lexical vowel nasalization in Cvv
couplets such as tsTl 'fingernail'. Consider, for example, the data in (97) for SI,
52, and S3. Here, we see that the phonological specification of vowel
nasalization is realized much as predicted by Cohn (1990, 1993a). For all three
speakers, flow initiates at the transition of the fricated release of the affricate
and is sustained in a steady fashion throughout the duration of the vowel.
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(97) Nasal flow data: tsii 'fingernail'
1

1

I

SI
1—I—I—I—r
50

t

s

250
ml/sec

1 —r

msec.
1

1

S2

100

msec.

t

s

1

1

S3

100

msec.

The implementation of vowel nasalization here can be accounted for
by positing a window for a low velum position throughout the duration of
the vowel, as in (98).
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(98) Constructing windows for [nasal] vowels

V
[nas]

phonological
representation

high-r
velum
height

assignment of
windows

low

Similarly, we can assume that a window for a raised velum is constructed for
the voiceless affricate, as in (99).
(99) Constructing windows for oral plosives

[-voi]
[-cont]
high-r
velum
height
low

phonological
representation

(•iKiiaitiitiiii

assignment of
windows
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This view of the assignment of phonetic targets essentially follows
Cohn (1990,1993a), though in a windows-based framework. I differ from
Cohn in that I do not assume that orality targets in non-continuants must
derive from a [-nasal] specification. Rather, I assume that the aerodynamic
requirements of these sounds, together with their voicelessness, contribute to
the assignment of a phonetic target for velum height. This difference aside,
these figures provide a starting point from which to view the data involving
opacity and transparency to nasalization in the language. I turn first in §4.3.2.2
to a discussion of the phonetic nature of opacity.

4.3.2.1 Nasalization and the blocking effect of voiceless consonants
In the discussion of the phonology of nasalization, I have argued that
voiceless consonants block the right to left pattern of vowel nasalization in
both lexical and 2-FAM cases. This section provides a more detailed
description of the nature of phonetic opacity, with a focus on the timing of
the onset of nasalization, as reflected by nasal flow data. As we will see, there
is some variability across the three speakers SI, S2, and S3, the nature of
which lies in the degree to which the or\set of nasal flow coincides with the
release of the medial stop. There is also a striking discovery in that opaque
fricatives and affricates exhibit anticipatory velum lowering, suggesting that
these are not always phonetically oral throughout the duration of closure (cf.
Ohala and Ohala 1993, Cohn 1993b).
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We begin with a consideration of the opacity of voiceless stops.
Consider, for example, the data in (100) for the couplet ku7^t'u 'to plow, hoe'
and its 2-FAM counterpart ku7^t^u "you (fam) will hoe', produced by S3:

(100) S3 flow data: ku?**t^u 'to plow, hoe' vs. ku?"t^ii 'you (fam) will hoe'
a) non-nasalized form

b) 2-FAM form
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1
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\
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1
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1
msec.

1
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1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

a
1

1

100

1

1
1
msec

onset of
vowel nasalization
The form in (a) provides a non-nasalized token of kul^t^u for purposes of
comparison. Note that there is only minimal baseline fluctuation, with a
general lack of activity on the nasal chaimel throughout the token and no
indication from the nasal flow channel of sustained velum lowering or of a
change in velum position. By contrast, (b) provides an example of the 2-FAM
counterpart

Here, we see the clear onset of nasal flow roughly 100

milliseconds following the release of the medial stop, with flow sustained in
a steady fashion throughout the duration of the vowel. This is representative
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of the implementation of nasal vowels in such forms for S3, as can be seen in
the complete set of tokens for the 2-FAM form kuW^ii in (101):
(101) S3 flow data: ku?*it^u 'you (fam) will hoe'

u? u

u?'

u

u? u
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Note that in all cases, the onset of vowel nasalization lags behind the
release of the stop. By contrast, 51 aligns the onset of nasalization at the stop
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release. This is seeri in (102). Again, the form in (a) provides a non-nasal form
as a basis for comparison. In (b), an arrow signals the presence of a sharp spike
in nasal flow that is coincident with the release of the stop.

(102) SI flow data: ku?^t^u 'to plow, hoe' vs.
a) non-nasalized form
U2 u

t'

'you (fam) will hoe'
b) 2-FAM form

u
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ur

u

I
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msec.

msec.

onset of flow
aligned with
stop release
This is typical of Si's production of nasalized vowels in this context.
Four of her five tokeris exhibit the spiking indicative of anticipatory velum
lowering prior to the onset of voicing in the following vowel; i.e. velum
lowering prior to the release of the medial stop. This is seen in (103).
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(103) SI flow data: kuT^t^u 'you (fam) will hoe'
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The forms iii (104) reveal a similar pattern for S2. In this case, all five
tokei\s are characterized by a spike in nasal flow that is coincident with the
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release of the medial stop. The following vowel exhibits steadily rising flow
throughout its entirety.

(104) S2 flow data: ku?"t^u 'you (fam) will hoe'
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The facts are much the same under lexical nasalization. That is, there is
no evidence from these data that speakers vary the timing of velum lowering
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as a function of whether nasalization plays a morphological or lexically
contrastive role. The data in (105) provide representative tokens of the form
t^u'i^txx 'firewood' with a final, contrastively nasal vowel for all three
speakers.
(105) S1-S3 flow data: t^u?^tu 'firewood'
u?u
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Here again, SI and S2 align the onset of velum lowering with the release of
the medial stop, while S3 lowers the velum after the onset of the vowel. In all
three cases, however, the first vowel of the form is predictably oral.
What is peirticularly striking is that both SI and S2 exhibit the same
general pattern of anticipatory velum lowering in the context of the affricate
/ts/ and the fricative /j"/, as well. Consider, for example, the data in (106) for
ku7^tsi 'you (fam) will bathe' and kiV^ 'you (fam) will come' for both

speakers.

(106) a) ku?^tsi
k

b) ki?*Ji
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Here, we again see that the onset of nasal flow begins prior to the onset of the
vowel. Velum lowering is thus concomitant with the fricated release of the
affricate in (a) and with at least part of the duration of closure for the fricative
/]•/ in(b).
For her part, S3 is less likely to exhibit such anticipatory velum
lowering. Rather, for this speaker, the onset of nasal flow is more closely
correlated with the onset of voicing in the vowel. Two examples of each of
kul^tsi and kiV^ for S3 are provided in (107).
(107)53: a)ku?uts-i
U? ^
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In these tokens, we see that in both kul^tsi and

the onset of nasal flow

either aligns closely with the transition from the consonant to the following
vowel or begins slightly after the release of the consonant.
In looking at the phonetic data, two questions arise. First, why should
the onset of nasalization be later for S3 than for SI and S2? Secondly, in the
cases of SI and S2, what is the significance of the presence of flow upon the
release of the medial stop? Specifically, is this a phonological or a phonetic
phenomenon?
I suggest that these two questions may, in fact, be related. Regarding the
former, it is interesting to note that V2 is unexpectedly long in all of the
tokens produced by S3 in (101) above, with durations of 250 milliseconds and
over. This is surprising, given that in normal speech, unstressed vowels (see
Chapter 3) are systematically shorter than their stressed counterparts. For
example, in the tokens produced by SI in (103) and S2 in (104) V2 ranges in
duration from 100 to no more than 150 milliseconds for both speakers, while
VI generally lasts for 200 or more milliseconds.
It is not altogether clear why S3 should lengthen the final vowel in this
fashion, though I suspect that the effect may be due to the experimental
setting. One suggestion is that, despite the presence of the carrier phrase, the
target item undergoes something like phrase final lengthening for S3, while
SI and S2 produce the target form in a more natural fashion. Note, for
example, that in the more natural sentences in §3.6.1.1 above, S3 does exhibit
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the length distinction under stress that corresponds to the expected pattern of
the language. This again suggests that her lengthening of V2 here is a result of
the experimental setting and is perhaps attributable to overly careful
articulation.
A consequence of lengthening, however, is that a later onset of velum
lowering still allows for a relatively long period in which nasal flow is
present on the vowel for S3. This is illustrated schematically in (108).

(108)
u

high
velum
height
low

1 —I—n

100 msec.
I—I

Note that even with a 75 millisecond lag between the onset of nasalization
eind the onset of the vowel (i.e. the release of the preceding stop), there
remain more than 200 milliseconds in which nasalization is present on the
vowel. By contrast, the cost of a 75 millisecond lag is more serious to SI and
S2, as illustrated schematically in (109).
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U

high '
velum
height
low

100 msec.
1 r

Here, a 75 millisecond lag in velum lowering wUl result in a vowel that is
nasalized throughout less than half of its duration. To complicate matters,
since the vowel in this position is unstressed, it is generally lower in
amplitude and is even sometimes partially devoiced. It is thus reasonable to
suspect that speakers will risk clearly implementing the nasal quality of the
vowel if they are late in lowering the velum.
This bring us to the second issue, i.e. the question of whether the
presence of nasal flow on the release of opaque consonants for SI and S2 is a
phonological or a phonetic phenomenon. My claim is that the data are best
treated as a consequence of phonetic implementation, and, in particular, as an
effect of the transition between the target for velum height of the oral
obstruent and that of the following nasalized vowel. We begin with a
discussion of the phonetic implementation of [nasal] in the context of a
voiceless stop.
As in Chapter 3,1 follow Keating (1990b) in assuming that
phonologically specified features are interpreted phonetically via the
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construction of windows along particular articulatory and/or acoustic
dimensioris. In this case, the [nasal] specification of the final vowel results in
the coristruction of a narrow window specifying a relatively low velum
position, thus implementing nasality throughout the vowel. I assume that
the aerodynamic requirements of the preceding voiceless non-continuant
cor\sonant are such that it is characterized by a narrow window for a high
velum position, enforcing orality throughout its dosiire phase. By contrast, I
assume a relatively wide window for velum height for the release of the
plosive, as sketched in (110).
(110)

C
I

V
I

[-voi]
[-cont]

[nas]

phonological
representation

high-r
nil

velum
height

assignment of
windows

low
closure

release

This requires a change from an oral articulatory configuration through a
relatively phonetically imspecified release to a following nasal vowel.
Following Cohn (1990), I again adopt priority statements to account for the
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transition. In partioilar, I assume that the left edge of the [nasal] vowel takes
priority for SI and 52 over the right edge of the non-continuant consonant, as
in (111).

(Ill) Priority for velum height: left edge [nasal] V > right edge [-voice]

V
1

[-vol]
[-cont]

[nasi

phonological
representation

high -r
velum
height

\

assignment of
windows

low
closure

release

Under this approach, velum lowering precedes the onset of the vowel, i.e., it
is temporally aligned with the release of the stop. That we find spiking is not
surprising, under the assumption that the glottis is wide open upon the
release of the stop. As the velum is lowered, air will rush through the nasal
cavity. The wide window for velum height also allows for a degree of
variation in the possible interpolative paths during the release; i.e. for slightly
earlier and later velum lowering respective to the onset of the vowel.
Alternatively, the data appear to indicate that for S3, in the experimental
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context, at least, the priority statement is reversed—perhaps due to the longer
duration of the final vowel, as 1 have noted above.^"'
The presence of nasal flow on the fricatives and on the release of
affricates poses distinct problems. As I note above, the data are striking in that,
cross-linguistically, nasalized fricatives are rarely (if ever) constrastive (cf.
Ohala 1975, Cohn 1993b, Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996). Ohala (1975) argues
that velvim lowering is antithetical to the generation of turbulent airflow
necessary for fricative production. However, these sounds are fricatives, as
seen in (112).

We might also take the data from S3 to indicate that this speaker's phonetic
implementation involves the construction of a narrow window for a raised
velum in the release phase of the stop, thus forcing a later onset of
nasalization.
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(112) SI: audio and nasal flow data for ki7^Ji 'you (fam) will come'

audio

nasal flow

onset of
nasal flow
in fricative
Here, the waveform displays the reindom noise charcteristic of voiceless
fricatives, while we see a rapid rise in nasal flow soon after the onset of
frication. Additionally, the onset of voicing for the vowel is also visible on
the nasal flow channel. Note, by contrast, the absence of comparable voicing
energy on the nasal flow charmel throughout the duration of the fricative.
Of course, such fricatives are not contrastive in CM. Nevertheless, the
nasal flow data provide evidence of velum lowering that is coincident with
closure in fricatives and with the fricated release of affricates. The data are
thus significant in that they would appear to falsify both Ohala and Ohala's
(1993) claim that all buccal obsfruents must be realized with velic closure, and
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Cohn's (1993b) claim that all phonetically nasalized continuants must, in
reality, be approximants.
As to why speakers such as SI and S2 should antidpatorily lower the
velum in these contexts, I have no simple account, other than to suggest that
anticipatory lowering here constitutes a means of guaranteeing that the
following vowel will be realized as fully nasalized. This approach seems
reasonable when we consider forms containing an initial voiceless consonant
and a medial consonant which is transparent to regressive nasalization. In
such cases, there seems to be less pressure to lower the velum prior to the
release of the initial consonant, as seen in the four tokens of kxxnn 'you (fam)
will run' for SI below."^

Note that Si's fifth token of this form appears to be a speech error. That is,
the form exhibits a pattern of nasal implementation that corresponds to the
non-2-FAM form kunu 'to rtm'. This form can be foimd in the Appendix.
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(113) SI flow data: kunu 'you (fam) will run'
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Again, this may be attributable to the inherently longer duration of the
stressed vowel and thus to the ability to delay the onset of velum lowering
without adverse perceptual consequences.'®

An interesting perceptual follow up study would involve delaying the
or\set of nasal acoustic cues to gauge the point at which speakers cease to
perceive CM vowels as nasal. At the same time it is intriguing to note Ohala
and Ohala's (1993) discvission of the fact that high airflow segments such as
aspirated stops and voiceless fricatives—sounds realized with a greater than
normal glottal opening—give rise both synchrorucally and historically to
spontaneous nasalization. This is attributed to the spreading or overlap of the
wider glottal position of the consonant and the beginning of the following
vowel, which nevertheless remains completely voiced. This overlap creates
acoustic effects which mimic those of nasalization, thus triggering the percept
of a nasal vowel that is physiologically realized with a raised velum. That is,
although velum lowering is articulatorily antagonistic to the production of
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As in the case of voiceless medial stops, I take the presence of
anticipatory velum lowering on preceding affricates and fricatives to be the
result of phonetic coarticulation. That the phenomenon is phonetic is first
supported the fact that not all speakers do it, while all speakers are, by
contrast, careful to realize the final vowel as fully nasal. Additionally, the
timing of anticipatory lowering appears to be quite variable. Consider, for
example, the five tokens of

'you (fam) will come' produced by SI in

(114). Here, we see that SI times velum lowering irregularly. In some cases,
nasal flow is present soon after the onset of closure, while in others the onset
of nasal flow is more closely aligned with the release of the fricative.

fricatives, the glottal configuration of fricatives can generate the percept of
nasalization in a following vowel. Perhaps the anticipation of velum
lowering here further enhances the nasal quality of the following vowel.
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(114) SI flow data: ki?iji 'you (fam) will come'
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The stack bar graphs in (115) give a clear sense of the variability in
alignment of the onset of nasal flow with respect to the medial / j"/ in
for all three speakers. Each shaded column reflects the diiration of a token of
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the fricative. The darker shading represents the portion of the fricative that is
realized after the onset of nasal flow.

(115) Stack bar graphs showing portion of /J/ realized with nasal flow
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Note that SI and S2 both exhibit anticipatory flow in all tokens, though the
timing of the onset of flow is quite variable. S3's production of

also

shows anticipatory flow prior to the onset of voicing for the following vowel
in four of the five tokens. However, in her case, velum lowering is more
closely correlated with the release of the medial fricative.
This type of variability within and across speakers is not surprising if
we bear in mind that the morphological information—here the phonetic
implementation of the second person familiar—is crucially conveyed by
vowel nasalization. That is, speakers are careful to realize the final vowel as
nasalized, but they are less precise with respect to the onset of velum
lowering, just so long as it precedes the onset of the vowel, and, in the case of
voiceless affricates and stops, follows orality during stop closure"^.
Returning to the notion of windows, the empirical facts suggest that
voiceless fricatives and the releases of voiceless affricates for CM speakers
such as SI and S2 are assigned a fairly wide window for velum height, i.e. that
they tolerate a certain degree of velum lowering. This is sketched in (116):

Of course, the earlier that they lower the velum during the preceding
fricative closure, the less phonetically felicitous the fricative. But, in these
cases, speakers appear to be willing make this sacrifice.
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(116)
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Assuming again that the left edge of a nasal vowel takes precedence over the
right edge of a voiceless consonant (at least in couplet medial position), I
assume the following picture of interpolation in (117), where some degree of
velum lowering is initiated prior to the onset of the phonologically [nasal]
vowel.
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Under this approach, we expect to find anticipatory flow prior to the onset of
the vowel. Additionally, the relatively wide window for nasalization
throughout the release of the affricate and throughout the duration of the
fricative allows for a number of interpolative paths in the transition from
orality to the nasality of the final vowel, i.e. for the variability in timing
reflected in the bar graphs above^®. By contrast, I assume that S3 assigns a
narrow window specifying a high velum target in such contexts, limiting
coartiailatory effects to the transitions between the segments.
Finally, the data are interesting in the light of similar data found by
Cohn (1990) for English. Cohn notes that some English speakers optionally
lower their velum upon the release of voiceless stops in English for words

Note that this model allows for a number of possible interpolative paths
through a window. However, the development of an explicit model of
interpolation is still an outstanding issue for the theory, (cf. Pierrehumbert
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such as [p**!!!] 'pin' and during the glottal fricative in forms such as Pienri]
'Henry'. Cohn notes that in such cases, the vowel is completely nasalized, a
result which appears to contradict her claim that vowels in English are only
partially nasalized in the context of a nasal consonant; i.e. that they receive
their nasal quality via phonetic interpolation and not by phonological
specification. In addressing this problem, Cohn attributes the phenomenon to
an optional phonological rule spreading [nasal] from a nasal stop to the
[+spread glottis] release of a preceding stop or to the root node of the [+spread
glottis] fricative [h], as sketched in (118):

(118) Sketch of Cohn's optional [nasal] spread rule
Aq

a max ^

[+spr gl] [nas]

By spreading [nasal] across the vowel, Cohn argues that the appearance of full
nasalization on the vowel derives from the interpolation of nasality from
between the following [+nasal] consonant and the preceding, phonologically
specified [+nasal] stop release or [h].'^

1980, Keating 1990b, Huffman 1989, Cohn 1990).
Cohn's English data do not include words such as seen.lt would be
interesting to see if her speakers exhibit anticipatory velum lowering prior to
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Cohn's argianent is fundamentally driven by the desire to maintain
two claims: 1) that vowels in VN contexts in English are not phonologically
specified for [nasal] and 2) that phonetic nasal coarticulation in English is
limited to a span of one segment. For our purposes here, however, it calls
attention again to the difficulty of using phonetic data as a means of intuiting
phonological specification. Cohn's claim is predicated on a particular view of
the relatively inert role played by vowel nasalization in the phonological
system of English. By contrast, in CM, the final vowel of couplets such as
ku7^t^ii 'you (fam) will hoe' must be specified for [nasal], since nasality here
marks a morphological contrast. Once we know that [nasal] is phonologically
present on the vowel, anticipatory lowering of the velum upon the release of
the preceding, adjacent voiceless stops, affricates and fricatives can be viewed
as a coartictilatory phenomenon and not necessarily as the result of a
phonological specification. In short, the way in which we view the
significance of phonetic data is tightly intertwined with the phonology of the
system at hand.
Bearing in mind this view of the phonetics of vowel nasalization in
the context of opaque consonants, we now turn in §4.3.2.2 to the phonetics of
transparency.

the release of the fricative in such cases.
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4.3.2.2 Nasalization and Transparency
In this section, I address the implementation of nasality in what I have
termed trai\sparent contexts, i.e. contexts in which vowel nasalization
propagates over intervening full nasal stops, voiced fricatives, and
prenasalized stops. I begin in §4.3.2.2.1 with a discussion of the transparency of
full nasal stops to vowel nasalization in the second person familiar. In
§4.3.2.2.2 I discuss the implementation of nasalization in the context of the
two voiced fricatives, [6] and [p]. And in §4.3.2.2.3,1 address the irregular
behavior of both prenasalized stops and the special, transparent /J"/ under 2FAM harmony.

4.3.2.2.1 Vowel nasalization and intervening full nasal stops
As we have seen above, in CVNV couplets that are not conjugated in
the second person familiar, the vowel preceding the medial nasal stop is
predictably oral throughout most or all of its duration. By contrast, full nasal
stops are predictably transparent to 2-FAM harmony. That is, imder 2-FAM
nasalization, the first vowel of the couplet surfaces as predictably nasalized.
Representative pairs of non-derived and 2-FAM forms kunvi 'to run' and
fcunu 'yovi (fam) will run' are provided in (119) for all three speakers.

(119) Contrast between non-nasalized and 2-FAM CVNV couplets
a) non-derived form

b) 2-FAM form
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One question that arises from these data regards the means by which
we are to account for the orality of the initial vowels in the underived
context. That is, what is the phonological information that is interpreted by
the phonetics as an assignment of a target for orality? Throughout the
discussion in this chapter, I have assumed a monovalent [nasal] feature. I do
not assume that orality targets for vowels must result from a [-nasal]
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specification. Rather, I take the position that the contrastive force of [nasal] in
a phonological system; i.e. the role that [nasal] plays for vowels is sufficient to
serve as a means for target assignment. For CM, a language in which vowel
nasalization marks lexical contrasts, I assume that the lack of a [nasal]
specification is implemented phonetically in terms of a high velum target.
For a language such as English, in which nasality is not contrastive for
vowels, the lack of a [nasal] specification can be implemented phonetically as
a wide (i.e. relatively unspecified) window for [riasal]. In the case of nasal stop
transparency, I assume that in non-2-FAM forms such as kunu 'to run", the
initial vowel lacks a [nasal] specification at the output of the phonology,
which is interpreted phonetically as a target for orality. Under 2-FAM
nasalization, the presence of a [nasal] specification on the initial vowel is
interpreted phonetically via the construction of a narrow window for a low
velum position.

4.3.2.2.2 Vowel nasalization and the fricatives 75/ and /p/
Here again, the non-nasalized forms provide a basis for contrast when
considering the implementation of [nasal] in the second person familiar.
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(120) Contrast between non-nasalized and 2-FAM Cvpv couplets
a) non-nasal form

b) 2-FAM form
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(121) Contrast between non-nasalized and 2-FAM CVdV couplets
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The natiire of transparency is interesting in that medial fricatives exhibit a
target for orality. That is, the nasal flow data indicate that vowel-to-vowel
nasal harmony is not implemented via a single, sustained velum lowering
gesture, but rather involves a change in velum height throughout the
production of the fricative, as shown in (122).
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(122) S3 nasal flow data: ku^l 'you (fam) will die'
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Here we see the onset of steady and (subsequently sustained) naseil flow early
in the initial vowel of the couplet. Note that there is a rise in flow in the
transition from VI to the medial consonant [p]. I assume that this is a result
of the formation of oral stricture and thus of an increased channeling of flow
through the nasal cavity. That is, it does not necessarily indicate additional
velum lowering. However, what is important is that flow decreases steadily
during the fricative, indicating that the speaker is raising the velum
throughout the duration of closure. At the onset of the final vowel, flow
again increases, and the vowel is nasalized in its entirety.
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The data are interesting in that voiced fricatives that are flarUced by
nasalized vowels provide a fruitful testing ground for exploring the predicted
nature of interpolation between two [nasal] targets. Following Keating (1990b)
and Cohn (1990, 1993a), the general prediction is that interpolation through
an unspecified domain (i.e. a domain with a wide window for a given
articulatory or acoustic dimension) will proceed in a fairly linear fashion
between the two [nasal] vowels, as sketched in (123):
(123) Expected interpolation through an unspecified domain
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The CM nasal flow data indicate that the situation is more complicated,
however, resulting in a picture corresponding more closely to (124).
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(124) Pattern of attested interpolation through voiced fricatives
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That is, on the one hand, voiced fricatives appear to tolerate
nasalization when flanked by nasal vowels, thus motivating a relatively wide
window for velum height for these sounds. At the same time, they have a
target for orality upon release, suggesting a narrow window for a relatively
high velum position.
This pattern is surprising because it resembles the type of interpolation
found by Cohn (1990), for example, for laterals that are opaque to progressive
nasalization in Sundanese. Cohn argues that in forms such as guliat 'stretch
(active)' a phonological constraint barming the cooccurrence of [nasal] and
[+continuant] blocks the phonological association of [+nasal] to the lateral
and, because of a ban on skipping targets, the rightward propagation of
[+nasal] is thus halted. The phonetics of opaque [1] exhibit a pattern of nasal
flow similar to that in (124), in that the [1] is partially nasalized via
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interpolation from the preceding vowel, while the velum raises gradually
throughout the duration of the consonant, as sketched in (125).

(125) Opaque Sundanese /I/ (after Cohn 1990)
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In such cases, Cohn's nasal flow data appear to follow straightforwardly from
the assignment of a relatively wide window for velum height for the lateral
and the assumption of a gradual interpolation away from the low velum
target of the preceding vowel.
Interestingly, the phonology of Sundanese is such that not all [l]'s are
opaque to nasalization; infixed [1] surfaces in contexts in which it appears to be
transparent to nasalization, as in [ji-al-aur] 'say (infixed form)'.®° What is
important to the discussion here is that such forms provide a contrast in

The reader is referred to Cohn (1990) for the particulars of the phonological
account of the facts.
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Sundanese for [1] in two contexts. In the case of guliat 'stretch (active)' above,
[1] is preceded by a nasalized vowel but followed by an oral vowel. In the case
of [ji-al-aur] 'say, infixed form', it is flanked by phonologically [nasal] vowels.
In this latter case, [1] exhibits more of a straight line interpolation between
nasal targets, as sketched in (126):
(126) Phonetically transparent Sundanese DJ (after Cohn 1990)
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Again, Cohn's data are compatible with the general prediction of the model.
Interpolation in the case of opaque [1] results in a gradual raising of the velum
throughout the duration of the lateral. By contrast, nasal flow throughout the
duration of "transparent" [1] results in a more plateau-Uke pattern, which is
itself expected as a function of interpolation from the phonologically specified
targets for nasality on both sides of the consonant.
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Importantly, the CM voiced fricative data are distinct in that they
indicate that the width of the window for velum height appears to vary as a
function of time within the voiced fricative. Where we might expect little
change in velum height in a transparent fricative flanked by [nasal] vowel
targets, we instead find a regular pattern of decreased flow throughout the
fricative. As I have argued above in Chapter 3, this again suggests that
window construction is a non-trivial affair. In this case, either we cannot
assume that the temporal span of a window along a given phonetic
dimension must correspond to the duration of the entire segment, or, we
caimot assume that window width remains invariant throughout a segment.
These findings support Huffman's (1989, 1993) claim that phonetic targets—in
this case, relative nasality or orality—can be implemented with different
durations. For CM voiced fricatives, I follow the spirit of Huffman (1989,1993)
in proposing that a relatively narrow window for a raised velum is located at
the right edge of voiced fricatives, as in (127):
(127) Window construction for velum height in voiced fricatives
5/§
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height
low
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Under this approach, the observed pattern of flow is accounted for via
interpolation from the low velvim target of the preceding vowel to the target
for orality at the right edge of the fricative. This is followed by a rapid
lowering of the velum to achieve the [nasal] target of the following vowel, as
seen in (128).
(128) Interpolation of nasality through voiced fricatives
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Finally, the behavior of voiced fricatives provides an interesting
contrast to the phonetic behavior of the opaque fricative /J/. As we have
seen, /J/ is remarkable not for its phonological opacity to nasal harmony, but
rather, for its phonetic tolerance of velic aperture in the context of a following
nasal vowel. I took such data to indicate that the phonetic implementation of
/j"/ involves the construction of a relatively wide (i.e. unspecified) window
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for velum height throughout the duration of the fricative, thus allowing for a
degree of anticipatory interpolation from the nasality of a following vowel.
This is sketched for convenience in (129):

(129) Window construction for velum height in /J/
phonological
voiceless fricative
representation
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[-voi]
high -r

velum
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low

Alternatively, we might view the behavior of /J/ as best characterized via the
collocation of a narrow window for a raised velum at the onset of the
fricative, as in (130):
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(130) Window for velum position at left edge of voiceless fricative
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In short, the difference between the temporal location of targets for
velum height in voiced versus voiceless fricatives can arguably be viewed as
one in which the window is located at the offset of the former and the onset
of the latter. Under this view, we can understand the opacity of voiceless
consonants to both 2-FAM and contrastive nasalization as the phonological
encoding of an avoidance of phonetic contexts that would require rapid
velum raising®^—i.e. an avoidance of rapid velum displacement between fully
nasal and immediately following fully oral phonetic targets.®^ By the same
token, we can understand the transparency of voiced consonants in terms of
their ability to tolerate interpolative nasalization from a preceding [nasal]
vowel, while gradually reaching a fairly high velum target at their offset.

I thaiJc Patricia Keating (p.c.) for bringing this possibility to my attention.
" For their part, I assume that voiceless stops have a raised velum target from
the onset of closure that extends throughout the closure phase of the stop.
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4.3.2.2.3 The behavior of prenasalized stops and transparent /J*/
As was the case for both the voiceless and voiced consonants discxissed
above, prenasalized stops and transparent /J"/ yield surprising data in the
context of vowel nasalization. The general phonological treatment of these
sounds is straightforward; they pattern with the voiced fricatives and full
nasal stops in not blocking the right-to-left spread of nasality. However, the
facts of implementation are a bit more complicated. This sections reviews the
different ways in which speakers exhibit variation in forms in which these
segments are medial. First, I describe the data that correspond to the
expectations emerging from the phonological analysis, providing an account
for the phonetic implementation of nasality in these cases. I then discuss the
nature of the variation foimd in the data and propose possible accounts for
variation from the expected norm.
We begin with a discussion of the behavior of medial prenasalized
stops under 2-FAM nasalization. To establish a clear view of the expected
behavior of prenasalized stops in this context, consider the data in (131) for
the pair of couplets lend^u 'dirty' and lend^u 'you (fam) are dirty' produced by
S3.
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(131) S3 nasal flow

data: lend^u versus lend^u
b) 2-FAM form
a) non-2-FAM form
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The form m (a) shows the implemerxtation of a prenasalized stop flaxseed by
oral vowels, i.e. iii the non-2-FAM context. Here, [nasal] is implemented on
the closure phase of the stop and limited to a brief period of transition
between the onset of stop closure and the preceding vowel. This is consistent
with an analysis in which both vowels are oral at the output of the
phonological component of the grammar. By contrast, in the 2-FAM form in
(b), the first vowel of the couplet exhibits roughly 250 milliseconds of
sustained nasal flow prior to the onset of the stop. And, following the oral
release of the stop, the final vowel is nasalized. In this case, the flow data are
corisistent with a phonological analysis in which both vowels of the couplet
are specified for [nasal] at the output of the phonology, but in which the
release of the medial stop is oral, as sketched in (132).
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(132) Implementation: prenasalized stops in the context of 2-FAM hannony
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SI, however, differs systematically from the other two speakers in that
her data exhibit nasal flow throughout only the first vowel of the couplet in
the second person familiar. All five tokens are presented in (133).
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(133) SI nasal flow data: /lend^u + 2-FAM/
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Note that, with the exception of (a), in which there appears to be flow present
on part of the initial [1], despite a fairly late onset of nasalization, there is,
nevertheless a fairly long period for the implementation of nasality. In fact,
only (b) appears to exhibit less than 150 milliseconds of nasalization. By
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contrast, V2 does not exhibit a rise in nasal flow subsequent to the release of
the stop. That is, the final vowel is phonetically oral.
As for S2, four of the five tokens exhibit the expected flow pattern, but
one token, (c), also appears to be realized without resumed nasal flow on the
final vowel:

(134) SI nasal flow data: Aend^u + 2-FAM/
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What does this suggest about the status of prenasalized stops under 2FAM harmony? On the basis of only the data at hand, it is impossible to
provide a defirutive analysis. However, I hypothesize that Si's data in
particular reveal a tension between the phonological grammar and
performance. A closer examination of the nasal flow from SI above
reconfirms the generalization that unstressed vowels in CM are normally
short. Here, V2 ranges from roughly 50 to 75 milliseconds in duration. At the
same time, the absence of energy visible on the nasal flow trace indicates that
the speaker is most likely devoidng as early as the nasal closvire of the onset
of the prenasalized stop in the final, unstressed syllable.®^ This becomes clear
when we consider the nasal flow in conjunction with the audio signal, as
shown in (135).

" See, for example, Ladefoged and Madiesson (1996:111) for similar looking
data on voiceless nasal stops in Burmese.
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(135) SI: audio signal and nasal flow for /lend^u + 2-FAM/
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Here, the onset of nasal flow is evident both in the sudden rise of flow at
roughly 220 milliseconds and in the concomitant loss of amplitude in the
acoustic waveform. Note that the prenasalized stop exhibits little if any
acoustic energy, and the final vowel is weakly voiced at best.
The explanation for Si's failure to resimie nasalization in V2 in these
forms may be functional. That is, with little or no energy on the final vowel
and a devoiced prenasalized stop preceding it, the acoustic consequences of
lowering the velum during the articulation of the final vowel would be
negligible: vowel nasalization is not simply a matter of lowering the velum,
but rather, a matter of coupling the resonances of the nasal and oral cavities.
Nevertheless, note that the 2-FAM is still clearly expressed by the long period
of nasalization preceding the prenasalized stop, by contrast to the orality of
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this vowel in the underived context. In short, though Si's phonological
grammar may specify both vowels as [nasal] in these forms, the prospect of
little or no acoustic gain may prompt her to not fail to attempt to achieve a
low velimi target for devoiced unstressed vowels, following the oral release
of the stop.®''
The second issue under consideration in this section is the behavior of
the transparent /J/ of forms such as kuju 'you (fam) are diligent'. Again, the
phonological generalization presents a somewhat idealized picture of the
data: such /J/'s are transparent to regressive nasalization. The nasal flow facts
reveal, however, reveal a more complex picture. Again, Si's data provide an
interesting source of variation, though all three speakers produce tokens
which fail to correspond to what we might take to be the expected pattern of
velum movement.
Again, the data in (136) provide examples of the expected phonetic
implementation of vowel nasalization in pairs of non-nasalized and 2-FAM
forms for ku^u 'diligent' and fctiju 'you (fam) are diligent' for all three
speakers.

Perhaps this can be related to the notion of LAZY recently exploited by
Kirchner (1995b), building on the work of Lindblom (1983) on the economy of
speech gestures.
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(136)
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The forms in the left column provide oral forms as a basis of comparison.
Note that in the 2-FAM context for all three speakers, the flow pattern
resembles that found for medial voiced fricatives that are flanked by nasal
vowels. That is, we see 1) steady, plateau-like nasal flow on the initial vowel
of the couplet, 2) an upward slope corresponding to the onset of fricative
closure, and 3) a subsequent decline in nasal flow throughout the duration of
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the fricative. At the erid of the couplet, V2 is nasalized throughout its
duration.
This suggests that the phonetic implementation of such /J/'s involves
the construction of a window for a high velum at their right edge, as I have
claimed is the case for voiced fricatives.®'

(137) Window assignment for velum height in transparent /j"/

[0 vol]
high -r
velum
height

window constructed
at right edge of
fncative

low

Following the treatment of voiced fricative trarxsparency above, the attested
flow pattern can be characterized as in (138).

Recall that I assume that this /J"/ has no voicing specification under the
assumption that it is thus phonologically distinguished from the [-voice]
opaque /J"/ (see discussion in Chapter 3).
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(138) Implementation of [nasal] in transparent vjv sequences

V
I

;

V
I

phonological
representation

[nasi [0 voi] [nasi
high 7"
velum
height
low

assignment of
windows
= path
through windows

Here, both vowels are phonologically specified for [nasal] at the output of the
phonology. The fricative—flanked by low velum targets and characterized by
having its own orality target at the right edge—allows for interpolative velum
raising throughout its duration. Subsequently, the velum is lowered again to
achieve the nasal target of the following vowel.
Again, however, the facts are somewhat more complicated. The data in
(139) provide tokens that illustrate the variation in nasal implementation in
this same pair of forms across all three speakers.
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(139) Flow traces: kuju 'you (fam) are diligent'
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These data are interesting in that they call attention to two issues. First, in the
token produced by SI, /J/ unexpectedly blocks regressive nasalization. That is,
it appears to pattern with phonologically voiceless consonants. Secondly, in
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the tokens produced by S2 and S3, though /J"/ does not block nasalization, the
extent of nasalization on the initial vowel of the couplet is strikingly short.
That is, the temporal duration of nasal implementation in the vowel is not
what we would expect of the phonetic implementation of a vowel that is
phonologicaUy specified for [nasal] (see, for example, Cohn 1990, 1993a)®®.
The most striking source of variation is manifested in Si's speech.
Consider the five tokens for /kuju + 2-FAM/ 'you (fam) are diligent' in (140).

Note as well that the flow pattern on the token produced by S3 in (139) is
additionally odd in that it exhibits an increase in nasal flow at both the onset
and offset of the fricative, suggesting that the orality target at the right edge is
not reached in this form, i.e. that the velum lowering gesture for the final
vowel overlaps with the release of the fricative.
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(140) SI nasal flow data: /kuj"u + 2-FAM/ 'diligent + 2-FAM'
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In tokens (b,c,e), the leftward propagation of [nasal] is blocked by /J"/, while in
(a) and (d), the fricative is transparent to harmony; i.e., both vowels are
realized with a lowered velum. Interestingly, in the two tokens in which /J/
is transparent to nasalization, the final, imstressed vowel of the couplet is
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devoiced. By contrast, in the three opaque cases, the final vowel is voiced and
thus provides sufficient energy for the generation of nasal resonance. In all of
the forms, SI produces riasalized vowels that are sufficient to unambiguously
distinguish the 2-FAM form from its oral, non-2-FAM counterpart.
What is intriguing is that the variable implementation of nasality on
the first vowel of the couplet seems to be related to whether or not the final
vowel is devoiced. Of course, on the basis of such a limited data set, it is
difficult to draw more conclusive generalizations, but her performance calls
to mind Jakobson, Fant, and Halle's (1952) observation that "...we speak to be
heard in order to be understood". I tentatively conclude that, phonologically,
the ur\specified voicing status of /J/ may be somewhat unstable, given its
phonetic voicelessness. The variability exhibited by SI may be a function of
this instability, causing her to implement this /J/in nasal contexts with an
early phonetic target for oraUty that serves to suppress the implementation
[nasal] on VI"
The second type of variability involves the timing of the onset of
nasalization in the first vowel of the couplet. In the tokens in (139) above for
S2 and S3, we see that the timing of velum lowering is closely coordinated
with the end of VI. One of the five tokens for S2 and two of S3's tokens

" Note, however, that matters are complicated by the fact that SI does not
glottalize the preceding vowel. That is, she sometimes treats /j"/ as voiceless
with respect to nasalization, but not with respect to glottalization.
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exhibit this type of short vowel nasalization prior to the onset of the medial
fricative. More generally, we see in looking across the data involving
transparent consonants (see Appendix) that there is often (though not always)
a considerable lag between the release of the initial consonant and the onset
of nasalization in VI. This is important in that it again calls attention to the
difficulty of intuiting phonological information from phonetic data.
Consider, for example, forms such as lentfu 'you (fam) are dirty' in (141),
produced by S2 and S3:

(141) Nasal flow data: lend^u 'you (fam) are dirty'
S2

S3
250
ml/sec

I—T"'!—\—\—r
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T—\—r~
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nd

u

T—I—I—I—I—I—r
100

msec.

What in the phonetic data indicates that VI in these contexts should be
viewed as phonologically specified for [nasal]? Both vowels are partially
nasalized, with the onset of nasalization at or following the midpoint of a
vowel which precedes a medial prenasalized stop. Such a pattern would
appear to follow straightforwardly from a notion of interpolation such as that
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advanced by Cohn (1990,1993a) to account for similar looking English data.
That is, the nasalization of the vowel can be attributed to phonetic
coarticulation with the nasal closure of the following stop.
However, for CM speakers, even in such cases, nasalization would
appear to contribute to the phonological marking of the morphological
category of the second person familiar, i.e. to the distinction between such
forms and their non-2-FAM counterparts such as lend^u 'dirty'.

(142) Nasal flow data: lend^u 'dirty'
S2

S3
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These data call attention to two important points. First, they reinforce
the claim that intuiting phonological information from phonetic data is a
highly complex affair. Secondly, they remind us of Keating's (1990b)
discussion of the fact that the level of phonetic implementation in which
phonological categories are translated to phonetic targets is itself an
abstraction away from the intricacies of the dynamic and variable process of—
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to borrow Browman and Goldstein's (1986,1989) terminology—orchestrating
the artiailatory gestures that result in speech.

4.3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter I have provided a detailed examination of both the
phonology and phonetics of nasalization in CM. I begin with a basic
description of the general patterns of the distribution of nasality within roots
in the language. Then, within the context of Optimality Theory, I provide a
formal phonological account of the entire range of facts that takes surface
nasalization patterns to be the result of two interacting types of nasalization:
1) vowel-to-vowel or prosodic nasalization and 2) root-to-root nasalization
triggered by nasal consonants. These patterns are characterized in terms of
constraints pressuring for the alignment of [nasal] with the rightmost and
leftmost moras of a couplet, together with segmental constraints, such as
*NC, *NV, and *vN, and configurational constraints, such as *GAP and the
OCP, which interact with the alignment constraints to generate the particular
properties of the system. In the discussion of the phonology of [nasal]
distribution, I argue that an explicit account of the facts, and, in particular, the
need to ban faithful mappings from logically possible input candidates to
illicit surface forms, motivates the use of a conditional cor\straint, L -> R,
which characterizes the entailment relation by which rightmost moraic
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alignment is always satisfied if it is the case that leftmost alignment is
satisfied in a root.
In the last part of the chapter, I focus on the interface of phonology and
phonetics as it pertains to nasalization. First, I discuss the use of the
segmental constraints *NV, *vN, and *NC. I point out that the first two have
the effect of phonologizing left-to-right or perseveratory nasal coarticulation,
while harming right-to-left or anticipatory coarticulation, from nasal
consonants to adjacent vowels. Though I note that there are no simple
ariswers to the question of why the language should choose to ei\force such a
pattern, I suggest that *vN might profitably be viewed as a mechanism for
preventing morphological neutralization, i.e. of maintaining a distinction
between CVNV forms in the non-derived and second familiar contexts, while
*NV can be viewed as a means of maximizing the auditory distinctiveness of
nasal stop-vowel versus prenasalized stop-vowel sequences. Regarding the
constraint *NC, I note that it is interesting in that it derives from a
phonetically grounded relationship between voicing and nasality, but that it
characterizes opacity by obtaiiiing of sequences consisting of a nasal vowel
followed by an oral consonant, rather than by baniiing the coocurrence of
nasality and voicing within a single segment. I have also noted that it is
interesting for what it does not do. In particular, I argue that there are good
reasons to expect aU obstruent consonants to block nasalization, both voiced
and voiceless. This is not the case in CM, where voiced consonants are
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transparent to vowel-to-vowel nasal harmony. This, in turn, calls our
attention to the fact that phonetically motivated constraints are not simply
phonological imperatives (Archangeli and PuUeyblank 1994a). Possible
phonetic motivation circumscribes a range of possibilities for constraints,
which may or may not be exploited by a particular phonology.
Finally, I discuss the phonetic implementation of [nasal], using nasal
airflow data as evidence of veliim activity. This section reveals surprising
data regarding the timing of velum lowering, especially with respect to the
production of fricatives. First, I show that claims about the universal orality
of fricatives (cf. Ohala and Ohala 1993, Cohn 1993b) appear to be falsified by
the CM data. Specifically, both voiceless and voiced fricatives are realized
with nasal flow throughout a large part or all of their durations. I argue that
the data further motivate the position adopted in Chapter 3 in the treatment
of glottalization, i.e., the position that phonetic targets for articulatory (and/or
acoustic) dimensions can be constructed throughout only part of a segment
(cf. Hufftnan 1989,1993). In this case, I show that orality targets for voiceless
fricatives are constructed at the left edge of the segment, with anticipatory
velum lowering resulting from interpolation between the absence of a target
for orality throughout the latter half of the fricative and the low velum target
of a following vowel. By contrast, I argue that the target for orality in voiced
fricatives is located at the right edge of the segment. Their transparency can
thus be related to their ability to tolerate nasal during their dosiire while an
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orality target is gradually reached at the right edge of these segments. In this
sense, we can better understand the way in which *NC derives the opacity of
voiceless sounds to nasal harmony in the phonology; it bans nasal vowelconsonant sequences in contexts in which the consonant has an early or leftedge target for orality.
Finally, I return to the issue of intuiting phonological information
from phonetic data. Using the case of the timing of the onset of nasalization
in the iiutial vowel of 2-FAM forms such as [lend^u] 'you (fam) are dirty', I
argue again that the interpretation of phonetic data requires a knowledge of
the phonological system of the language in question. In this case, I provide
tokens in which the pattern of nasal timing closely resembles what Cohn
(1990, 1993a) has convincingly shown to be a pattern of interpolative
nasalization in English VN sequences. However, I note that the CM cases are
cases in which such partial nasalization serves to mark a morphological
category. To the extent that we assume that phonetic interpolation does not
mark morphological category distinctions, we are forced to conclude that we
cannot determine the phonological specification of [nasal] for such vowels on
the basis of phonetic data alone.
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CHAPTERS CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, I have pursued two parallel theoretical goals. First,
I have provided an explicit Optimality Theoretic (Prince and Smolensky 1993,
McCarthy and Prince 1993b) account of two major aspects of the phonology of
a single language. I argue that such accounts are important in that all too
often the treatment of only a subset of data can obscure deeper and more
problematic aspects of a phonological system. Regarding the issue of
nasalization, for example, I show that accounting for the attested distribution
of nasalized vowels can be relatively easily characterized in terms of
alignment constraints interacting with sequential cooccurrence constraints on
nasality and oraHty. However, a comprehensive account of the distribution of
both nasal consonants and vowels within CM roots motivated a more
complex view of constraint interaction involving the conditional
combination of alignment constraints in the grammar. Similarly, the
treatment of glottalization led to a detailed discussion of the implications of
freely generated input structures for the concept of underlying
representations in phonological theory. I argue that it is inacciurate to equate
input with underlying and that if we are to encode the traditional notion of

underlying representation, this is best achieved by viewing UR's as sets of
optimal inputs for a given lexical item.
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At the same time, I have taken a detailed look at the interface of
phonetics and phonology as it pertains to nasalization and glottalization in
CM. I develop two areas of discussion in this regard. First, I explore the way in
which phonetic relations between featiires are phonologized via the
introduction of phonetically grounded constraints (cf. Archangeli and
PuUeyblank 1994a). In the discussion of glottalization, I argue for an extension
of the notion of grounding to countenance what I have termed the
opportunistically grounded relation between glottalization and stress. I show

that although these are not inherently sympathetic, the overall nature of the
phonology of the language is such that glottalization is optimally realized in
on a stressed vowel. In the discussion of nasalization in Chapter 4,1 extend
the use of grounding by arguing for the relevance of grounding to the
treatment of opaque consonants. In particvilar, I argue that prohibiting the
presence of nasalized vowels before voiceless consonants has the effect of
protecting orality at the point of closure, thus allowing for the build up of
pressure necessary for burst energy or firication.
The second aspect of the relationship between phonology and
phonetics under study here regards the implementation of both vowel
glottalization and nasalization in consonants and vowels in CM. This builds
on the work of mamy researchers in recent years, who have begxm to address
the complex issue of how static, categorical phonological features are
implemented in time and space (cf. Pierrehumbert 1980, Keating 1988,1990a,b,
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Shih 1988, Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988, Huffinan 1989, Cohn 1990,
Laniran 1993, among others). Working within a windows framework
(Keating 1990b), I provide arguments that phonologically specified features
such as [+constricted glottis] must implement windows for only a part of the
duration of the vowel for which they are specified. Similarly, I argue that
orality targets in voiced and voiceless fricatives in CM are implemented at the
edges rather than throughout these segments. In a broad sense, these findings
support Huffman's (1989) model of articulatory landmarks to the extent that
the data support a view in which targets are temporally located within
segments. What make the data particularly interesting, however, is that the
location of window targets may vary firom segment edge to segment edge.
Here, I claim argue voiced fricatives implement orality at their release, while
voiceless fricatives implement a target for orality early in the segment.
Turning back to the issue of the opacity of all voiceless segments to CM
nasalization, I suggest that this distinction in target location can be seen as the
driving phonetic force behind the banning of nasal vowel-voiceless
consonant sequences in the language. Moreover, I use the implementation
data to argue for a more complex notion of the relationship between phonetic
data and phonological information than that advanced, for example, by Cohn
(1990, 1993a). In particular, I show that we caimot assume that partial
implementation of a feature in a segment entails the phonetic rather than
phonological presence of that featvire. This means that phonetic data must be
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interpreted in the context of the phonological system from which it is
derived.
Such data here point to the need for more cross-linguistic studies of
how phonetics implements phonological features. Discovering evidence of
systematic nasal coarticulation during CM fricatives constitutes a major
surprise of the study fricatives (contra the predictioris of Ohala and Ohala 1993
and Cohn 1993b). At the same time, a language with such a degree and variety
in its employment of [nasal] has never been subjected to this kind of study.
The more languages we examine, the more we will learn about the range of
possible patterns of coarticulation that we will find. Finally, my hope is that
this dissertation will aid in the detailed and explicit documentation of one
more endangered language in a landscape of increasingly vanishing lingmstic
and ciiltural diversity.

APPENDIX
Word list
[tsu]
[m]

[t%?"tu]
[tsii]
[tsTi]
[fee]
[fee]
[Qu?u]
[5u?u]
[5u?"ku]
[5u?"ku]
[ku?"tJu]
[lcu?Vu]
[ki?'ii]
[ki?'jl]
[ku?"tsi]
[ku?"tsi]
[kiSi]
[kl6i]
[Pi3e]
[pl3e]
[kupi]
[kupi]
[tipi]
[m

[ti?'Pi]
[fi?'pi]
[kunii]
[kunu]
[lend^u]
[lend^u]
[Iu?"ndi]
[lu?'^di]
[kuj"u]
[kuj"u]

"nail (firigernail)'
'sweet'
'firewood'
'to get wet'
'you (fam) will get yourself wet
'to arrive'
'you (fam) arrived'
'rob, steal'
'you (fam) will rob'
'tall'
'you (fam) are taU'
'to plow, hoe'
'you (fam) will plow'
'to come'
'you (fam) will come'
'to bathe'
'you (fam) will bathe'
'to sleep'
'you (fam) will sleep'
'wet'
' you (fam) are wet'
'to die'
'you (fam) died'
'to blow'
'you (fam) will blow'
'to push'
'you (fam) will push'
'to run'
'you (fam) will run'
'dirty'
'you (fam) are dirty'
'small'
'you (fam) are small'
'diligent'
'you (fam) are diligent'
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SI: [tsii] 'nail (fingernail)'
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SI: [pl6i] 'sweet'
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SI: [t-'u?"tu] 'firewood'
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SI: [tsii] 'to get wef
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SI: [tsii] 'you (fam) will get yourself wet'
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SI: [fee] 'to arrive'
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SI: [fee] 'you (fam) arrived'
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SI: [6u?u] 'rob, steal'
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SI: [Su?u] 'you (fam) will rob'
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SI: [au?"ku]'taU'
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SI: [3u?"ku] 'you (fam) are tall'
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SI: [ku?"tJu] 'to plow, hoe'
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SI: [ku?"tju] 'you (fam) will plow'
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S3: [fee] 'to arrive'
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S3: [fee] 'you (fam) arrived'
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S3: [5u?u] 'to rob, steal'
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S3: [9u?u] 'you (fam) will rob'
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S3: [3u?"ku]'taU'
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S3: [5u?"ku] 'you (fam) are tall'
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S3: [ku?"tJu] 'to plow, hoe'
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S3: [ku?"t^u] 'you (fam) will plow'
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S3; [ki?'j"i] 'to come'
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S3: [kiT'Ji] 'you (fam) will come'
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S3: [ku?"tsi] 'to bathe'
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S3: [ku?"tsl] 'you (fam) will bathe'
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S3: [kiQi] 'to sleep'
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S3: [ki6T] 'you (fam) will sleep'
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S3: [pi3e] 'wet'
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S3: [pi5e]' you (fam) are wef
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S3: [ku]3i] 'to die'
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S3: [kupi] 'you (fam) died'
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S3: [tipi] 'to blow'
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S3: [tfpl] 'you (fam) will blow'
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S3: [ti?'Pi] 'to push'
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S3: [tr?'pr] 'you (fam) will push'
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S3: [kimu] 'to rim'
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S3: [kunu] 'you (fam) will run'
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S3: [lend^u] 'dirty'
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S3: [lend^u] 'you (fam) are dirty'
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S3: [Iu?"ndi] 'small'
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S3: [lu?"ndi] 'you (fam) are small'
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S3: [kuju] 'diligent'
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S3: [kuju] 'you (fam) are diligent'
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